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Introduction 

Carl Weschcke and I have been experimenting with th~ 
"Flashing Colors" Magical Tattwa cards for several years. 
This deck and the system here-in presented are firmly 

. . based uponninete!'!nth-century documents used in the. cur
riculum of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn. The 
Magical Tattwa Cards· have indeed fulfilled their promise of 
being a powerful magical tool. 

Although the geometrical shapes of the Tattwas, or pri
mordial elements of Samkhya Hindu philosophy (itself at 
least 2,500 years old), have long since become an integral 
part of the Western Tradition, the Flashing Colors and 
their divinatory aspects have never before, to our knowl
edge, been publicly available as a printed deck, or indeed, 
as the complete integral system presented here . . 

In the Appendices, I have included relevant mat.erial 
from Israel Regardie's The Golden Dawn (Llewellyn Publica
tions) including a paper discussing the intricate color cod
ing, which we have used, titled "Flashing Tablets." Culling 

ix 
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this information from Regardie's masterly compendium 
allows us to span a century of established experience with 
the Tattwa system. . 

For an independent and contemporary Pagan-Wiccan 
use of the Tattwa symbols, I recommend you consult Edain 
McCoy's excellent new book, Making Magic (Llewellyn 
Publications), chapter ten. 

The reconstruction of this deck has been costly, both 
of time and effort, and lowe a debt of gratitude to Lynne 
Menturweck and to Tom Grewe, respectively Art Director 
and Associate Artist at Llewellyn Publications. 

I would also like to thank my dear friends, Carl and San
dra .Weschcke who, as usual, have been unremitting with 
their hospitality, and provided the research facilities, time 
and space, patience and brainstorming, all of which have 

. made the completion of this project possible. 
Finally, I would like to thank Cheryl Stevens; who took 

upon herself the task of functioning as my personal assis
tant. She dragged me, albeit belatedly, into the twenty-first 
century, with a crash course in computers. 

Without the support of Carl and Sandra while I was in 
the U.S.A., and Cheryl's unremitting loving efforts when I 
returned to Australia, this manuscript would not have 
materialized. 

It is with great pleasure that I consign this foundation 
work to generations of future students. Some will research 
this material further than I have dreamt, thus perpetuating 
the tradition for posterity. 

Jonn Mumford 
Marine-on-St. Croix, Minnesota, USA 

1996 

Chapter 1 

THE FIVEELEffiENTS 

Some 2,500 years. ago an Indian philosopher called Kapila 
formalized a doctrine explaining the origins of the universe 
and all its beings. His concepts included the "Five Element" 
theories and predated Aristotle and Plato. 

Kapila's philosophy is known as'Samkhya and it became 
one of the six schools of classical Indian philosophy. The 
implications of Samkhya philosophy had far-reaching con
sequences, including an influence on Buddhist metaphysical 
thought and Greek philosophy, as well as extending through 
to the European Middle Ages via the alchemists. Traces of 
Samkhya philosoPhy emerge in such modern schools as the 
Rosicrucians, Gurdjief grbtips, and Masonry. 

Pure, undifferentiated consciousness (Purusha) h.as 
always existed. ConsCiousness was without beginning, and 
therefo~e without end, eternally radiating through limitless 
reaches of space and eons of time. Consciousness reflects 
and expresses itself through an opposite principle, a "con
sort": Energy (Prakrit, in Tantra). 

1 



2 MAGICAL TAITWAS 

Please be very aware that I am going to vastly oversim
. plify Samkhya. I will use as few Sanskrit words as possible. 
Skipping whole portions of Samkhyan cosmogony and 
ontogeny will allow us to directly discuss the "Five Ele
ment" theory. 

(1) Consciousness "witnesses"; (2) Energy "dynamises," 
changing its rate of vibration to manifest Matter. This mat
ter, or gradients of energy, begets from itself cosmic mind 
(Mahat), which in turn precipitates individual mind, as 
intelligence (3) (Buddhi), (4) ego (Ahamkara) and (5) con
scious/unconscious (Manas) functions individualized in a 
body (Kosha) . 

So far I have ignored twenty other ingredients. Samkhya 
is translated as "to enumerate categories," or sometimes sim
ply "twenty-five," since there are exactly twenty-five classifi
able differentiations, out of which everything is formed. 

Let us recapitulate. Existence divides into two coexistent 
principles: Consciousness (Purusha) and Energy (Prakrit). 

Consciousness and Energy are codependent because 
Consciousness is sterile, or lame, and Energy is blind. 
(Energy always implies Matter, which is what Energy 
becomes when it expresses its dynamism). 

Mind is not consciousness but merely energy, and 
therefore a rarefied sub-category of matter. 

Energy has to condense out of itself five Elements that 
act as the building blocks of all material manifestation, in 
various permutations and combinations. 

These five Elements, all emerging from the first Ele
ment, Ether, are, in descending order: Ether, Air, Fire, 
Water, Earth. The brilliance of this Indian classification of 
elements is that it spans eternity as a quick method of clas-
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sifying all manifest matter. This is not the Periodic Table of 
Elements of western physics and chemistry, with gaps, but 
a classification of matter by its state. We will distinguish 
between these two by an initial capital in the case of the 
Element that is a "state of matter." 

Ether (the Element, not the hospital anesthetic) is 
the womb out of which the other Elements emerge. 
Ether is the container of all states of matter and the 
source of their creation. Ether is also those states of 
matter that manifest as electromagnetic, gravita
tional and nuclear energies. 

Air is all gaseous manifestations. 

Fire is incandescen~, incendiary, all thermal 'states. 

Water is the principle of fluidity, liquidity, flowing 
substances. 

Earth is anything demonstrating solidarity and 
cohesiveness. 

These five Elements are collectively called Tattwas, or 
those things possessed of "thatness." Everything we can 
perceive through smelling, tasting, seeing, touching, and 
hearing is compounded of one or more of these five Ele
ments. My Ayurvedicteacher, Dr. Swami Shankardev 
Saraswati, has aligned the five Elements with the "forces" 
of western physics: 
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Earth = Mechanical Energy 

Water = Chemical Energy 

Fire = Thermal Energy 

Air .- Electrical Energy 

. Ether = Nuclear Energy 

Every substance in the world is made up of five elements 
and requires the five elements for its growth, e.g. a carrot 
requires Earth as its foundation, Water is the cohesive fac
tor which holds it together, Fire enables it to ripen and 
mature, Air makes it grow and Ether gives it the space to 
manifest and develop. 

Dr. Robert Svoboda, Ayurveda, Penguin Books 

I will give a simple analogy of the interaction of the 
Tattwas. Within the vastness of space (Ether), gas condens
es into clouds (Air), lightning bolts fly forth (Fire), and rain 
(Water) deluges down, forming rivulets upon the land 
(Earth). 

Such an analogy is reminiscent of the biologists' water 
Cycle and also encompasses the ecosphere (living space) of 
the planet earth, which we treat like dirt. 

Events in human life follow a similar natural cycle, ever 
repeating, of transformational phases involving the Ele
ments dancing in combinations; it is upon this basis that 
divination using the Tattwa deck becomes possible. _ 

Let us put the Elements and their primary correspon
dences into a conceptual framework. 

\ 

/' 
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Involutionary Scale 
From Subtle Descending to Gross 

Element Manifest Symbol Shape 

State 

Ether Stellar Space Egg (Cosmic) Oval 

Air Gaseous Sphere Circle 

Vapors 

Fire Incandenscene Tetrahedron Equilateral 

Triangle 

Water Fluid Crescent Crescent 

Precipitation Moon 

Earth Congealment Cube Square 

Evolutionary Scale 
From Gross Ascending to Subtle 

Element Shape State 

Ether Oval At ("o")m-osphere 

Air Circle Vaporization 

Fire Triangle Spontaneous Combustion 

Water Crescent Moister 

Earth Square Compactness 
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Transformational State 

t Steam t Fire t Hot Vapor t Mist n 
~ Water Water Fluid Dew 

+ Ice + Fozen + Earth -

or t Frost ~ 

Elert:1ents Involutionary-Evolutionary Circle 

Ether Ether 

Air 

Fire Fire 

Water Water 

Earth Earth -

Each Element has come to be associated with a power 
center, or chakra, in the body and each Element is com. 
posed of sub-elements involving the other elements. 

o Ether (Akasha): The fifth Element, Ether (comparable with 
the European alchemists Quintessence), is symbolized by 
a black or indigo oval. Akasha is the Tattwa (quality) asso
ciated with Vishudda chakra (located at the .throat). 

Its manifestation is sound vibration (Shabda), yet it 
is not sound. Neither Ether nor Quintessence are exact 
eqUivalents to Akasha. Akasha is a form of reality 
described as dimensionless, all-pervading space, the dis
tance between object~ and the space within which the 
dance of existence may be performed. 
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The root of Akasha is "Kas" meaning "to shine" or 
"to appear." Vyasa Bhasyam mentions infinitude and 

, indivisibility as properties of Akasha. 
The Hindu philosophical implication of Akasha pre

dates Greek Epicurean atomistic physics and is a cogent 
concept equitable with current astronomical cos
mogony. Lucretious (c. 94-55 B.C.), the greatest Roman 
apologist of the Epicureans, in his hexameter poem On 
the Nature of Things, makes two statements which 
approach the Indian concept of Akasha: 

1. "Wherever I step I am at the Center of the Uni
verse" (implied infinitude). 

2. "Nothing comes out of Nothing"(implied eternity). 

o Air (Vayu): The fourth Element is symbolized by a circle 
(endless motion) and is the Tattwa of Anahata chakra 

-(located at the heart region). Vayu is the principle of 
movement and comes from the Sanskrit root mea~ing 
"to blow." 

Vayu manifests as the gaseous and vaporous states 
of matter. Its sensory avenue is touch (Sparsa) and it 
carries the sound from Ether, therefore Vayu can be 
heard and felt. 

/::,. Fire (Tejas): The third Element is symbolized by a red 
triangle, or tetrahedron. In Western alchemy, the sym
bol for fire is always a triangle ~th the apex up; in Yoga 
it may be drawn with the apex down, e.g. the Trikona 
(Yoni triangle) which is found in Manipura chakra (just 
above the navel). Tejas comes from the Sanskrit root 
meaning "sharp," i.e. pointed flames. 

Tejas is the Element manifesting as all thermal activ
ity; heat, illumination from incandescence~ and trans-
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formation. It holds the atoms of form or shape (Rupa) 
and therefore can be seen, felt and heard; you can "see" 
the fire, "feel" the heat of its flames, and "hear" the 
crackling of the combustion. Fire expands. 

~ Water (Apas): This is the second Element symbolized by 
a silver crescent and related to Swadhisthana chakra 
(psychic center below the navel). In the body, Apas 
rules from the knees to the hips. The Sanskrit root Ap 
means "water," which is to be understood as the princi
ple of liquid and all fluid states. 

Contraction (evaporation) and taste (Rasa) are insep
arable qualities of water. Consider the tongue which 
cannot have its gustation (taste buds) receptors fire 
without saliva or fluid present in the mouth. Water can 
be heard, felt, seen, and tasted. 

DEarth (Prithivi): The first Element is symbolized by a yel
low square or cube. It is associated with Muladhara 
chakra (psychic center located on the pelvic floor) and ' 
cgaracterized by cohesion and solidarity. Prithivi is 
from the Sanskrit root meaning "extended," and its spe
cial sensory avenue is smell (Gandha), so the elemerlt 
Earth can be detected by all five senses. 

In this discussion we have concentrated upon the 
"gross" elements (Mahabhutas); these gross elements are 
preceded by five subtle elements (Tanmatras), which repre
sent the essence of the atomic vibration containing the 
"seed" of sound, touch, vision, taste, and smell. 

As well, the Samkhyan evolutionary scheme for sen
tience contains the substrate for five avenues of action 
(Karmendriyas), and the matrix for the appearance of the 
five facilities for perception (jnanendriyas). ' 
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Subtle Elements: Tanmatras 

Samkhya is a 2,SDO-year-old theory that explains all 
aspects of creation and manifestation, and includes con
cepts cognate with sub-atomic particles, atoms, molecules , 
and compounds, as well as offering explanations of organ

ic and inorganic modalities. 
For a more complete explanation of Samkhya, consult 

Awakening the Life Force, by Swami Rajarshi Muni 

(Llewellyn Publications, 1994). 
To understand how each gross Element is compounded 

with the subtle Tanmatras, or sensory Elexpents, we could 
make a diagram like the one on page 10: 

There is a specific order in which the five subtle primary ele
ments devolve. They appear neither simultaneously nor in 
random order. First, sound is originated. Then comes touch, 
then color/form, and finally smell, in order. Each succeeding 
elemetlt retains the qL!-ality or qualities of the preceding ones. 
This means that the later the appearance, the more qualities 
a subtle primary element has. Accordingly, sound has the 
solitary quality of $ound. Touch possesses two qualities: 
touch and sound. Color/form contains three qualities: 
color/form, touch and sound. Likewise, taste has four quali
ties, and smell, all fiv~ qualities. 

-Swami Rajarshi Muni, Awakening the Life Force, 67 

An intuitive feel far this concept may be increased if I 
use the ultimate, representation shapes of the gross 
(Tattwas) Elements with the subtle Tanmatras. 

In examining the chart illustration on page 11, it 
becomes apparent that Earth represents, or symbolizes, the 
most concrete, tangible aspects of the material world, sim
ply because Earth engages all of our external sensory organs. 
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Though the gross elements (Mahabhutas) are considered 
. gross in contrast to the subtle elements (Tanmatras), they 
are not yet visible at this stage. They are still in their gener
ic forms. In their pure states they have not yet become the 
smallest particle of matter, known as paramnus. Therefore, 
they should not be confused with the chemical elements 
known to modern science. 

IBID. 

Ether 

Sound Sound Touch 

Fire 

Sound 

Form 

Touch 

Water Earth 

Sound Sound 

Taste Touch Touch 
Smell 

Form 
Form 

Taste 
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We are now approaching the final Elemental building 
block phase. The Samkhya scheme permits a totally coherent 
and consistent world view which explains the phenomenal 
universe. The system works well from an Indian perspective, 
in which the idea of cooperating with nature takes precedence 
over the Western idea of conquering nature. If you want to 
conquer the natural world, ' then you definitely need an 
approach based on Western science-for the Indians, "con
quering the self" was the pre-eminent ideal! 

Gross Tattwas with their Subtle Tanmatras 

0 0 
So u (\0 loud\ Form 

ETHER AIR FIRE 

Touch 

Form Sound 8,,"00 ~ Form 

Taste Taste L-

WATER EARTH 

Each of the five generic gross elements is first divided into 
two equal halves. Then one-half of each element is further 
split into four equal parts and added to the undivided half 
of each remaining element. Thus, in each newly differenti
ated gross element there will be part of all five original 
generic elements gross in specific proportion. 
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Tbe proportions are: SO percent of the Element plus 12.5 
percent of each of the ot!Jer four Elements. Each of these 
proportions represents what I refer to as a "seed" within 
the primary Element under consideration; hence we end 
up with twenty-five permutations, '(SxS=2S). (See chart 
below.) 

Five Element TattwaChart: 
Molecular Construction 

Air Ether 
Ether Fire Air Fir~ 
50% Water 50% Water 

Earth Earth 

Akasha Vayu 

Ether 

Fire Air 

50% Water 

Earth 

Tejas 

Ether Ether 
-Water Air Earth Air 

- 50% Fire 50% Fire 
Earth Water 

Apas Prithivi-
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The permutations of the Mahabhutas become the twen
ty-five cards of the Llewellyn Flashing Colors Tattwa deck 
as shown in the "Tattwa Composite Chart" on page 14. 
These then represent primordial power YANTRASor geo
metrical compositions, blending color and shape to invoke 
and evoke images. 

Some brief comments follow about the terminology I 
have preferred to use, the colors of the Tattwas, and the 
geometrical shapes ascribed to the elements. 

The first rule I set myself is to discard Sanskrit terms as 
much as possible. I feel this is acceptable as (a) over a hun
dred years of Golden Dawn tradition has embedded the 
English terms in the Western psyche, (b) the symbols speak 
for themselves, trans culturally, and (c) the simpler the ter
minology the better. The only Sanskrit term retained is 
"Tattwa," as this word has become inextricably attached to 
the elements through common usage. 

My choice of "Ether" deserves a comment. Llewellyn 
Publisher Carl Weschcke has drawn my attention to the 
older, alternative spellings, which include Aether and Athyr. 
Spirit is also used, as is Quintessence, Le. that fifth Element 
containing the essence or seeds of the other foUf, a concept 
first introduced in the Western tradition by Aristotle. 

None of these terms fully conveys the concept of 
Akasha. "Space: pregnant witb all possibilities" would 
probably be the best English sentence I could compose to 
-sum up Akasha and that would be inadequate. 

Ether, from the same Greek root that gives us etheric 
and ethereal, is not correct either, but it comes close; in the 
adjectival form, ethereal, it contains multiple meanings -
including light as air, eerily out of the ordinary, and, final
ly, lacking mass. 



Tattwa Composite Chart 

Earth Water Fire Air Ether 

Seed of Earth 'Seed of Water Seed of Fire Seed of Air Seed of Ether 

Seed <;>f Fire Seed of Fire Seed of Water Seed of Water Seed of Water 

Seed of Air Seed of Air Seed of Air Seed of Fire Seed of Fire 

Seed of Ether Seed of Ether Seed of Ether Seed of Ethe'r Seed of Air 

L. 
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All things considered, including the precedence estab
lished by the Golden Dawn, Ether is by far the most logical 
choice; out of a bad lot. 

In discussing the colors and geometrical figures used by 
the Hindus to designate the Tattwas a good place to start 
might be with the Western, tradition and current practice. 

Some have claimed that the signs for the elements are 
derived from the six~pointed star (hexagram) or Star of 
David. The hexagram certainly has nothing to do with 
Judaism and early Kabbalistic studies, as it did not become 
associated with the Jewish people until the seventeenth 
century. The Star was adopted by the Zionist organization 
in 1897. 

The hexagram is found extensively in Indian temples 
and Islamic mosques; It iS,used in Christian and Hermetic 
Kabbalism as a symbol for the seven planets, as shown on 
page 16. , 

The Hexagram shows the position of the planets in rela
tionship to the sephiroth on the tree of lif.e. 

In India, the Hexagram is often associated with Vishnu, 
the preserver, and the triangle pointing down is a symbol of 
Prakrit, the universal Yoni, and all material creation. The 
triangle pointing up is Purusha, the silent consciousness 
behind existence. The Shat Kona (Sk. six-angled figure) or 

\.-
Hexagram is the preferred symbolfor Anaha~a (heart center) 
ehakra, while the triangles, pOinting up or down, represent 
-fire and are present in Manipura (solar plexus) chakra. 
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Jupiter 

~===1ll=.==*====i7.4 Saturn 

Mercury ~ 9 Venus 

Moon 

When the Shat Kona is pulled apart so that the apexes 
of the triangles are just touching, it is a symbol of Shiva's 
drum, the Damaru X. The Damaru symbolizes the dissolv
ing of time. 

The Hermetic alchemical symbols for the Elements are 
formed by the two triangles being pulled apart: Water V, 
Fire 6.,and when they are interlocked, the base line of 
each triangle c~ts it's twin to form Earth 9-and Air f:s.. 

The Four Elements are then arranged around a penta
gram; with the fifth Element, the Quintessence (Ether) at 
the top: viz. 

.\ ," 

\ ~';.~"" 
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Ether 

. Earth Fire 

I strongly suspect that the real origin of the alchemical 
depiction of the Elements, as variations on the Triangle, 
can be traced back to Plato's Timaeus. In the Tima~us Plafo 
describes how to construct the elements by putting togeth
er several types of triangles. 

The European tradition of the Four Elements has impor
tant ramifications and cross-cultural connections with the 
Indi~n system of indigenous medicine called Ayurveda. 
Around 400 B.C., Hipp'ocratesoutlined the doctrine of the 
Four Humorswhich formed the basis of Western medicine 
right up to the seventeenth century. 
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Mediaeval Europe aligned the Four Humors with the 
Four Elements and produced a type theory of personality 
which is still useful and being revived by Jungian Psychol
ogists with the Myers-Briggs personality profile. 

In the Middle Ages you belonged in one of four 
categories: 

Sanguine (Air) : Airy, social, optimistiC, flighty, and 
fanciful. 

Choleric (Fire): Impulsive, hot-tempered, person of 
action. 

Phlegmatic (Water): Unemotional, "laid-back," tolerant. 

Melancholic (Earth): Depressed and given to intellectual 
pursuits. 

The philosophy of the four humoral elements permeat
ed every facet of European art, science, and literature until 
the last few centuries. In the year 1600, Shakespeare's 
Henry V was produced, and an example of the common 
parlance utilizing the Elements may be found in Act III. 

Dau. And of the heat of the ginger. It is a beast for' Perseus: 
He is pure air and fire; and the dull elements of earth and 
water never appear in him, but only in patient stillness 
while his rider mounts him; he is indeed a horse; and all 
other jades you may call beasts. 

William Shakespeare, Henry V, Act III; Scene VII 

By 1980, the Four Element theories had been thorough-
r 'S IIS itated as a method for the classification of charac

' I II 11111 tN\1p rament types by Professor David Keirsey of 
I 1111 11 11' , ,' 1.1<' niversity, who amplified the earlier pio
l! ' 11111 W III iii L I ) h I Myers. 
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Useful popularization of this Four Element approach to 
personality typology has also been spread through the 
work of Tim LaHaye and Florence Littauer with such books 
as Personality Plus. Both these authors have proliferated the 
humoral Aristotelian approach among Christian groups, 
even retaining the original terms of Sanguine, Choleric, 
Phlegmatic, and Melancholic. My opinion is that the.resur
gence of this 2,OOO-year-old classification is evidence of its 
intrinsic value and increases tolerance for individual differ
ences when it is studied. 

The Indian physicians also started with a Four Element 
claSSification, but quickly found it more useful to compress 
it t.o a triple classification that would include Ether. To 
manage this they amalgamated the Phlegmatic (Water) 
and Melancholic (Earth) into one group called Kapha. 

Kapha has Earth plus Water. It (they) is (are) stable, tol
erant, and sluggish, prefers routine-sometimes downright 
lazy, even catatonic. Kapha subsumes the European cate
gory of Phlegmatic and Melancholic. 

Pitta is a nasty mix of the natural enemies Water and 
Fire, which produces an energetic, aggreSSive, boiling, can
tankerous personality, a "mover and shaker." Pitta is 
roughly equivalent to Choleric. 

Vata is a tango combination of Air and Ether; cerebral, 
airy-fairy, twitchy, delicate, and sensitive; natural, if ner
vous, priests! Vata corresponds to Sanguine. 

After two thousand years the Indian Ayurvedic doctors 
are still practicing, with amazing results. They are fabulous at 
sorting out your type and treating disturbances of balance. 

When Vata (Ether and Air combination) gets out of 
balance, such as too much Ether, they become spaced-
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literally "space bunnies." Alternatively, too much Air and 
they are flighty with the attention span of a gnat and the 
solidity of a bag of unbuttered, unsalted popcorn. The 
Ayurvedic doctor will, among other things, stuff them full 
of root vegetables (which they hate!) and pretty soon they 
will be grounded and earthed. 

When Kapha (Water and Earth) get unbalanced you are 
lucky if they ever get out oibed! If you are a pure Kapha 
constitution you won't even read this book. My teacher 
says that unbalanced Kaphas "open books, put them over. 
their face, and go to sleep!" As a Kapha, I can verify there is 
some truth in that. However, the remedy can include lots 
of chilies (Fire vegetable) to fire them up. 

As for Pitta imbalances-we won't even discuss that. 

Leave it to the doctor! 
The keynote in this commentary is to remind you that 

the Elements are still utilized in the so-called modern 
world, both in psychology and the survival of a 2,500 year 
old Indian medical tradition. 

The earlier model of the Four Element personality clas
sifi~ation (Le. Sanguine, Choleric, Phlegmatic, and Melan
cholic; respectively Air, Fire, Water, and Earth) works quite 
well as a character type analysis scheme. I have pointed out 
that, in the hands of the Jungian psychologists, this 
humoral doctrine survives usefully into the latter quarter of 

the twentieth century. 
The Ayurvedic delineation of three constitutions (by 

pairing the Elements) is even more sophisticated as it cov
ers both psychological types and physic~l constitutional 
tendencies, with appropriate diagnosis and remedies to bal

ance each category. 
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Amazingly enough, this · three-tiered Ayurvedic 
approach (Kapha, Pitta, and Vata) has also emerged inde
pendently into the Western World, demonstrating ap. 
inherent validity in the prinCiple of typing. 

The psychiatrist Ernst Kretschmer's monograph 
Physique and Character was translated into English in 1921. 
He summarized three Body Types and ma~ched them with 
psychiatric tendencies. 

1. Pyknic (Kapha); A stout body type susceptible to 
wild emotional swings; e.g. manic-depressive, or as 
it is now termed, "bipolar affective." 

2. Athletic (Pitta); A muscular, medium build prone to 
epilepsy. 

3. Asthenic (Vata); A linear, thin physique with a ten
dency to schizophrenia and thought disorders. 

By the 1930s, an American, W. H. Sheldon, had com
menced even more intense research on body type and per
sonality. His categories were based on the embryological 
three developmental layers of viscera (endomorphic layer), 
muscle tissue (mesomorphic layer), and skin with nervous 
system (ectomorphic layer). 

Based on predominance of anyone of these layers in a 
given individual physique he extrapolated three sub-cate

. gories that are stunningly reminiscent of the two-thou
sand-year-old Ayurvedic teachings. 

1. Viscerotonia equivalent to Pyknic and Kapha; 
"marked by sociability and love of comfort." 

2 Somatotonia equivalent to Athletic and Pitta; "self
assertiveness verging on aggression." 
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3. Cerebrotonia equivalent to Asthenic and Vata; 
"self-consciousness and diffidence." 

Although both Kretschmer's and Sheldon's pioneering 
w:ork is not much used in 'contemporary psychology, their 
research demonstrated an inherent validity for the concept 
of body typing and personality-temperament correla~es. In 
short, both men vindicated the ancient, A yurvedic .theories, 
without being aware of the Indian antecedents. 

I would like to briefly review the shapes as they are now 
commonly associated with the Tattwas. I will dismiss the 
Alchemical Western equivalents; they lack the elemerital 
potency of the Tattwa designs. 

D Earth: Depicted as a square. All Yantras (potent geomet
ric shapes) are' to be conceived in three dimensions, so 
the square of Earth becomes a cube, further exemplify
ing the solidarity, cohesiveness, stability, and low cen
ter of gravity implicit in the concept of Earth. Earth is 
foundational and fundamental-as in the Mason's, "on 
the square," and a "square deal." The quality of Earth is 
cohesion. 

\:::1 Water: The crescent moon. Most ancient civilizations 
recognized the moon's relationship with the tides and 
the menstrual cycle. Certainly the Hindus did, but as a 
shape the crescent moon has even more interesting 
associations with water. 

A drop of water, getting ready to fall from 'a leaf or 
other foliage, assumes a convex/concave appearance just 
before it turns into an ovoid drop. Water filled nearly, but 
not quite, to the, brim of a container assumes a concave 
shape (as the molecules at the perimeter adhere more to ' 
the sides) which is visually discernible. 
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When the glass is filled to the brim, and just short of 
overflowing, the water molecules dump in the center 
forming a convex shape (which is an inverted crescent). 

Water evaporating' on a hot stone surface tends to 
evaporate more Oil'one side than the other, thus tending 
to become a crescent. The quality of Water is contraction. 

L::. Fire: A triangle, apex up. The nature of flame is always 
to taper to a pOint. The quality of fire is to expand 
upwards just as a human with burning ambition aspires 
upward. 

QAir: A circle, really a sphere, (it should be noted that a 
hexagon and a hexagram are also used as symbols of Air 
in Anahata chakra). The circle, or sphere, is the geomet
rical shape that has the greatest potential for movement 
(e.g. wheel or ball) and Air always moves in circles or 
spirals (hence our terms whirlWind, ,twister, and torna
do). The quality of Air is motion. 

o Ether: An oval or egg. RamaPrasad, writing in Nat;ure's 
Finer Forces, suggests the oval shape for Akasha, which 
has the Tanmatra of sound, and is related to the ovoid 
shape of the External Auditory Meatus (the ear-hole). 
This shows how modest and inhibited a Hindu schoiar 
could be in 1894! 

The truth is the most beautiful example of all, demon
strating how a symbol in one culture is so potent it trans
lates easily to another culture. This is the sort of 
correlation that warms the heart of a Jungian and 
delights a Freudian. Ether's Yantra epitomizes the rela
tionship between a geometrical shape and shows how 
form can summarize a concept. 

Ether (Akasha) is both the container and the womb of 
all creation. The egg is Hiranya-Garba ?r "golden embryo-
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The other color often associated with Water is white: 

That orbed maiden with white fire laden, 
Whom mortals call the moon. 

But tenderly above the Sea, 

Shelley, The Cloud 

Hangs, white and calm, the hunter's moon 
G. Whittier, The Eve of Election 

Fire: Red. No comment necessary. 
Air: Sky blue. No comment necessary. 
Ether: Indigo, black, violet. All the colors of night space. 
In summary, the system here-in presented is not a syn-

thetic "New Age" invention. The Tattwa symbols rest upon 
the foundation of several thousand years of Samkhya-yoga 
practice. Western students caD: also draw on the egregore, 
the amassed experience of over a hundred years work with 
the Tattwas by the Golden Dawns practitioners. 

The lesson to be learned from my cursory discussion of 
Samkhya is: "YOU ARE NOT WHAT YOU THINK YOU 
ARE!" Everything we value as truly "us" is but a chimerical 
conglomeration of Tattwas, or Elements that eventually, in 
one life or another, will disassemble, leaving the real us; 
the silent witness, untouched by suffering, the Pl{rusha. 

Our intellect, ego (sense of self), feelings and memories, 
personaiity and character; all are ephemeral hallucinations 
and evanescent illusions. The real Self, the Purusha, never 
dies, ha~ing never been born, and never suffers-as it is 
beyond and behind the world of Piakrit, or matter. 

Chapter 2 

BECOMING- fAMILIAR WITIt 
TItE TATTWA SYMBOLS 

The Tattwa cards are "information storage and retrieval 
devices" of amazing potency. They are the primary build
ing blocks from which all magical symbols, sigils, talis
mans, ciphers and designs are composed. 

Each Tattwa is a Yantra, or "conception instrument." A 
Yantra (Sanskrit) is a geometrical figure used for concentra
tion, ritual, or as an amulet. The Sanskrit prefix Yan means 
to conceive, perceive, imagine, visualize; and the suffix Tra 

implies an implement or tool-hef!ce a Yantra is a tool for 
focusing the mind, encouraging clarity of conception and 
invoking, or evoking elemental forces. 

The Tattwa "triggers" the psychic layers of our mind 
through the compressed power of it's geometrical shape, 
the primal colors vibrating forth, and the implied numeri
cal conc~pts in each shape. 

27 
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o Earth: Yellow square stirs up a host of associations: 
"on the level," "square deal," desert, the intensity and 
warmth of the sun, birth and death, "dust to dust," 
stability, security, beginnings and foundations. 

1::::1 Water: Silver crescent conjures childhood, oceans, 
mystery, recurrent cyclic activities which "wax and 
wane," wishes, romance, wonder. 

6. Fire: Red triangle educes "the eternal triangle," "third 
time lucky," "things happen in threes," nuclear family, 
volcanic eruptions, bonfires; conflagrations, infernos, 
sex, blood, passion, danger warmth 

o Air: Blue circle channels reincarnation, recurrence, 
"going around in circles," "flights of fancy," complete
ness, rings, wholeness. 

o Ether: Indigo oval-egg. Space, "lost in ... ," "spaced 
out," fertility, eternity, birth, infinity, stars, immensi
ty, creation. travel to the stars, Deity. 

Tattwas are "psychic circuit boards" that are astrally 
wired into the unconscious (reservoir of Archetypal feel
ings) and the subconscious (memory storehouse); the 
Tattwas are external configurations of internal realities. 

The Tattwas build a bridge between your conscious 
mind and the unconscious substrate, which we float upon, 
as a ship upon the ocean. 

Another way of expressing this would be to call the 
Tattwas "psychic elevators," which can lift you up or down 
to the appropriate levels of mental fupctioning. 

We can map the relationship between the Tattwas and 
mental functioning or levels as follows: 
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o Earth: Deep Unconscious containing the polymor
phous sexual libido, the pleasure seeking (without 
regard to consequences) Id, and the home of the infat
uated twins: Eros and Thanatos. 

1::::1 Water: The Preconscious dream (astral) world; the 
realm of affect or emotion, particularly in regard to 
relationships. 

6. Fire: The kingdom of conation or acti~n in the world 
driven by ambition, burning desire, and motivation. 

o Air: The cognitive land of unbridled imagination ver
sus reality testing; logic versus fancy. 

o Ether: The cognitive aspects of lateral thinking and 
fresh inSights leading to new growth and change. 

-

Integrating the Deck with 
the Unconscious 

You probably can learn the geometry and colors of the 
twenty-five cards in the Llewellyn Flashing Colors Tattw<i' 
Deck faster than the procedure I am going to suggest; how
ever, you may not establish the required psychic link, with 
your unconscious. 

If you follow the schedule I recommend, the Tattwas 
will become a living reality permanently enshrined within 
your inner self. It is best to do one Tattwa Subset every 
forty-eight hours; after the first two subsets (ten cards) they 
build up quickly so it pays to review as you go along. 
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Procedure 
Open the deck and extract the five cards belonging to the 
Earth-Tattwa Subset. These are, in evoJutionary, sequen
tialorder: 

EARTH-SEED OF EARTH: 

EARTH-SEED OF WATER: 

EARTH-SEED OF FIRE: 

EARTH-SEED OF AIR: 

EARTH-SEED OF ETHER: 

Taking Earth-Seed of Earth place it under a bright light 
on a piece of white paper. Gaze into the center of the yele 
low square until a rim aura is quite pronounced-probably 
about a mintlte or two. ' Don't hurry and don't strain. 

The "flashing color" effect can be quite spectacular, 
. with the card even appearing to float off the white paper. 

When you feel the flashing effect has reached a maximum, 
remove the card from the paper and gaze gently at the 
paper, letting the after-image develop. Watch the after
image until it fades. 

You have now started the process of unconscious 
assimilation. Repeat this exercise with every Tattwa Subset 
which, ·of course, consists of five cards in each group. 

After you complete each subset of five cards turn to 
, . ' 

the appropriate page of illustrations-page 35 for Earth, 
36 for Water, etc., and attempt to color the images fr~m 
your Visual memory. ' 
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!tis essential that you do not attempt to integrate more 
than one Tattwa Subset a night-to do so is to run the risk 
of overloading the unconscious with resulting resistance 
emerging. 

While learning, it is helpful to say the name of the Tattwa 
Subset Card out loud For example, while you are studying 
Fire--'-Seed of Earth, say audibly "Fire-Seed of Earth." 

Open Eyed Concentration 
to Induce After-Image 
When focusing on the Tattwa card there are several tips: 

L Gaze steadily and quietly, inhibiting the blink reflex 
as much as is comfortable-do not stare or strain. 

2. While gazing you can count slowly to abotlt 100-
that seems to produce the maximum after-image, 
but it is individual. 

3. Center the focus of your gaze upon an imaginary 
dot in the center of the seed element, e.g. for Air
seed of Fire; you would concentrate your gaze atthe 
center of the red triangle, letting your peripheral 
vision note the perimeter of the red triangle where 
it meets the blue of Air, and in turn where the cir
cumference of the blue Air circle meets the card 
background color: 

Rim auras will start to form around every edge in the Tattwa 
card, including the square e.9ge of the card itself, where it 
meets the 'white paper background. The colors will start 
flashing on-off on each Side, like neon lights, and when you 
achieve that you will understand why the Golden Dawn 
named them "Flashing Colors" or "Flashing Tablets." 
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Advanced Raja Yoga Exercises 
with the Tattwa Card 
Sight-learning the titles and reviewing 

Completely shuffle the deck so the card order is random . , 
and place face down on the table. The idea is to let the pri
mal shape and colors of each card elicit an immediate label 
of recognition. Starting at the top, turn each card face up 
and see how fast you can recognize it and identify its title: 
e.g. Ether-Seed of Air; Fire-Seed of Water, etc.; go 
through the whole ,deck. Any you don't recognize, put 
aside and check later. 

After-Image Projection on Wall 

Place a white poster card (about 24 inches square) on the 
wall a few feet away from you and at eye level. 

SeleCt a card from the deck and place it face up on a 
piece of white paper. Gaze at an imaginary dot in the cen
ter of the seed while counting to one hundred. 

Transfer your gaze to the white screen on the wall and 
contemplate the after-image until it fades. Note that when 
the card for seeing the after-image is a few feet away from 
you the after-image enlarges. 

Do one card per day until you have worked through all 
twenty-five Tattwa cards. 

Closed-Eye Visualization of the Tattwa 

This is not an after-image exercise; it is a method of train
ing visualization. I often teach classes this technique with 
a red rose or a large, vividly pink, stuffed rabbit. 
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The average blink rate is about ten blinks per minute. 
The knack is to trick your mind into realizing that if you 
can see something with your eyes open, and your eyes 
blinking, then there is no reason you cannot continue to 
see it with your eyes closed. You pretend, when your eyes 
are closed, that you have pinholes in the lids and can con
tinue to look out on the visual field. 

Select a Tattwa card and place it on the paper as usual: 
instead of gazing at it with an inhibited blink rate, start 
increasing your blink rate up to sixty blinks per minute., 
Notice as you do this that you are continuing to see the ' 
image, regardless of whether your eyes are momentarily 
cl()sed or ~ot. 

Suddenly close y?ur eyes, but continue to look through 
your lids and see the Tattw~ shape. Imagine it, fake it, pre
tend-whatever! With a little practice your ability to create 
images outside your head will increase. 

Creating and Reviewing the Tattwa' Before Sleep 

This method can be done anYtime during the day with 
your eyes closed, but done at night it is almost guaratiteed 
you will fall asleep-only the most inveterate insomniac 
will survive! 

With your eyes closed imagine you have the Tattwa 
deck suspended in space out in front of you. The cards and 
their seeds are all arranged in correct sequence, i.e. Earth, 
Water, Fire, Air, Ether. ' 

Imagine you have taken the first card off the deck and 
suspend it in mental space outside your head. Look at it. It 
will be Earth-Seed of Earth, which is a yellow square. Let 
that image vanish and take th~ next card, Earth-Seed of 
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·Water. Can you see, or pretend to see, the yellow square 
with the silver crescent moon in the center? Work through 
the whole deck in proper sequence (if you can stay awake). 

When you have mastered the evolutionary sequence, 
see (literally) if you can do them backwards in the involu
tionary sequence; i.e. Ether-Seed of Ether (purple oval), 
Ether-Seed of Earth (purple oval with yellow square in the 
middle) and so on. 

A Final Note 

The after-image effect and the flashing colors are very iildic 
vidual. Each person's gazing time for looking at a Tattwa 
will be a little different, as their reaction to different color 

. combinations will be. Experiment to find your best gazing 
time for maximum effect. 

The Tattwa Composite Chart appearing on · page 40 
may be used as a memory exercise aid. Make two photo
copies of the chart (enlarging to fit a regular-size sheet of 
paper if you wish) and label them A: Color-Vertical Col
umn, and B: Color-Horizontal Row. Then working from 
memory, with crayons, colored pencils, or markers color 
the parts of the cards to imbed in your mind the color and 
shape relationships. 

Earth Tattwa 
Subsets 
ETHER: violet, dark indigo 

AIR: sky blue 

FIRE: flame red 

WATER: silver 

EARTH: bright yellow 

o 
Earth-Seed of Ether 

Earth-Seed of Water 

Earth-Seed of Earth 

Earth-Seed of Fire 

o 
. Earth-Seed of Air 



Water Tattwa 
Subsets 
ETHER: violet, dark indigo 

AIR: sky blue 

FIRE: flame red 

WATER: silver 

EARTH: bright yellow 

D 

Water-Seed of Earth 
'\ 

Water---"Seed of Fire 

Water-Seed of Water 

o 

Water-Seed of. Ether 

o 

Water-Seed of Air 

Fire Tattwa 
Subsets 
ETHER: violet, dark indigo 

AIR: sky blue 

FIRE: flame red 

WATER: silver 

EARTH: bright yellow 

Fire-Seed of Water 

Fire-Seed of Ether 

Fire-Seed of Fire 

Fire-Seed of Air 

Fire-Seed of Earth 



Air Tattwa 
Subsets 
ETHER: violet, dark indigo 

AIR: sky b1ue 

FIRE: flame red 

WATER: silver 

EARTH: bright yellow 

Air-Seed of Water 

Air-Seed of Ether 

Air-Seed of Air 

Air-Seed of Fire 

Air-Seed of Earth 

Ether Tattwa 
Subsets 
ETHER: violet, dark indigo 

AIR: sky blue 

FIRE: flame red 

WATER: silver 

EARTH: bright yellow 

Ether-Seed of Air 

Ether-Seed of Water 

Ether-Seed of Ether 

Ether-Seed of Earth 

Ether-Seed of Fire 



Tattwa Composite Color Exercise Chart 

Earth Water Fire Air Ether 

Seed of Earth Seed of Water Seed of Fire Seed of Air Seed of Ether 

Seed of Water Seed of Earth Seed of Earth Seed of Earth Seed of Earth 

Seed of Fire Seed of Fire Seed of Water Seed of Water Seed of Water 

Seed of Air Seed of Air Seed of Air Seed of Fire Seed of Fire 

ITm~~~[BJ 
Seed of Eth~'r ' Seed of Ether Seed of Ether Seed of Ether Seed of Air 

Chapter 3 

INTRODUCTION TO DIVINATION 
WITH THE TATTWA CARDS 

I consider it possible that fortune is arbiter of half of our 
actions, but that even she leaves us to govern the other half 
For she resembles on of those ruinous rivers which, when 
raging, floods the plains, destroys trees and buildings, and 
displaces earth from one place setting it down in another. 
Everyone flees before it, everybody submits to its impetus 
without being able to oppose, it at any stage. And although 
this is the nature of rivers, it does not mean that men can
not make provisions during quiet times, by building both 
embankments and dykes so that when the waters rise they 
either run into a canal or their impetus is checked and less 
harmful. The same thing happens with fortune, for she 
shows her power where there is no force (virtu) marshaled to 
resist her, directing her impetus where she know there are no 
embankments and dykes to contain her . 

... that the prince who relies wholly on fortune is ruined as 
fortune changes. I also believe that the one who adapts the 
way he acts according to the quality of the times succeeds, in ' 
much the same way as the person whose way of proceeding 
is out of step with the times is unsuccessful. 

Machiavelli, The Prince, 1513 A.D. 
Translated by Stephen]. Milner. 

Reproduced by kind permission of 
Orion Books Ltd., London, England. 
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Prologue 

The evolutionary phases of the five Tattwas are an inher
ent natural cycle that manifests in all human endeavors. 
This pattern duplicates the agricultural cycle of Sowing 
(three phases), Cultivating (three phases), and Harvesting 
(three phases). 

As you sow so shall you reap. 
Galations 6:7 

o Earth: Seeding; ploughing, establishing the foundation; -
commencing; putting a plan into action; inaugurating; 
instigating; launching; starting anything new, or anew. 

~ Water: Fertilizing; germination; irrigation; project 
acceleration, associates and networking; relationships; 
organizing the "farm hands" for cooperative work. 

.6. Fire: Climatic heat incubating the crop; sprouting; "trial 
by fire;" creativity; optimism which should fall short of 
frenzy leading to "burnt fingers;" or over-confidence 
leaving you unprepared for drought; transformation 
and transmutation. 

o Air: Testing by nature's elements; drought; hail; storm; 
plague; just as an agricultural crop may be tested, so any 
human project is subjected to the same test period. This 
is a time for emotional reevaluation and attention to 
details. 

o Ether: (Space) Rapid growth and a profusion of sprouts 
after the seasonal test. Fresh starts and expansion into 
the limitless sphere of opportunity. The special gift of 
Ether is rebirth, the chance to begin the cycle afresh i-f 
you have experienced "crop failure." 
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The Ether cycle repeats the first four phases (Earth, 
Water, Air, Fire) in a modified or attenuated form. This 
inexorably leads to the Harvest phase, in which the fruits 
of the earth are reaped; we are rewarded commensurate 
with effort put forth. 

With the Tattwa system the relationship between the 
questioner and the Tattwa card elucidating the question is 
always Quid Pro Quo, properly translated as value for value. 

Although the Western color coding for Aristotle's four 
Elements (Le. Earth-Green; Water-Blue; Fire-Red:_ Air
Yellow) is different from the earlier Samkhyan exposition of 
the Four Elements, nonetheless the Tattwas are cognate with 
the four transformation stages of the Western Alchemist. 

DEarth: Nigredo or Black, beginning stage. 

~ Water: Albino or White, the second transformational 
stage . 

.6. Fire: Citrino or Orange phase. 

o Air: Rubedo the Red stage, the completion of the Great 
Work, the emergence of the Philosopher's Stone, Mok
sha (freedom), Samadhi (union), the attainment of Yoga 
(oneness). 

o Ether: The Quintessence proposed by Aristotle, and 
much beloved by the mediaeval alchemists. 

There is no difference between eternal life, the 
re-integration of the self, and the discovery of the 
Philosophers'Stone. 

Jacob Boehme, 1575-1624 
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A last word: when working with the Tattwa cards as a 
tool for Oracular (divine revelation) insight, be aware that 
this is more than a mere predictive instrument. 

The Tattwasare transformative, transmutative, alchem
ical instruments for person~l growth and spiritual evolu
tion. Therefore remember: 

In nature there are neither rewards nor punishments~there 
are consequences. 

Robert G, Ingersoll, Some Reasons Why 

The use of the Tattwa elements for divination has not, 
so far as I know, ever been discussed in the West. 

The elements and their s,-:b-sets are extremely powerful. 
implements of divination, when properly used. Interpreta
tions are based on the shapes representing pan-cultural 
alchemical motifs which already lie deep in the Collective 
Unconscious, combined with a periodicity of the elemental 
interplay of the cards, as understood at one particular 
ashram in South India. 

I would like to emphasize that the Tattwas are not a 
"fortuntelling" toy. Indeed, I do not approve of adults for
tunetelling when they could be out making their fortunes. 

I will take it one step further and suggest that as soon as 
your future is predicted, it is no longer a future. The very 
prediction has modified and warped your future so t~at it 
is contaminated by a suggestion of outcome that mayor 
may not be true. If it is true, the prediction really belongs 
to the category of a self-fulfilling prophecy. 

We can mold our own destiny and fate; what is helpful 
is to utilize a "navigation guide" that allows us to compre
hend the currents, tiqes, moon phases, an~ seasonal cli
mate of our destination, and therefore steer a wiser course. 

" 
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This is what divination really is and I use the word in its 
strict etymological sense. 

Divination is the deduction of "Divine intent"; this ack
nowledges that each of us is Divine (Sanskrit Deva) and there
fore possessed of inner resources of wisdom (Sanskrit Veda). 

The Tattwa glyphs are intended to educe from us that 
inherent divine wisdom so that we may successfully germi
nate, and ultimately reap the positive aspects of our Karma. 

Preliminary Suggestions 

1. Do not ask frivolous, whimsical questions. The 
result will probably be less than satisfactory and 
you run the risk of destroying any chance of build
ing a psychic rapport with the Tattwas. 

BE FOREWARNED: 
Do not gaze upon the beauteous Rose 
With vacant eyes brimming with Scorn 
Least your gaze wither the beauteous Rose 
and leave you with nought but a Thorn 

Persian Sufi Proverb 

2. Consulting the Tattwa deck is a serious matter wor
thy of sincere questions. The way to tell if your 
question is serious or merely curious is to check 
how you feel, physically and emotionally. If the 
question is one that has preoccupied you, causing 
anxiety or some perturbation, it is certainly a seri
ous quandary. 

3.' Write the question out in a special dated diary. You 
might ponder the most succinct but comprehensive 
way to phrase your query; do not hesitate to rewrite 
the question several times if necessary. 
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The Tattwa cards are a source of philosophical 
wisdom, not a simple yes or no coin flip. The onus 
is with the questioner and the question to educe 
appropriate responses. 

4, If the same card shows up on the next consulting of 
the deck, it may mean that you have not finished 
with the prior problem. 

S. In regard to your personal use of divining with the 
kit; I recommend you do not consult the Tattwas 
more than five times a year. This is not a strict rule, 
but it is worth considering. 

In Indian numerology the number five is attrib
uted to Lord Shiva, the universal changer and prog
enitor. One of his symbols is the pentagram 
(five-pointed star) and the concept of "fiveness" is 
intrinsically enmeshed with the Panch Bhutas (five 
senses) and Panch-Tattwas (Elements) which, when 
broken into their subsets, become twenty-five or 
five squared. 

Twenty-five equals the number of manifesta
tions in Samkhyan philosophy. I am pointing this 
out so tpat you can appreciate that the concept of 
five consJ,lltations is not a random number, but 
rather, llas special significance. 

6. Ideally, the consultations should take place at the 
change of the seasons (a time when the psychic 
blocks are broken down) and preferably during Ekad
si; i.e., at the eleventh day from the commencement 
of the waxing New Moon or the waning Full Moon. 

The Hindu lunar Ealendar is divided into two 
fortnights of fourteen days each, the equivalent of 
our own Bright Half (Shukla Paksha) and Dark Half 
(Krishna Paksha). 
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must emphasize that consulting the Tattwa 
cards at the change of the seasons, and on the 
eleventh day of the moon cycle, is not a rigid rule but 
merely the customary, optimum time, in India, for 
"passing between worlds" and engaging subtle forces. 

Few problems in the industrialized Europea~ 
world will wait for a more auspicious time, such as 
change of the seasons or Ekadasi. India, perhaps, is a 
more static, traditional society, where events unfold 
at a much more leisurely pace. 

7. The Tattwa Kit should be kept on a high shelf, 
wrapped in pure cotton or silk cloth of a yellow 
hue. Useful accouterments to store with the set, 
include incense (Sandalwood), an incense holder, 
and a small hand bell. 

8. For best results perform the simple, but potent, ritu
al to Lord Ganesh, the friendly,cllubby, elephant
headed God-Ganesh is Shiva'-s son, and the 
remover of all obstacles-as a preliminary to each 
reading. 

A Word about Rituals 

David Ramsdale has pointed out the words "rite" and 
"right" are semantic cousins. The truth of ritual significance 
may be revealed at a deeper level when we realize that the 
English word ritual (hence rite) etymologically derives from 
the Sanskrit prefix RJ, "to flow with or away with." 

Indeed, the value of a ritual or ceremony becomes even 
. more evident when we know that the etymological root of 

"ceremony" is also Sanskrit-literally Karmanony, i.e. the 
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doctrine that every action has a consequence and therefore 
the value of careful and correct ceremony is to ensure the 
consequences of the activity are benign. 

Lord Ganesh: The Remover of Obstacles 

Ganesh, like Agni (the God of Fire) is omnipresent, a liv
ing reality, in every facet of Hindu life; no event, journey, 
or consultation is ever commenced without invoking his 
blessings. In South India we would not even take a car 
ride, without first joyfully chanting "GAM, GAM, GAM 
GANIPATI." Ganesh is more commonly called Ganapati 
(Lord of categories) in the South. 

The Lord of categories rules over the Universal-intellect 
(mahat-tattva), and the principles-of-the-elements (tattva) 
derived from it. " 

Sri Bhagavat Tattva 
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Ganapati not only is master of the Tattwa elements but 
he is also the Patron of Indian mathematics and numerol
ogy, as only through "Number" (Samkhya) can the ulti
mate principles of the manifest Universe be understood. 

Hence, number is easily seen as the common element of all 
forms, the all-pervading unity of all substance. 

Alain Danelou, Hindu Polytheism, BOllingen, Series LXX 11 

Ganesh, or Ganapati, our most benevolent elephant
headed deity, is the keeper of the Akashic records, the 
records of the" days of our lives," and he is often depicted 
with but one tusk. He snapped the either tusk off to use as 
a pen. 

Ganapati is delightfully rotund, a belly filled with all 
wisdom; with one hand he offers us sweets (the good 
things of life) and with the other hand makes the gesture 
of protection. 

He is sometimes possessed of fout arms-in which case 
the two ancillary limbs hold instruments sacred to his 
father, Lord Shiva. 

Ganapati rides an ever-alert mouse (Sanskrit Musaka 

from which our English words "mouse" and "muscle" are 
derived). The mouse is. Guru of all insides, apertures; 
crevices, orifices, nooks, aI}d crannies. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that Ganapati has two 
wives: Success (Siddhi) and Prosperity (Riddhi). 
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The Consultation 

1. Write your question out. 

Z. Unwrap the Tattwa set from the cloth, and using 
the cloth as a sacred space, place the cards face 
down on the cloth, with the incense and holder to 
the right and the bell to the left. (The incense and 
bell are optional, but I urge the use of the Ganapati 
mantra. See layout diagram on page 51.) Also place 
a blank sheet of white paper on the cloth onto 
which you can later transfer the Tattwa after-image. 

3. Place the Ganapati card upright and at the top of 
the Tattwa deck. 

4. Light an incense stick and hold i~ in the right hand 
with the bell in the left hand. 

5. Make clockwise circles around Ganesh, with the 
incense stick, while gently ringing the bell with 
your left hand. 

6. While you are circling with the incense and ringing 
the bell, chant the Ganapati mantra three times as 
follows: (N.B. the "A" sound is as in father, never as 
in apple; the "OM" is pronounced as in Rome; "I" is 
as in see) 

GAM GAM GAM GANAPATEE 
GAM GAM GAM GANAPATEE . 
GAM GAM GAM GANAPATEE 
OM OM OM 

7. Putting the incense in the holder, and the bell back 
on the cloth, begin shuffling the deck while con
centrating on your question. 
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White sheet 
of paper 

Ganapati card 
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8. When you have a feeling that the shuffling is com
plete, commence to cut the deck three times, each 
time placing the lower half on top of the upper 
half. When the third cut is complete turn the top 
card face up: that is your "significator." 

9. Turning the card to it's correct geometrical align
ment, gaze at it until a rim aura forms and it begins 
to flash as described earlier. Transfer your gaze to a 
blank white sheet of paper and watch the comple
mentary after-image while thinking of your question. 

10. When the image has faded find the correct section 
for the Tattwa, in the divination index, and read it; 
it is suggested you make notes on your "reading." 
Indeed, it is advisable to copy the entire reading 
out into your personal magical diary for contempla
tion and assessment over the coming days. It is also 
important to not idly browse through other read
ings in the divination section as you will contami
nate the first interpretation. 
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When You First Obtain Your Reading 
1. Copy the reading from'the book into your personal 

diary; the act of writing the interpretation down 
helps your unconscious to assimilate the meaning. 

2. Underline the portions that you feel are immediate
ly relevant and applicable. . 

3. Seed a deeper awareness of the total significance by 
rereading your ,diary, just before going to sleep, for 
three nights in a row. 

4. Upon awakening the third morning, highlight any
thing else that you now perceive as pertinent. 

S. You may want to record the reading onto a short 
audio-tape and play it at odd moments during the 
coming week, e.g. while driving to or frc;>m work. 

6. Implement any advice suggested into your daily 
routine. 

7. The correct attitude to anything in the reading that 
has to do with a forecast, or prediction, or a predilec
tion is not to BEWARE but rather BE AWARE. 

In sharing with you the Tattwa divination, I have gone 
back to the original Indian sources; hence the Divination 
portion in this book is a category of it's own. 

Afterword 

You may feel that too much is asked of the reader i-B 

approaching Tattwa divination. This is understandable, if 
all you want is your fortune tOld( rather than the keys to 
make your fortune. 
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Compared with most Tarot systems, the Tattwa method 
is simpler. It is a one question/one card technique; which 
does carry the onus that it had better be a good question. 

A Final Word about Ritual 

Ritual allows the right brain hemisphere to become domi
nant. This is the alogical, holistic, intuitive, imaginative, 
feeling side of our cerebral cortex. The result is that we are 
in a transcendent state favoring new appraisals and fresh 
evaluations of our current circumstances. 

We Westerners,- particularly men, are habitually left-brain 
top-heavy, which means we are not in our lirite" mind, let 
alone our right brain! As a consequence, we may only see 
parts, when it would often be much better to grasp wholes. 

The Ganapati mantra is a remedy which can shift us into 
our right mind-a richer~ more fertile perspective from which 
to understand the prognostications of the Tattwa cards. 

GAM GA GAM GANAPATEE 
GAM GAM GAM GANAPATEE 
GAM GAM GAM GANAPATEE 
OM OM OM 

Note: The Divination Section which follows should only be 
opened when a card has been selected. This is not a section 
for BROWSING. 
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Index For Elements And Subsets 

ELEMENTS TITLE 

Earth-Seed of Earth: Foundation 
Earth-Seed of Water: Boldness 
E~rth-Seed of Fire: Potential 
Earth-Seed of Air : Aspirations 
Earth-Seed of Ether: Renewal 

Water-Seed of Water: Diplomacy 
Water-Seed of Eaith: Alliances 
Water-Seed of Fire: Creative Tension 
Water-Seed of Air: Dissipation 
Water-Seed of Ether: Synergy 

Fire-Seed of Fire: Resolve 
Fire-Seed of Earth: Alchemy 
Fire-Seed of Water: Vaporization 
Fire~Seed of Air: Perseverance 
Fire-Seed of Ether: Transmutation 

Air -Seed of Air: The Supernal Nurturer 
Air-Seed of Earth: Squaring the Circle 
Air-Seed of Water: Stagnation 
Air-Seed of Fire: Mutual Harmony 
Air-Seed of Ether: Transformation 

Ether-Seed of Ether: Rebirth 
Ether-Seed of Earth: Gestation 
Ether-Seed of Water: Daring 
Ether-Seed of Fire: Incubation 
Ether-Seed of Air: Logos, the Word 

n 

"" 

. . 
Tattwa Composite Chart-Index by Shape 

Earth Water Fire Air Ether 

Seed of Earth Seed of Water Seed of Fire Seed of Air Seed of Ether 
Page 56 Page 66 Page 76 Page 86 Page 96 . 

Seed of Water Seed of Earth Seed of Earth Seed of Earth Seed of Earth 
, Page 58 ' Page 68 Page 78 Page 88 Page 98 

Seed of Fire 
Page 60 

Seed of Air 
Page 62 

Seed of Fire 
Page 70 

Seed of Air 
Page 72 

Seed of Water Seed of Water Seed of Water 
Page 80 \ Page ~O Page 100 

Seed of Air 
Page 82 

Seed of Fire Seed of Fire 
Page 92 Page 102 

Seed of Ether Seed of Ether Seed of Ether Seed of Ether Seed of Air 
Page 64 . Page 74 -- Page 84 " Page 94 page 104 
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Earth-Seed of Earth: Foundation 

Earth-Seed of Earth, is the terminus of the involutionary 
chain and therefore the commencement point of the evo
lutionary chain, climbing back to the stars. 

The signal of this card is Start. New beginnings bring a 
fresh start. Mother Earth is the womb from which all our 
creations and projects can be born, for Terra Firma provides 
a secure foundation which, if carefully tended, can support 
a crop of projects. 

Make certain your plans are realistic, and your goals are 
achievable, then plough the Earth well and sow the seeds 
deeply. 

We don't need more strength or more ability or greater 
opportunity. What we need is to use what we have. 

Basil S. Walsh 

Beginnings determine outcomes and the end becomes 
the beginning! "Dust to dust." An eternal cycle. 
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In the world of mind the Consciousness is the mascu
line, active seed, while the Unconscious is the feminine, 
receptive, Earth, awaiting the seed of thought. To become 
pregnant with a thought means we can give birth to men
tal progeny. 

We can conceive a physical child or an ideal. An IDEA is 
an ideal (perfect mental picture), and an idol is often a 
physical representation of a non-physical reality worthy of 
worship (worthship) or attention. 

The artist and magician have the common problem of 
crystallizing, actualizing, and materializing their mental 
conceptions into the objective world of matter. 

Intense visualizations should be followed by an abrupt 
dismissal so they can fall into the fertile soil of the uncon
scious, for incubation. NOW IS THE CYCLE TO START. 

Resolute-imagination is the beginning of all Magical 
operations. 

Paracelsus, 1493-1541 
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Earth-Seed of Water: Boldness 

Dissatisfaction ~th your present circumstances can be over
come by putting a new venture into motion. Reassess your 
aims and situation. 

Though fortune's malice qverthrow my state, my mind 
exceeds the compass of her wheel. 

William Shakespeare, Henry VI: iv, 3 

A good time for shaking yourself out of a problem by 
commencing a buSiness, a new project, changing your 
place of employment, or altering your career direction. 

Earth-Seed of Water, contains the Aqua Vita to grow a 
flourishing crop-and at this moment you have a secret 
ally, perhaps someone you have not considered, who can ' 
assist you with a new enterprise. 

This is a good cyde in which to set forth boldly and 
energetically follow your ambitions. 

Any successful alchemical process for creating some
thing out of nothing, or somebody out of nobody, is 

• 
I' 

t 
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dependent upon building a firm platform, or infrastructure, 
upon solid ground. The Earth, in conjunction with Water, 
is good; not too much Water, nor too little-just right! 

Regardless of how you feel (your connection with !he 
moon, which waxes and wanes) or your confidence (how 
firmly you stand upon the ground, i.e. earthed): 

You will never, ever know 
If you never, ever Go 
.. . and plough the fields, pour the concrete and make a firm 
start upon "Terra Firma. /I 
And as she looked about, she did behold 
How over the same door was like-wise writ 
Be bold, be bold, and everywhere bold 

Edmund Spenser, The Faerie Queen 
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Earth-Seed of Fire: Potential 

START and emphasize creativity. 
Deep within the mountain is the alchemist's furnace 

containing the flame of-your vision; the fire radiates the 
warmth that can germinate the seed of your aspiration. 

Separate that spirituous Earth from the dense or crude 
by means of a gentle heat, with much attention. 

Solomon Trismosini Alchemical Wanderings. 

The process is one of building the foundation around 
an original idea which, like the Philosopher's Stone, turns 
everything to gold. 

Make decisions based around your priorities while nur
turing the seed and erecting the infrastructure. 

Too much attention to Earth, and not enough to Fire, 
will smother the flame. 

Sand will e:xtinguish a blaze, but FIRE melts sand into a 
' beautiful coagulatiori called glass. Glass is really Earth, 

transmuted by Fire, into Water. 
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The next stage of your development is Water, which is 
the phase' of the interpersonal, emotion, and association. 

Was it a Master of Zen who said: liThe child is father of 
the man?" Or was Wordsworth a Zen Master? 

What you conceive now will be borne from the bowels 
of the Earth with labor. 

Hard labour produces fire from stone. 
Dutch Proverb 

Earth is the womb; Fire is the seed; time gestates. 
Fire smelts Earth and tempers steel-watch the Fire! 
Carefully evaluate what alchemical tools and resources 

you HA VB-rather than what you HAVEN'T. Be creative, 
original and innovative with what is right there now. It is 
not what you have, but how you use what you have! 
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o 

Earth-Seed of Air: Aspiration 

Earth congeals, coagulates, and solidifies, seeking to form a 
firm foundation for the enterprise. The Earth breeds rough 
hewn "Ashlar/, which the Master Mason shapes into the 
"perfect . cubic Ashlar"; the Philosopher's Stone which 
becomes the "key stone" of all human endeavor. 

The Air is fancy free and blows everywhere; when the 
Earth is loosely packed, the wind ever blows; mixing reason 
and intuition, creativity and realistic attention to details, 
all driven in the sandstorm of life. 

Earth and Air are neither friends nor enemies; they tend 
to exist in mutual exclusion; it requires great patience and 
coaxing to bring Earth and Air into a state of cohabitation 
and cooperation. . 

Air, the Seed, is the deep wellspring of inspiration (filled 
with the spirit) and the driving force of aspiration. Do not 
tum your foundation into cement, prerp.aturely, by becom
ing obsessed with the material elements at the expense of 
creativity and idealism. 
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Our culture has divorced mind and body (Cartesian d.ual
ism), brain and spinal cord (instinct), cerebral cortex and 
limbic system (appropriateness); slain intuition ("inner 
tutor") for logic, and castrated emotion for thinking. 

Dr. Jonn Mumford, A Chakra and Kundalini Workbook 
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Earth-Seed of Air, often warns us that we are suffocat
ing our creativity, or perhaps ignoring someone near us, 
whose creativity and insight could be very helpful in ful
filling our ambitions. 

Within everything is the seed of everything. All that is with
out thee also is within. 

Solomon Trismosin, Alchemical Wanderings 

This is a good phase for starting and building the base 
for the future. Make certain you have included all elements. 
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o 

Earth-Seed of Ether: Renewal 

A growing conflict over change. The desire to move 
beyond personal limits coupled with fear of escaping from 
a safe and comfortable rut. To move is always to make a 
completion by sacrificing the past for a potentially more 
rewarding future. 

Better to -go down the wrong-street than stand on the corner! 
Chinese Proverb 

A project under consideration needs a change or modi
fication to produce a stable growth foundation. 

The seed of dissatisfaction and restlessness is growing 
steadily in a rich soil of inertia, complacency, and apathy
the Vesica Pisces-gives birth to a positive result. 

A Karmic wrapping up of the past with the present is 
necessary for advancement and the sight of new horizons. 
The bitter with the sweet,' highs and lows, peaks and val
leys, all coagulate at this time enabling personal integra
tion and growth. 
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A germinal vision of the ideal will eventually lift you 
beyond any presently perceived circumstances of mediocrity. 

We can respond to conflict in one of two ways. We can 
react or creat(e). The alchemist always lies" at the start! 

Because men do not perfectly-believe or imagine. The result 
is that arts are uncertain when they might be wholly certain. 

Paracelsus, 1493-1541 

Meditate well upon the following key: 

WHAT IS HERE is ELSEWHERE; WHAT IS NOT HERE IS 
NOWHERE. 

Visvasara Tantra 
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Water-Seed of Water: Diplomacy 

Water-sometimes described as the universal solvent-is 
the feminine power of cooperation opposed to masculine 
competition. 

All Water (liquid) flows, washes, adapts, and brings nur
turing respite to the arid wastelands of our lives. This fluid 
mobility is the essence of adjusting to the ever-changing 
circumstances we experience. 

When this symbol is drawn it behooves us to remember 
that some problems can be best "solved" by being "dis
solve~" gently, and subsequently "absolved." 

The moon is the physical appearance behind the power 
of feminine intuition and the brain's righf hemisphere; 
moonbeams are bridges to the deepest, most fecund layers 
of the unconscious. 

This is a particularly auspicious time to enjoy the fruits of 
meditation, self-hypnosis, and deep relaxation. Practice now 
win establish a habit so that later, if storms come, you can 
build a shelter against the vicissitudes of the external world. 
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This is a very good time to further your interest and 
approach difficulties through interaction with others-w 
are in (all of us) the business of making friends, not enemies! 

Engage in cultivating associations, consulting partners, 
and delegating shrewdly rather than trying to do everything 
yourself. Networking, meetings, and contacts-both socIal 
and business-are important. Brainstorming, utilizing 
"human resources" within your immediate environm nt 
will provide answers. 

Be wary of procrastinating. 
Visualize yourself meditating upon a cliff overlooking 

the ocean, with a full moon in the night sky. 
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'. 

Water-Seed of Earth: Alliances 

The Moon controls the Tides of Earth. 

The Tide turns at low as well as high. 
Havelock Ellis 

... and the Tide is turning High! Carpe Deum, "Grasp The 
Day." 

There is a Tide in the affairs of men 
Which taken at the flood leads onto fortune 

. Omitted, all the voyage of their life 
is bound in shallows and miseries 

William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, IV:iii 

Water nourishes Earth and Earth is Water's chalice. 
Water and Earth are lovers. A new associate or partner can 
immeasurably help you to activate your plans. Cease 
dreaming. 

Do not defer or procrastinate; it is appropriate to move 
from the subjective world of planning to the objective 

. world of concretely instigating. 
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Perfection is the inhibitor of action. 
Anonymous 

"Do It Now" was Swami Shivananda's mantra; "D.I.N." 
Posi! ive action is called for. Initiative isthe initiation of 

REALITY. Vigorously pursuing your aim will bring bonuses. 
When the ship, upon the ocean of life, misses the port, 

it is seldom the fault of the port; nor will a field without a 
crop ever produce a harvest for reaping! 

Procrastination is the thief of time. 
Edward Young, Night Thought, 1742 

It is "on the cards" and "in the cards" as an auspicious 
time favoring an unexpected relationship developing. 
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Water-Seed of Fire: Creative Tension 

Water and Fire are natural enemies-opposing forces. Fire 
boils water and Water attempts to drown Fire-a never
ending battle in which neither fully wins. 

When this card is chosen it often personifies a condi
tion of mutual antagonism present in our life at multiple 
levels. The following information could be an allegorical 
reference to any aspect of our life; work, family, children, 
education and even an interpersonal career conflict 
between what we feel and what we think or do. 

The conjunction of transformative Fire with amniotic 
life-giving Water may result in a fatal attraction within the 
sphere of intimate relationships. 

At the most concrete level, Fire immersed in Water 
could represent a "Fire Man" sexually obsessed with 
attempting to evaporate a "Water Woman," and in her 
arms she quenches his thirst and burning, while being 
equally obsessive. (The gender attributes of Fire and Water 
may just as easily be reversed.) 
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It requires a very skillful alchemist to burn Fire under 
Water, and indeed to float Fire upon a "bed of Water. 

This combination usually produces friction as its elements 
are in conflict. However the conflict is often the result of . 
competition and so may be of value to those needing to 
increase personal strength through adversity. Competition 
can spur one on, but the tersion it creates may be depleting 
to personal vital energy reserves. 

In such a relationship the tension it takes to hold together 
is balanced precariously with the tension which blows 
things apart. Where differences are RECOGNIZED and the 
intuitive properties of the Water element are combined with 
the cognitive faculties of the Fire element, the result may be 
productive in the outer world. 

Swami Ramananda 

Success is assured when you bathe with Fire and dry 
with Water! 
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Water-Seed of Air: Effervescence 

Water-Seed Of Air, can be an effervescent combination. 
You must be fully aware of the potential in the moment 
and take advantage of the "sparkling" nature. Exerting 
yourself to make social contacts and business appoint
ments in a vivacious and animated way is appropriate, as . 
long as tact and. diplomacy are also used. 

The crescent moon resembles a cup holding Amrita or 
the "nectar of the Gods"; some say this was a special honey 
mead; just remember the expression "the honeymoon is 
over." The current situation will not last; it is a temporary 
phase and requires skillful utilization, before it "flattens" or 
"fizzes over" and goes "flat." 

Th~ crescent moon, like the horseshoe, must not be 
inadvertently tipped over, allowing the luck to run out; nor 
is the situation to be "shaken up" lest it foams over and 
you are left with naught but "froth" and "bubble." 

It is the nature of the Air element to constantly seek to 
rise up arid escape the Water element by bursting bubbles 
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on the surface of water. Air inVIgorates Water temporarily, 
but always yearns to return to its own kingdom. 

This urge for Air to take flight from Water may refer 
not only to yomself but could also be a partner or col- .. 
league. lf you want to avoid the "cork popping" don't 
impulsively, (perhaps from frustration or apprehension) 
"shake things up." , 

'Nothing is as infectious as .enthusiasm, and now is the 
time to prove it. Take a lesson from the fact that so few , 
peoplE! are willing to exert themselves in an outgOing, live
lyway. 

By the same token, beware that enthusiasm can turn 
into frivolous social activity and procrastination. "Hold the 
rud.dersteady,'" and pleasantly interact with others, to 
ensure your goals are achieved. 
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Water-Seed of Ether: Synergy 

Water-Seed of Ether, presages a coming cycle of enthusi
asm followed by a temporary plateau (allowing recupera
tion and regrouping) and then a sudden growth spurt, 
ending with a conclusive settlement. 

It is advisable to naVigate each stage steadily, and 
thoughtfully, creating a synergy with others. 

At this point your question is "food for thought" and 
cannot necessarily be solved by fierce reasoning alone. This 
is a period for solutions through meditation and media
tion. Concentrate on interacting with others and arriving 
at a tacit understanding by tactful presentations. -

Efforts should be directed toward building solid bridges 
of communication and empathy. Diplomacy will produce 
an atmosphere of harmony and cooperation, which later 
will make it easier to "muster troops" for the harvest and 
implement innovative changes. 
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Water dissolves all, and like the chameleon, ever adjusts 
its profile (shape) to the environment (container or cru
cible) in which you are working. 

Water's dynamic sister, the moon, can teach many 
lessons about remaining aloof from petty criticisms. 

Eager Wolves bark at ye Moone, 
though they cannot reach it. 

John Lyly, Euphues and Mis England. 

It is important to be understanding, and not concern 
yourself if you do not feel fully understood or appreciated 

at the' moment. 

Doth the moon care for the barking of a dog? 
Robert Burton, Anatomy of Melancholy 

What ever you can do or dream, you can. Boldness has 
Genius, Power and Magic in it. 

J. W. Goethe 
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Fire-Seed of Fire: Re.solve 

Fire-"-Seed of Fire, is the most.prime:val Element of aU. Fire 
is a manifest archetype of creation, power; and birth. The 
Hindu god Agni (from which our English word "ignite" 
derives) presides over all aspects of life-including the ulti
mate transformation, death. 

Fire scorcnes (the Earth), boils and evaporates (Water), 
causes heat blasts (Air) and finally transmutes; burning out 
in space (Ether) . 

.. In the human sphere,Fire elicits "burning passion" and, 
aspiration for illumination. 

Love is of the Phoenix kind, 
And bums itself with selfmade· fire 
To br.eedstill new birds in the mind 

. from ashes of desire 

Fulke Greville, TlJe Ph.oenix Kind 

Fire~Seed of Fire, is the alchemist's supre~e tool and 
conundrum!, Your problem is the alchemica}ohallenge of 

.,' r 
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keeping the flame at just the right intensity, neither so . 
low that the embers die, nor so high that the "glass egg," 
or alembic (retort), bursts, ruining t~e experiment. 

The most concrete aspect of Fire, in microcosmic man, 
is enthusiasm, from the Greek meaning filled with God, and 
defined as "instilled, seemingly with ideas or feelings from 
a suprahuman source." Enthusiasm is Fire personified in 
the psychological realm. Enthusiasm is a force that irre
sistibly burns away the dross to leave the purified molten 
gold at the bottom of the crucible. 

"Resolve," as a noun, means <:iecisiveness and determi
nation. If the embers are dying, you need resolve to "stoke 
th~ fire" of enthusiasm. Only by enthusiasm and resolve 
can a solution be reached . . Resolve, dancing as a verb, 
allows you to solve the problem! 
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Fire-Seed of Earth: Alchemy 

Great works are performed not by strength but perseverance. 
Samuel Johnson, Rasselds: XIlI 

The Cubic Stone is being fired in the furnace of desire. Too 
much heat and it cracks; too little and it is half-baked and 
will not survive seasonal inclemencies. 

There exists a transcendent reconciler that arises when 
opposing forces clash, if we can · but intuit it. Things and 
events come in threes, and when you discover the third point 
of the triangle, the OPUS will be successfully completed. 

The stone which' the builders refused is become the head 
. stone of the corneT. 

Psalms 118:22 

The fight amount of tempered optimism and enthusi
asm fire the kilnr~ringing your endeavors a step closer to 
completion. Tend the oven, sustain the flames and keep 
sight of the desired end. Those who fall asleep at the 
hearthstone awaken tp ashes and dead embers. 
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Everything moves in phases, and the Chaos you may be 
experiencing is but an appearance overlaying order and 
rhythm. All human success results from the,discernment of 

patterns in nature. 
Someone once said that "civilization is the intelligent 

monifor of e-motion;" feeling is a method of kindling a 
blaze, and with the right mixture of fire and care, the cir
cumstances portend well for the future. 

The alchemist's Lab Oratory is a temple of unceasing 
work (Karma Yoga) and prayer (Bhakti Yoga, i.e. love) . 

. Tis to create and in creating live 
A being more intense, that we endow 
With form our fancy, gaining as we give. . 

" Byron, Childe Harold 111; vi 
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Fire-Seed of Water: Vaporization 

This is the time to progress through extroverted self-expres
sion coupled with reaching out and engaging other people 
in a cooperative endeavor that suits your plans, but will be 
mutually beneficial to others. 

The temptation may be for entertainment leading to a 
scattering of intentions and procrastination. "Letting off 
steam" can be overdone to the point of boiling dry and los
ing locomotive control. Avoid this by remembering your 
intent and behaving in a social but self-directed manner. 

Water and Fire are mutually antagonistic, but both are 
necessary to drive a locomotive successfully. Water and Fire, 
in the right proportions, are needed for growth. Aqua Vita 
provides the moisture for the seed in the Earth's womb, 
while Fire can bring a gentle heat, spurring the elements to 
harmoniously blend. The result is germination followed by 
sprouting, and shoots appearing above ground. You are the 
alchemical Fire in the Fire phase of development. 
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Thoroughly mix Fiery Water with equal amounts of 
Watery Fire; such a conjunction bodes well for all under-

takings. 
A colleague or a relationship that often makes you tense 

and annoyed may hold the key to your next decision. Y ~ur 
reaction to this person may be producing an early mOr~l~g 
mist over the fields of your toil. Consequently, your abIhty 
to get perspective and appreciate this person may be 

obscured. 
Wise men have more to learn of fools than fools of wise men. 

. MontC;ligne, Essays 

When you are talking to a fool always get a third ~ers.on 
present to check who is the fool. The Rosicrucia~, Hemnch 
Khunrath, said: "He who sets out to make WIse me~ of 
fools will be kept very busy indeed." Reconciliat~on bnn~s 
unexpected positive results and new starts. ThIS permIts 
you to throw out the old, making room.for the new. An 
opportunity for an alchemical transmutatlOn allows you to 
turn what "is" into something usable. 

Ashes are a resource for the Phoenix and the Pelican 

feeds the brood with its own blood! 
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Fire-Seed of Air: Perseverance 

Fire and Air are natural friends and mutually interdepen
dent. Air vitali~es and vivifies Fire, encouraging Fire to 
burn ever brighter and the children, flames, to leap higher. 

This configuration is often a prefiguration of a hasty 
decision. Are you about to let go, on a whim, a relationship 
that feeds your creativity? Conversely are you capriciously 
relinquishing a partner that has given you great satisfac
tion to nourish? Reconsideration would be wise! The "Yoga 
of couples" is the most difficult of all! 

Fire-Seed of Air, frequently manifests as a the~e of 
test, and trial, tribulation, and frustration accompanied by 
an impetuous urge to "burn our bridges." The time is not 
good for rash decisions or impulsive actions. An appropri
ate course is to "weather the storm" without changing 
direction or "abandoning ship." 

The human tendency is not to complete projects, thus 
breaking the natural cycle and precluding the harvest. 
Stick-ability can be more important than ability. 
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A p~riod of introversion and sluggishness is coming to 
an end. Patience and perseverance will result in a beneficial 
settlement. Fire feels starved by Air, but soon the wind will 
come in abundance and the glowing embers will burst into 

flickering flames, 
Men at some time are masters of their fates: The fault, dear 
Brutus, is not in our stars, but in ourselves, that we are 
underlings. 

William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, I 1.134 

Success is contingent upon following Blake's advice: 

Bring out number, weight and measure in a year of dearth. 
William Blake 

and remembering that: 

We should manage our fortune as we do our Health-
enjoy "'t" when good, be patient when it is bad, . 
and never apply violent remedies except in extreme necessIty. 

La Rochefoucauld 
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Fire-Seed of Ether: Transmutation 

Fire-Seed of Ether (Space): This portends a beneficial 
change in your current situation,. The, change may be one 
of physical locality or an alteration of mental perspective. 
Consider that prosperity follows upon geographical travel 
or "flights of fancy." 

Such a change, if handled correctly, will be fruitful in 
the realms of company or personal re-organization, spiritu
al growth, and creative inspiration. 

Fire, when combined with Ether (Space), becomes trans
formative, and even transmutative. Fire embodies the soul 
of desire, motivation, achievement and enthusiasm. When 
combined with Ether (boundless space) it produces a cur
rent of limitlessness. 

At the moment, enthusiasm is the key to success; howev
er, be careful not to overextend yourself with wild promises 
or a demonstration of such rampant, unbridled zeal, that 
you peak prematurely and burn out. Uncontrolled "fire in 
the belly" could lead to an unnecessary disappointment. 
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It is worth investigating sales opportunities and collec

tion of old debts or favors. 
This may also be an appropriate time of life to consider, 

if you have been experiencing a void inside yourself. Making 
efforts to turn the flame of aspiration up will be rewarding. 

It is not a question of life after death-the problem is 
discovering life after birth; experience is the Philosopher's 
Stone to shift from bein,g now.l1ere to now-here! 

A fire requires fuel. Find the coal! A candle' can only 
produce more light by lighting other candles. A consuming 
passion provides "illumination" for others, and yet only by 
consuming itself can a candle brighten the way. 
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Air-Seed of Air: The Supernal Nurturer 

Air feeds Fire, sparkles Water, and nourishes Earth. Air is a 
Jacob's two way ladder, from above to below and below to 
above. 

The present situation requires a conscious two-way 
stretch. Become like Janus, the Roman God of the New 
Year, who looks both back and forward, simultaneously. 
The future grows out of the present; which in turn, is a 
product of the past. 

Air is the most invigorating of the elements; you can 
grow heady with a surplus of oxygen, or become dizzy with 
an oxygen deficit. Air represents the potential for rapid 
change; from a becalmed stagnancy to a sudden whirl
wind-or even a hurricane! The calm before the storm. 

The atmosphere is pregnant with possibilities; if you are 
aware of a t~nsion in the air, the kind that precedes an elec
trical storm, do not make hasty, ill-considered, decisions. 

Relaxed alertness is desirable. Watch your "P's" and 
"Q's," dot your "I's" and cross your "T's." Do nothing 
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superficially, for the windstorm erases mere scratches in 

the sand. ' 

The mould ofa man's fortune is in his own hands. 
Lord Francis Bacon 

To be careful (Le. full of care) harbingers well for the 
future. When asked to make a decision check which nostril 
the air is flowing through; if the left nostril is open, wait 
until the right nostril is dearer, before finalizing. 

The eyes of Fire 
The nostrils of Air, 
The mouth of Water, 
The beard of Earth. 

William Blake 
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Air-Seed of Earth: Squaring the Circle 

Air-Seed of Earth, is an ideogram for the classic problem 
of Greek geometry; ' to construct a square whose area is 
equal to that of a given circle, or "Squaring the Sircle." This 
problem ~an never be solved with a straight edge and com
pass as it is an esoteric statement that can only be 
approached through mental alchemy. 

Esoteric geometry is the "measurement of man," the 
human sprung from Earth (Adam-man of Earth), the 
humus (soil) whose destiny if is to become "humane." 

The circle is the kingdom of mind, the realm of fancy 
(phantoms), flight of ideas, mental conceptions, and the 
imaginative faculty, soaring thoughts with wings free in 
the element Air. 

The square is the Earth, the only womb in which the 
seed of an ,idea can be materialized, crystallized, and actu
-alized. "Squar,ing the Circle" is the mental ' alchemical 
process of transferring an Airy concept from the mental 
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plane to the physical dimension so that objective concep- ' 
tion and birth become a demonstrative reality. . 

The degree of discomfort, frustration, tension you feel IS 
in direct proportion to your refusal to translate preg~ant , 
thoughts into action, words into deeds, an~ the~r~ mto 
practice. It is time for testing in the laboratory of lIfe. 

- Look' on its broken Arch, its ruined Wall, 
Its chambers Desolate, and Portals Foul, 
Yet this (SKULL) was once Ambition's Airy Hall, 
The Dome of Thought, the Palace of the Soul. _ 

Byron, Childe Harold ILV:l 

Is your idea workable and realistic? Nothing can c~an~e 
for you, in a substantial and tangible way, .unless th~ fIeld IS 
sown. Thoughts, like living things, can dIe or be stlllbmn, 
spontaneous abortions and miscarriages of inacti0l).. 

Castles in the Air - they are so easy to take refuge in, 
And so easy to build too. 

Henrik Ibsen, The Master Builder 

:.' T 
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Air-Seed of Water: Calm 

Air and Water are neither friends nor enemies; they are 
neutral. When they mix, the situation is often "froth and 
bubble" but no substance. 

Air-Seed of Water, is a glyph that often betokens a 
peculiar relationship or affair. As with champagne, it is 
very exciting at the beginning, but the situation tends to 
go "flat." 

'0i~ is a dull comb~nation when the effervescence ~f meet
mg IS exhausted. It IS a good combination for quick affairs, 
or f?r partners frequently separated by the demands of occu
pation or other causes. The effervescence of meeting is recre
ated at each new encounter. This combination can be 
negative for those seeking security and domestic continuity. 

Swami Ramananda 

Swami Ramananda's commentary · can also refer to 
office politics or even be an allegorical statement about a 
career plateau. When you mix Air with Water you may get 
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rain, fog, snow, or worse yet smog-which makes the situa
tion not only difficult to see and appraise, but also very 
uncomfortable. 

Although a holiday may provide a temporary respite, 
and clear the head, this is not the time to "tear up roots." 

Air-Seed of Water, is another manifestation of the 
natural Karmic testing cycle that we all must experience 
periodically. 

It is just such plateaus that determine the strength of 
our resolve and the worthiness of our projects. 

Pay attention to the details, take no unnecessary risks, 
practice relaxation, meditation, auto-hypnosis, and enjoy 
saunas and massages. Keep in touch with your feelings 
(Air) and your intuitive needs (Water). Perseverance pre
serves what you have already established and permits the 
cycle to roll-over into new opportunity. 
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Air-Seed of Fire: Mutual Harmony 

Fire and Air are interdependent. Air fulfills itself by ever 
feedi~g Fire,. and Fire is grateful! 

A new dimension of satisfaction can prevail by eschew
ing both dependent and independent stances for a rela
tionship of interdependence and creative cooperation. 

No man is an island, intire of it selfe. 
John Donne 

Take advantage of the consanguinity of the Sun and the 
Moon; when the solar and lunar bodies conjoin in the East, 
gold and silver may be extracted from the morning dew, 
and mutually beneficial /I alChemical conceptions" will 
abound. 

Success is contingent upon finding the bridge joining 
the enthusiastic doer with the idealistic conceiver. 

A shift from passion to compassion is required; take 
time to contemplate in the temple of the heart atop the 
summit mountain of the diaphragm. 
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An initial phase of introspective withdrawal will resolve " 

into a condition of beneficial settlement. . 
A delicate alchemical balance can be maintained, wIth 

diligence, between the fires of unconscious creativity ~nd 
stoking this fire with congruent activity of the conscIOUS 

mind-which is as air to fire. . 
Success is contingent upon finding the bridge w~ICh 

connects the enthusiastic doer with the idealistic conceiver. 
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Air-Seed of Ether: Transformation 

This is the time to rearrange your plans carefully, and go 
gain a fresh perspective upon which details are relevant 
and whicl1 ,are not: Sift the chaff from the wheat~ 

Any anxiety you may be experiencing is the result of .an 
awareness of impending change, or resistance to this grow
ing seed of modification or reworking. It is important to 

. discriminate between change as a verb or noun. 
Change, as a noun, means the result of making some

thing different, while "Change" as a verb qmies the impli
cation to make something different. 

Are you going to become the actor-activator or the reac
tor? If you feel uncomfortable about being the result rather 
than the cause consider initi,ating a complementary force 
by becoming proactive! 

Ultimately, this change can be very beneficial, allowing 
you to tie up loose ends, bury the past, and enter a· new 
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positive phase. 
Air-Seed of Ether, is an indicator to reach out to oth-

ers, give of yourself, and observe the world as a Karmic field 
fot service and heart-felt charity, both in terms of tolerance 

and fiscal concerns. 
Self-absorption may prevent you from taking full 

advantage, or even being aware, that a doorway "out" is 
opening in your life. A time of endings that will blend 

inexorably into openings. 
Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight 
And all the air a solemn stillness holds. 

Thomas Gray, Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard 

becomes: 

The empty, vast, and wandering air. . 
.' William Shakespeare, Richard III, I: IV 

and then: 

A nipping and an eager air. . 
William Shakespear~ Hamlet, I: IV 

and finally: 
This castle hath a pleasant seat; the air nimbly and sweely 
recommends itself unto our gentle senses. 

. . William Shakespeare, Macbeth I: iv 
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Ether-Seed of Ether (Space): Rebirth 

Space (Ether) is always pregnant with freedom and possi
bilities of fresh starts and new approaches. 

Nature tolerates no empty spaces. 

Latin proverb 

If your expectations have not been met this is an excel-' 
lent time to uproot the old crop, replough the field, and 
plant new seeds-and tender the produce of your sowing 
more carefully this time; learn from the past! 

You need to open yourself to the possibility of an 
adventurous journey, either of locality or mind and spirit. 
Widen your vistas and expand your hOrizon. 

Clay lies still, but blood's a rover' 
Breath's a ware that will not keep, . 
Up, Lad: When the journey's over 
There'll be time enough to sleep. 

A. E. Housman, A Shropshire Lad 
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Ether-Seed of Ether, always forecasts an optimum peri
odfor dramatic shifts in regard to persons, places or things. 
The theme now is change, fresh starts, renewal, expansion 
of business or personal pursuits, rebirth, travel, rejuvena
tion, and regeneration. 

The chick, pecking it's way out of the egg, is strength
ening neck muscles, so the head will be supported ' upon 
escaping the broken shell. Now is the time for "cracking 
the cosmic egg." 

The soul of a journey is libertY, to think, feel, do just as one 
pleases. 

William Hatlitt, On GOing a Journey 

'And in your adventure l~t harmony exist between what 
you hear and what you speak! ' 
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Ether-Seed of Earth: Gestation 

The Egg is well fertilized and has survived a prior testing 
phase. Soon the chick will break free and lay it's own gold
en eggs, each a miniature Alembic. 

The current stress is actually a foreshadowing of ~uc-
cessful futures. . . 

Coming Events cast their shadow before. 
Thomas Campbell, Lochiell's Warning 

Despite any present problematic Situation, this is the 
natural cycle for rapid growth in your personal and busi
ness life. 

He who can navigate through one gale . can navigate 
through all storms, and certainly hold the rudder steady in 
a squall! . 

You need more space; this is the season to get elbow 
room. The womb has become crowded as full term 
approaches. 
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The birth, in the next cycle phase (budding), will 
involve decisions with your "family."oPrepare the immedi
ate near future NOW! 

Forewarned is forearmed: to be prepared is half the victory. 
Cervantes, Don Quixote 

The degree to which you help "family," even if only by 
listening empathically, is the degree to which you will be 
assisted in the forthcoming harvest. 

For now and the near future, favor your ears over your 
mouth. 

I know how to listen when clever men are talking. 
That is the secret of what you call my influence. 

Sudermarin, Es Lebe Das Lebe 

The present moment is the result of how you managed 
to weather the last four elementary cycles; Earth (quake), 
Water (flood), Fire (fight) and Air (whirlwind). We grow 
strong by surviving natural disaste!s (Malefic stars) C;lnd this 
in turn is dependent upon erecting an edifice upon firm 
foundation; making structural alterations as needed. Only 
the fit survive; failure is nature's abortifacient. 

The power of fortune is confessed only by the miserable 
for the happy impute all their success to prudence 
and merit. 

Jonathan Swift, Thoughts On Various Subjects 
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Ether-Seed of Water: Daring . 

!thl e Water element, as for all elements, is bounded by lim-
1 ess space, the Ether . 

. W~ter seeks the lowest level, adapts to its container an 

W
exlsts I.n a symbiotic relationship with the element ~ thd 

ater IS cradled by the E th . r - . 
Earth W . ar and In return nourishes the 

. aterand Earth are natural friends· Water 
unconscious Lunar arch typ ..' , as an 
us se ki . e e, symbolIzes the forces within 

T 
eF. ng secunty, stability, and closeness nestling into 

erra Hma. -

Ether-Seed of W t 
d a er, encourages us to look with· 

an uncover any. . In 
whi h . repre~slOns or suppressions in our life 

d 
c ~ay manIfest as Inhibitions or produce an aura f 

epresslOn. 0 

If the fool would persist in his fOlly he would become wise. 

William Blake 

Water fears transform t· b . . 
in A· · a IOn y FIIe Into dispersion with ' 

II as steam Water rn I -. aya so evaporate into Air, and the 
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vapors may than condense or precipitate from the Air back 
to the Earth, thus maintaining the geological"water cycle," 
or allegorically the rounds of birth after birth, life after life. 

Beyond Air, into the realm of Ether (space) exists an 
even greater potential for Water to gain freedom; this is the 
possibility that Water may undergo molecular disintegra
tion and unite with stellar space; the drop becomes the 
whole, as the part returns to the ocean of infinity! 

Ether-Seed of Water, often signals the need to address 
issues (climbing the heights of success) of psychic acropho
bia (fear of heights) and spiritual agoraphobia (fear of being 
lost in open spac~s). 
_ The current situation beckons you to courag~ously go 

outside your comfort zone, if inner growth is to be 
achieved. 

The road of excess leads to the palace of wisdom. 
William Blake 

It is not because things are difficult that we do not dare. 
It's because we do not dare that things are difficult. 

Anonymous 
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Ether-Seed of Fire: Incubation 

A change is ensuing in which the flame is almost ready to 
reach across the abyss of space, on the back of the wind. 

Allowing yourself more freedom, extroversion, enter
tainment, and self-expression will assist your plan to be 
"hatched out" of the Cosmic Egg (Ether). 

Future and current tensions can be relieved by speaking 
directly, honestly, and openly, provided you take full ' 
responsibility for your own self-engendered emotions and 
can handle accepting the feelings of those around you. 
Such an approach can forestall rage and anger turning into 
a conflagration. 

Injecting light heartedness and gaiety into the atmos
phere will also reduce the tendency of wildfires turning 
into infernos. 

Let your problem become an alchemical great wor~ in 
which your Fire or optimism is heating the incubator, the 
Alembic glass egg (Ether), exactly in th~ right way. 
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Under the irifluence of Fire-Seed of Ether, it is best to 
partition the time, for the great work in such a manner that 
you devote yourself to turning the flame up with optimism 
and brightness in the first half of the allotted time span; 
than for the second half turn off the heat, and attend to 
cooling the Alembic, watch fully and carefully; theprog

nosis is excellent. 
The Fire triangle (usually apex down) is -both a 

logogram of universal women and the yoni (Sanskrit Kama
Rupa; shape or form of desire), the gate of all pleasure and 
birth. This reminds us that women can blend optimism 
and cooperation, enthusiasm and gentleness into a harmo

nious brew; therefore note well: . 

The operation as the ancients say, 
is in truth convenient for women. 

Basil Valentine, Cc 1500 A.D. 

~ .. ----------------------~--~---------=~~~----~~--~~--~~--~----------~-------
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o 

Ether-Seed of Air: Logos-The Word 

A successful change Df heart, circumstances, place, or per
spective is dependent upDn paying attentiDn to. details and 
~lanning carefully. 

It is necessary to. sense YDur heart, listen to. YDur feel
ings, and speak from deep inside. When the head Dccludes 
the heart, intuitiDn (inner tutDr) is smDthered. 

The cavern hDlding all wDrds shDuld be guarded by 
three gatekeepers: 

The First Warden: "Is it true?" 

The SecDnd Warden. "Is it kind?" 

The Third Warden: "Is it necessary?" 

"FreedDm Df speech" travels with a twin called: "A word 
Dnce uttered can never be recalled." At the present time 
weigh your wDrds carefully upDn the scale Df cDnsideratiDn 
and thDughtfulness. 

" 

" 
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A windDw Df DPPDrtunity is Dpening; the chance to. 

make a fresh start. CDnsider: 

Life is short-Art is Long 
Judgment difficult, 
Opportunity fleeting, 
and Experience dangerous. . 

Hippocrates, opening paragraph of hls 
Instructions to Physicians, c.c. 500 B.C.E. 

NDthing has changed in 2500 years! 

The day offortune is a harvest Day. We must be busy when 
the com is ripe. 

J. W. Goethe 

and remember: 
We do not know what is really good or bad fortune. 

' . Jean-Jacques Rousseau 



Chapter 4 

SCRYING; pRELImINARY 
TRAINING 

A scryer, according to the dictionary, is a crystal gazer or a 
I 

Seer. The implication is that a Seer utilizes his or her visual 
mode as the primary means to access psychic planes. 

The ultimate "crystal" to gaze into is Akasha-Ether; the 
endless space that already encompasses and contains every 
thing seen or unseen, subtle or gross, physical and mental, 
and conscious or unconscious. 

Reality is often defined as "agreement." The question is, 
whose agreement? Someone defined reality as knowing 
you won't find bird droppings in a cuckoo clock. This is a 
pretty useful statement at an objective level, but what real
ly amuses me is the definition of a cuckoo: a bird that lays 
its eggs in others' nests. Cuckoo and "being cuckoo" now 
acquires a new dimension of meaning. 

As opposed to the cuckoo clock rule of thumb for reali
ty testing, consider Thoreau's comment: 

Some circumstantial evidence is very strong, as when you 
find a trout in the milk. 

Journal: Nov. 11, 1854 

107 
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Fixed definitions, when it comes to the inner world of 
subjective reality, start to breakdown. In the realm of mind 
we need to create Our own reality at will, independent of 
external appearances, impressions, or circumstances. 

Would not creating your own reality doom you to 
become lost in a world of illusion? Psychologists defin~ 
illusion as a "false interpretation of a sensory stimulus." 
Sounds good? Knowing this will help you avoid misinter
pretations? The world (reality) is solid? 

. C?i1s~?er Carl Sagan's comment: "Matter is mostly 
nothmg. In other words, Matter is empty space between 
spinning sub-atomic particles. 

Our perception of the world as solid is an illusion. I 
will define reality as "a workable construct within a given 
context." . 

The magician-yogi is one who plays with reality-able 
to construct an inner reality, or alter the perception of 
outer reality, at will. The magician is also able to move eas
ily between different levels and planes of reality-and has 
the ability to become instantly "earthed" or "grounded" on 
demand. . 

The bridge between the psychotic and the magician is 
"control." The magician has control and self-creates. The 
psychotic has neither. 

Exercises 

The exercises in the 'following pages are experiments in 
playing with reality. The techniques, garnered from a vari
ety of sources over the years, may seem childish-they 
most assuredly are not! 
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The methods in this chapter prepare you for scrying 
(Chapter 5) and chakra stimulation (Chapter 6). You will 
learn to create open·eyed hallucinations and manipulate 
perception to produce "illusions" at will. A hallucination is 
"a sensory perception in the absence of an external senso
ry stimulus." 

The French poet Rimbaud had developed the imagina
tive faculty to such an extent that he said: "I can look at a 
factory and see a palace." 

This training that follows, simple as it may seem, will 
result in: 

1. Allowing you to visualize the basic geometrical 
shapes of the first five chakras, inside your body 
and as three-dimensional living realities. 

2. Giving you the ability to convert the two-dimen
sional Tattwa card designs into their psychic three
dimensional aspects. 

3. Enriching and encouraging a free flow from your 
unconscious to your conscious mind, including the 
emergence of the Tattwa archetypes from the Col
lective Unconscious. 

4. Improving your ability to use the right-hemisphere 
of the cerebral cortex-this increases intuitiveness 
tremendously. When your eyes are defocused, with 
these exercises, the tendency will be to produce 
high alpha (relaxation) brain waves and to be right
hemisphere dominant. 

S. Developing the ability to see auras; the exercises 
emphasize peripheral vision, which is far more sen
sitive than central vision. As a result, non-color 
receptors in the retina of the eye are activated, and 
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~hey tra~slate subtle vibrations much more easi.1y 
mto a VIsual media. 

rntroductory Instructions 

1. You need at least twenty-eight days (a complete 
moon cycle) to work through these exercises three 
times, at the rate of one a day. Spend only five to 
ten minutes on them. 

Start with preparation exercise one and contin~ 
ue with the next exercise the fOllowing day. Work 
through the techniques sequentially and only one 
each day. When you have done the ninth practice, 
start at, the beginning again for the next nine 
days. 

2 . . DON'T STRAIN-DON'T RATIONALIZE-DON'T 
TURN THE SESSIONS INTO A: COMPETITION! 

3. Provided you do not have someoutrageousiy seri
ous eye disease (for example, Glaucoma)-you can
not damage yourself. The worst that can happen is 
you give yourself a headache-which will be totally 
your own fault. . 

Headaches mean that: 

1. You tried too hard-'don't strain. 

2. You tried too long-five to ten minutes is 
maximum. 

3. You tried when you were tired and tense-DON'T! 

4. You neglected to take time to palm your eyes 
after the session. 
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Palming the Eyes-. ,Indian Style 

In India, palming is actually a technique for develop~ng 
clairvoyance (clear vision). The essence of palming, IndIan 
style, is to so completely occlude the light t~at only to.~al, 
velvet, inky, black space exists-rather lIke a tropIcal 
evening that is moonless and starless. 

We take advantage of the minor chakras in the center of 
the palms to radiate heat and psychic energy into the eyes. 
These psychic centers in the palm of each hand ,are some-
time called "crucifixion chakras." ' 

Steps 
1. Rub the palms of the hands together until heat and 

psychic energy begins to radi~te. 

2. Resting your ~lbows on a table in front of you, Ide an 
comfortably forward and let your eyes be cradle in 
the slightly cupped center of each palm. 

3. Close your eyes and adjust your palms so they 
exert, 'potentially, a slight suction effect on the ~ye 
sockets. A good way to test this is to suddenly WIth
draw one palm and see if youctmget a Jinle "pop" 
sensation. 

4. Check that the eyes are covered completely by the 
palms only-not the fingers. 

5. Check that all light has been eliminated by open
ing your closed eyes and gazing quietly into the 
center of your palms. 
. There should be total inky darkness-not a pho
ton of light-no discernible difference between 
having your eyes open or closed . . 
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If any light shows you are not in the center of 
your palms and need to adjust until it is totally 
d~rk. Do not .exert pressure on your eyeballs as this 
wIll produce mternallight patterns called 
Phosphenes-we are searching the Akasha for 
much more subtle lights and images! 

6. Continue t.o palm your eyes, open or closed, feelin 
the relaxatIOn and healing taking pI D h· g I t f. , - ace. 0 t IS at 
eas Ive minutes after each session. 

Palming as the First Step to Scrying 
Yes, palming is actually a form of scrving Y . tl . J • • ou are gazmg 
;~n ~ m~o the ~k~s~i~ space known as chidakasha; this is 

e
d

. ng om of mflmte cosmic mind, a far superior scrying 
me mm to any external crystal. 

At an .Ashram in North India, people spend up to two 
hours domg this to develop psychic sight, and the visions 
~~t emerge from the amorphic blackness ~re stu~ning 

en you are palming after an exercise session just gaz~ 
vacantly into the blackness and relax. ' 

Palming is your first gateway to scrying. 
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Tattwic Meditation for Chakra 
Stimulation and Scrying 

Floating Finger: Preparation Exercise One 
Raise your arms in front of you, and a little above shoulder 
height. Now touch your forefingers together (nails toward 

you), parallel, and on level with your eyes-. 
Gently look through the point where your fingertips are 

touching while simultaneously converging (crossing) your 
eyes lightly. Another way of expressing this is; throw your 

eyes slightly out of focuS. 
With a little practice, a twin-nailed "sausage" finger will 

appear between your joined index fingers. Experiment by 
separating your forefingers slightly and learning to main
tain the floating sausage; vary this by moving your fingers 
closer to your eyes and away again,' holding the spectral 

image of the fingertips steady. -

_c-:::.-------,---.... 
~ l ~ l --' ,":--' --------{l)) 

Psychic Third Finger: Preparation Exercise Two 

Clasp (interlock) your fingers and then extend your index 
fingers and thumbs, keeping the fingers apart about the 
width of your two tl1umbs. FocuS upon the space between 
your two extended forefingers, while gently converging 
your eyes until a perfect psychic third finger appears. 

_ Patience may be required at first, as four fingers may 
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appear. You will need to cultivate the knack of merging 
them into a single digit. 

Practice maintaining the ghost finger while slowly 
approaching the tip of your nose. With gentle concentra
tion you will actually feel the etheric finger make subtle 
contact with your nose tip. 

This exercise powerfully reinforces the imagination, 
demonstrating that vision is so dominant that a clear astral 
finger will even induce the sensation of tactile stimulation. 
This technique is used to sharpen aura vision and in some 
schools is called "splitting the Akasha." 

An advanced variation involves gazing at two candle 
flames, placed on eye level and about the distance of an out
stretched arm, until a third flame is created between them. 
The student than attempts to approach the middle flame 
with the jndex finger of their dominant hand, until they can 
avoid the flames of the real candles and accurately place the 
forefinger in the illusory space of the middle flame. 
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Phantom Fingers: Preparation Exercise Three 

Place your non-dominant hand, palm toward you out at 
arm's length. Fold the little finger and ring finger into your 
palm leaving the third finger, forefinger, and thumb up and 
spread out. Now defocus, as you have been doing in prior 
exercises, until you have created near perfect images of six 
digits, or double hand. Alter the distance between your hand 
and your eyes until you have the sharpest image po~sible. At 
this point three digits are real and three digits are, phantom. 

Now comes the interesting point, at which we slip from 
illusion to hallucination. Try to wiggle each finger, one at 
a time. Success is when you try to move a real finger and it 
turns out to be a phantom. Confusion precedes fusion. 
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Phantom Hands: Preparation Exercise Four 
Place your non-dominant hand, palm toward you out at . , , 
arm s length, with all the fingers fully extended and spread 
out. This is an advanced version of Phantom Fingers. Pro
~eed as with exerCise three until you have as perfect an 
Image of ten fingers as possible. Try to wiggle each finger 
separately-make individual fingers bow toward you. 

Succ~ss is not using your reason and getting it right; 
success IS when you have created such a successful visual 
hallucination that you fool yourself. 

You are trying to astound your motor cortex as well 
(that part of brain that controls movement). An interesting 
moment of brain "jam" is experienced each time you trick 
your brain into trying to move a non-existent finger; focus 
on the sensation at that moment. 
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Three-Dimensional Realization of Earth 
(Prithivi) Tattwa as Preparation . 

117 

for Muladhara Mediation . 
Place the page at a comfortable reading distance and gently 
converge your eyes while concentrating upon the space 
between the two figures. Eventually you will produce a 
third .hexahedron. Sense and perceive this central stereo
scopic image as a · three-diminesional cube. This third 
image should be so clear that you can read the subtitle, 

, Prithivi-Yellow: Muladhara. 

Prithivi-Yellow; 

Muladhara 

Prithivi-Yellow; 

Muladhara 
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You have a choice of two pairs of cubes. Try them alterna
tively and later see if you can hold both pair at once with the 
Psychic Third Cube of both pairs being held simultaneously. 

Note: Technically this diagram is called a Necker Cube 
and belongs to a category of optical illusion called by psy
cho-physiologists fluctuating figures. The cube will change 
perspective as you watch it, in spite of the fact that it is a 
visual artifact! This gives an added dimension to the exer
cise.Enjoy! 

Three-Dimensional · Realization· 
Water (Apas) Tattwa as Preparation for 
Swadhisthana Meditation 

Place the page at a comfortable reading distance and gently 
converge upon the space between the two sickle moons until 
the third phantom crescent appears. See and feel the middle 
image as a three-dimensional melon slice. When the concen
tration and focus merge properly, you should be able to read 
the subtitle: Apas-Silver Swadhisthana. 

Apas-Silver: Apas-Silver: 
Swadhisthana Swadhisthana 

With all of these exercises do not hesitate to move the 
book page back and forth from your eyes. This helps com
pensate for individual vision fields and gives practice in hold
ing the Akashic image. Do not overstrain or fatigue yourself. 
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The second (following) set is larger and requires more 
variance in distance from your eyes. See if you can get the 
third sickle to float so far off the page you can poke it with 

your forefinger. 

Apas-Silver: 
Swadhisthana 

Apas-Silver: 
Swadhisthana 

Three-Dimensional Realization Fire (Tejas) 
Tattwa as Preparation for 
Manipura Meditation 
Focus in the space between the two drawings and produce a 
middle inverted Tetrahedron. Perceive this as an upside 
down three-dimensional Pyramid. As usual you should be 
able to read the subtitle: i.e. Tejas-Red Manipura. 

Note that this image, as with the Earth symbol, will be 
apt to turn inside-out: both of these geometrical configura-

tions are fluctuating illusions. 

Tejas-Red: Manipura Tejas-Red: Manipura 
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Experiment with the alternative tetrahedron set below. 
Vary the distance from eyes. 

Three-Dimensional Realization 
Air (Vayu) Tattwa as Preparation for 
Anahata Meditation 
Focus in the usual way and produce the middle sphere. 
Become very aware of the image as a three-dimensional 
globe.-Make certain the subtitle is in focus: i.e. Vayu-Blue; 
Anahata. 

Vayu-Blue: -Anahata Vayu-Blue: Anahata 
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Experiment with the alternative globes below. Try mov
. ing the page away from your eyes at varying distances. 

I 

- - -'- ,...;. 
- I -

---'-- . 
- I -

I 

Three-Dimensional Realization Ether (Akasha) 
Tattwa a's Preparation for 
Vishuddha Meditation 
Converge your eyes, gazing between the two ovals until 
you can see a p.erfect egg. Sense the depth of the egg, 
formed by stereosc6pic overlapping of the two ovals. 
Check you are in focus by reading the overlappingsubti
tIes: Le. Akasha-Black: Vishuddha. 

Akasha-Black: Vishudda Akasha-Black: Vishudda 
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Graduation Exercise 

Each of the Tattwic Meditations rearranges the optical sys- -
tern so much that you end up looking at a nonexistent 
shape, floating in a nonexistent space-if not off the plan
et, certainly off the page! 

You may not have noticed just how much float there is 
in the middle image-nor realized you can increase the lev
itation perception by getting some background contrast 
with your forefinger. 

Go back to the Tattwa exercise with the Earth cubes 
(page. 117) and gently converge your eyes to create the 
middle astral cube. (Use the bottom set of cubes.) As you 
gaze at the cube your brain may not see it as lifting off the 
page very far. 

You can increase the floating dramatically by extending 
the forefinger of one hand (parallel to your body and the 
page) and Circling toward the page, as if you were trying to ' 
get behind the middle cube. Suddenly you will see that 
your forefinger is behind the ghost middle cube (Le. your 
forefinger will be between the page and the cube) and the 
block is actually floating half-way or more between your 
eyes and the page. 
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Keep circling the floating cube-your forefinger can 
pass ab</ve it, behind it, below it, and in front. In other 
words you ar~ using your forefinger the way a magician 
passes a hoop around the floating lady to prove there are 
"no wires." 

Once you have the etheric middle cube floating off the 
page enougI: you can pass your whole hand behind it, and 
in front-which will impress your poor befuddled brain 
tremendously! 

And for an Encore .... 

Keeping your gaze fixed on the middle raised cube, which 
isn't really there anyway-slowly move your head from 
side to side without taking your eyes off the cube. Another 
way of putting this is that your skull rotates around your 
eyeballs. . 

SURPRISE! The cube which isn't there moves, while the 
real cubes on each side, which ·are there, remain motion
less. WOW! 

Now go back and play at levitatinR the other four Ele
ments (Crescent, Tetrahedron, Sphere, and Oval)-prefer
ably one a day; and don't forget to palm. 

Post Graduate Exercise 

I want to clarify something, which you may have observed, 
but I have not mentioned. Each Tattwa card in the deck 
consists of three basic components, in terms of color. 

The Background Color: Le. for Air it is orange. 

The Tattwa Color: i.e. for Air it is a Blue sphere 

The Seed Element Color: e.g. Air-Seed of Earth is 'a 
Yellow square. 
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Instead of taking two squares, and making a third or two 
ovals, etc., we are now' ready to place two Tattwa cards 
together, create the magic third card, and levitate it off the 
table, and then you can focus on it and get the '''flashing 
colors II effect. 

I needed ito remind you of the background color so you , 
understand that we can only use pairs of cards from the 
same subset, as the backgrounds need to be similar. 

With the following exercises you may end up with four I 

images instead of three, particularly if you have a very lazy 
eye, or suffer from Diplopia (Double Vision). As a rule, 
ptactice eliminates the problem. , 

As an example, let us take the Air Tattwa Subset. Extract 
the Air-Seed of Air card and place it on the side of your 
dominant hand (dominant hand equals dominant eye). 
Place alongside it, (touching) Air-Seed of Earth; focus, 
converge, and create the third card, which will be Air
Seed of Earth. Continue matching the remaining three sub
sets against Air-Seed or Air. 

Use a white sheet of paper for background. 

AIR~Seed of Earth 

Card 'Background 

Color: Orange 

AIR (circle): Blue 

Seed EARTH (square) 

Yellow 

'I, 
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FOR THE CARDS: Focus on the middle ghost card and 
count to a hundred, while getting the "flashing colors II 
effect. Defocus eyes abruptly and let after-image emerge on 
a white sheet of paper. 



, 
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Advanced Post Graduate Exercise Part 2 

Still staying with the same Tattwa Subset, you can now dis
pense with the pure Element Card (e.g. Air-Seed of Air) and 
start pairing Seed cards.' For example, place Air-Seed of 
Earth and Air-Seed of Fire alongside each other. When you 
create the psychic middle card, get the Red Triangle to fit 
inside the Yellow Square. Experiment matching them all up. 

Air-Seed ~. 
of Earth 0 

f' 

~ Air-Seed 

~ ofF;" 

.......................... , ' 
: " ............... ~ : ...-
: .'~ ,''''; '; : 
: " l ..... " ., :-
: ........ - .. ,..~ : 
: ' .... '!' .......... - ....... 

Advanced Post Graduate Exercise Part Three 

This is my very favorite with the Tattwa cards; it just about 
qualifies you for a "Master o~ the Universe'l, honorary degree. 

Pick any two cards up from the same Subset, and hold 
one in each hand. Sit back in your chair, adjust your 
elbows, and fit the two inner sides of the cards together 
(exactly the way you would pair the edg~son the table, but 
you are holding them off the table). 
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1. Adjust your arms toa comfortable distance from 
your eyes. Converge and cr~ate the perfect third 
caFd, that isn't. ' 

2. ' Separate the two cards by moving your hands slow
ly apart a few inches, while still holding on to the 

, middle image. The middle specter will now remain 
suspended in space, a perfect image with practice, 
and the further you separate your hands the smaller 
it will become. 
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3. Experiment moving your hands away and towards 
you, while simultaneously moving the hands 
together and apart. Find ta€ point where you have 
created a perfect three-dimensional image floating 
free from the other two cards, and free in space. 

When the third card is "more real" than the real 
one, concentrate upon it until the flashing colors 
are pronounced, than break focus and enjoy the 
after-image on the white sheet of paper. 

Chapter 5 

SCRYING 

Scry; scrier; scrying; scries: to practice crystal gazing. 

Scryer: Crystal gazer. 
Webster's 3rd New International Dictionary 

The word scrying comes from the atchaic English word 
descry, meaning to see. It now has the res-tricted sense of see
ing paranormal visions, usually of the future, by looking at 
an object with a polished or shiny surface. 

. Encyclopedia of The UneJ.plained, 1974; McGraw-Hill 

I am going to discuss scrying in its original sense; "seeing 
images or "shapes," and my meaning does not extend to 
include general divination. In India this "seeing" is called · 
Pratibha (imaging) and we are going to use the Tattwa cards 
to eVQke imagery from the Unconscious storehouse. 

In the Western Magical tradition the Tattwa cards have 
been used as gateways to the Astral Planes and for out-of
body experi€nces (check Appendix III). I would· suggest 
that the Astral Planes are'stratifications of the unconscious, 

129 
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and perhaps even extend into layers of lung's Collective 
Unconscious. 

As for astral travel, I personally have no problem with 
the idea that the body is just an extension of the mind, 
rather than the other way around. The evidence for this 
ability of our mind to extend beyond the physical, through 
such mechanisms as remote viewing and near-death-expe
riences, seem to be accumulating. 

Experimenting with the Tattwa cards is not a' psycho
logically damaging practice, especially if you maintain a 
common sense and a matter-of-fact attitude. 

If you are unduly prone to being obsessive, suffer anxi
ety attacks at the slightest provocation, and believe that 
"seeing is believing" (a proverb that has been around for 
2,200 years) then perhaps this is not for you. Scrying is the 
cultivation of "waking dreams," and a fuss need not be 
made about it. 

I would, however, also add that if you are currently 
stressed, with a history of schizophrenic episodes, than def
initely do not play with scrying. 

The form of scrying we will use here, with the Tattwas, 
follows a tradition of Western magic; you begin with open
eyed gazing, move to closed-eye gazing and end by opening 
your eyes, and "I have arrived, and to prove it here I am!" 

By custom, the first four elements are associated ,with 
fairy-like creatures who inhabit each element. You may 
have heard of them. The Elemental spirits are: 

Earth: Gnomes (First postulated by Paracels4s) 

Water: Undines (Includes mermaids) 

Fire: Salamandars (Often lizard-like) 
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Air: Sylphs (Gossamer-winged, often like 
miniature angels) 
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, 
- Most of us carefully locked the Elemental spirits away in 

the attic of our childhood and have never gone back to 
look again. These little beings are all waiting, full of mis
chief and fun, in the deep recesses of our being. 

The other night I was scrying in my host's library, using 
the Tattwa card Earth-Seed of Fire. With my eyes closed I 
had just 'gone through the seed when poof-pop-bang!; the 
whole library was filled with Gnomes dashing everywhere 
and Salamanders flopping off bookcases. This was the full _ 
three-dimensional, technicolor, cineramic, surround num
ber. Absolutely stunning to watch, and even more rowdy 
than a dozen seven-year-old boys at a ~irthday party! I wasn't 
sure who was chasing whom, but they were having fun. 

After about five minutes, I decided I had had enough 
and said mentally; "All-right; THAT'S ENOUGH." They 
vanished. I opened my eyes, and that was that. This is what 
I mean by a matter-of-fact approach. When you get the 
knack of scrying, surfing the internet or cable television 
pale in significance. . 

I would like to share an interesting idea about spirits. 
Can you evoke a Spirit? When you evoke a Spirit you are 
educing something out of yourself; Le. allowing an aspect 
to emerge that is at variance with your current state. We 
commonly associate Spirit with ghosts, but in everyday 
language that is not the way we use the word "spirit." . 

We talk about high spirits, spirited person, low spirits, 
out of spirits; spiritless, and so' on. I have left out all theo
logical and chemical uses of the word to demonstrate that 
spirit is a synonym for mood. ' 
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The Tattwas can be used to alter our mood or state of 
being; many other systems can too, such as Ceremonial 
Magic--':'and this isa very positive way to look at the whole 
concept of spirit and spirits. 

It is very important, when scrying, to not struggle or 
tensely search for a result; and when a result does come to 
be able to enjoy the experience for what it is, without 
brooding over it. The ability to hold down a job is often a 
good criteria for scrying, as involvement in the so-called 
real world teaches you to control yourself and prioritize. 

In Chapter Four I taught you to visuallze and "play with 
reality" with yow eyes open. These exercises had some 
very subtle aspects, including getting a feel for things that 
were not there. It will now be much easier for you to trans
fer those skills to the inner world, to "see clearly," (the real 
meaning of clairvoyance) and to sense, feel, and compre
hend whatever you create. 

We now need to do three closed-eye exercises which will 
encourage you to feel comfortable with being out of the 
body, or at least to imagine yourself extended in a real way. 

These exercises have antecedents in early Greek history 
and formed the basis of European Magical systems during 
the Renaissance. 

They showed up with the teachings of Bruno and the 
Ars Memoria, or Loci method that spread as far as England. 
(See: Frances A. Yates, The Art of Memory.) 

Exercise One: Favorite Room Tour 

Lie down, or sit, with your eyes closed somewhere outside 
your favorite room, which could be a ~tudy or bedroom. 

Imagine you are lying or Sitting in your favorite room. 
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Sense, imagine, pretend you can take your conscious
ness outside your body, perhaps like a levitating video cam
era, and begin a slow visual tour of the walls of your 
favorite room. 

Slowly look at each wall, in sequential order; notice 
windows, pictures, bookcases, lamps, knickknacks, elec
tronic equipment, cabinets, and so on, on your first cir
cumambulation. 

Pause when you return to your starting point and exam
ine the ceiling and the ' floor; note lighting fixtures, colors, 
carpets, floorboards, or whatever else you can pick up. 

Now start rotating mentally around the walls again, 
looking for things you did not pick up on the first tour. 
Light switches, under furniture, pedestals, bases, and focus 
on finding other things you missed first time around. 

This time when you return to your starting position, 
again examine the ceiling and floor to pick anything up 
you missed the first time-cracks on the ceiling for 
instance. 

On your third rotation, find things you missed the first 
and second times; if necessary open drawers and see if you 
can visualize their contents; do the same with cupboards 
and notice jackets of books in the bookcases. Fully occupy 

, yourself with seeing !flare than the last two trips. 
When you finish, look up at the ceiling; if you are lying 

down just project yourself through your forehead; if sitting 
up project your visual consciousness through the top of 
your head. 

Turn the ceiling deep black-resembling a blackboard. 
Extend your "astral" arm (which being tenuous, can 

stretch) to the ceiling and print your name with an imagi-
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nary piece of yellow chalk. Then erase it 'so that you are 
again looking at a black ceiling. C -

Extend your astral arm again and write your name with 
a piece of white chalk. Erase. 

Repeat the procedure with a piece of red chalk. Erase. 
Now, for the last time, write your name with a piece of blue 
chalk. Erase. . . 

Develop a sensation that you are rejoining your con
sciousness with your body, moving out of your room to the 
beginning site of the exercise. 

I cannot emphasize enough how important this exercise is 

for saying. 
When I was with Swami Satyananda Saraswati in 

Northeast India, he insisted we do the writing with col~red 
chalk every evening. 

Please take three days to repeat this exercise another 
two times. Each time you do, project yourself into the 
room and try to find more items-in the real world don't 
physically go up to the room and memorize every nook 
and cranny. Extract the details from your memory store
house. Eventually, you won't be able to tell the difference 
between "being there" and "rememberingthere." 

I recall taking a group therapy session and enthusiasti
cally opening the preceedings l,>y shouting; "Why are we all 
here?" The quick rejoinder from the back of the room was' 
il . ' 

Because we are not all there!" 
To remember has a very special esoteric meaning. When 

you are in the process involving "to remember," you are 
approaching an understanding of Religion and' Yoga. The 
etymological roots of religion express the true meaning of 
"again coming together," i.e. returning to a primordial 
state of wholeness. Yoga equals "uniori." 
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To understand the inner life meaning of "remember," 
consider the word dismember. Dismember means to pull 
apart, or separate, the parts of our being. These part~ are 
cognition (thinking), conation (acting), and affect (feeling). 

Dismemberment is a state of being disjointed, at "sixes 
and sevens" with ourselves. When we remember, we exist 
in a present-time state of cohesion. To remember is a med

itation upon wholeness and harmony. 
The exercises in Chapter Four dealt with controlling 

the outer world. The exercises in this chapter control the 

imier world. 

Exercise Two: Projection of Consciousness 
through a House , 
This exercise involves selecting a house 'Or apartment that 
you live in or have lived in. The main criteria is that yo~ 
must feel very psychologically comfortable about the reSI-
dence and you know the interior intimately. ' 

It would be all right to select a place where you had 
lived as a child, provided it was associated with mostly 
happy memories. The technique may be done lying in ~ed 
at night; however there is a risk of losing concentratIOn 

and falling asleep. 
1. Imagine yourself outside the house, or flat, and 

approach the front door. Look at the door noting 
details; what type of lock is on the door? What 
color is it? What type of knob or handle opens the 
door? Is the door paneled? What color is the door 
and frame? The dom: has glass, is it frosted, stained, 
or clear? Look down at your feet. What sort of path
way are you ~tanding on? Is there a doormat? Look 
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at either s~de of the door and observe what is pre
sent for wmdows for example 

2. Float through the door into the hallway entrance 
or room that the door opens into. Is it c~rpeted or' 
wood, per~aps ,tiles, under your feet? Pick u as 
many detaIls as you can. p . 

3. Pro~ect yourself into the lounge or living room and 
~:~1I~ a wa~l-by-wall inspection. Note furniture, wall 

~mgs, lIghts, coffee tables, magazines, electronic 
applIances, absence or presence of floor cov . 
any unusual fixtures on the ceiling Wh enng, 
to . d I . en you come 

wm ows oak out and review the scene. 

4. Extend .yourself into the kitchen. Start at one wall 
a?d. begm to examine every appliance and cooki 
aId m the kitch 0 . ng . . en. pen the refngerator door not-
mg Its color, and inspect its contents. Open a~ 
cupboard doors or drawers and see what is insi~e . 
Look at the stove closely. How many hotplates 0; 
b~rners? Color? Exhaust fan? Oven door? Is there a 
kItc~en table? Is there a tablecloth on the table 
~nd If so what color, design is it? Go over and i~a _ 
me yourself turning on the faucets on the sink ' Fe~ 
cold water on the back of one hand. Turn on th ' 
hot water tap and see if you can get steam rising~ 

s. L;"!:ate y~urself through the house to the entrance 
ate mam bathroom. Go inside and inspect Go 
to every faucet in the bathroom and turn it o~ and 
then off. Is there a bathtub or a shower recess ~r 
both? If. th~re is a medicine cabinet, open it a~d see 
what IS InsIde. Can you count the toothbrushes on 
the rack and note their colors? Walkout of the 
house the way you came in and return to our 
actual physical location. y 
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Practice Suggestion 
You might use a tape recorder and audio tape to make a 
guided imagery meditation. 

Start at the front door and use my suggestions, plus ~ 
your own, to list "lad" along the way and cues about what 
to examine in each area you project to. 

Example: "Kitchen; refrigerator; color; open fridge door: ' 
examine contents;" and so on. Allow about thirty seconds 
between each item. 

When you are ready to do the exercise, relax (sitting or 
lying down), turn the tape dn, and project yourself 
through the house, following your own instructions. 

Graduation Pointers 

The two preceding exercises should be practiced over a 
fortnight, allotting a week to the Favorite Room Tour and 
the second week devoted to Projection of Consciousness 
Through A House. When dealing with the occult "haste 
makes waste!" 

Ophiel (See The Art and Practice of Astral Projection, Weis
er, 1969), probably America's pioneer "How to" occultist 
had a very clever trick to encourage you to get out of your 
body and into another location with your consciousness. 

He recommended placing a favorite scent bottle in the 
area to which you want to travel. You smell the scent bot
tle before going to bed, and when in bed imagine yourself 
back where the perfume is, smelling it. 

I suggest you may wish to experiment with an :essential 
oil and I would particularly advise patchouli, sandalwood 
or rose as th,e best triggers. These odors, as,indeed all odo~s, 
come under the realm of Earth (Prithivi) and therefore ' 
Muladhara chakra-the pelvic floor psychic center. 
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Patchouli and Sandalwood arouse some very primitive 
layers of the brain, and an activated nervous system makes 
it easier to extend consciousness. 

Auxiliary Olfaction Exercise 

I first did this when I was seventeen, and the experience 
really shook me up. The object is to create an olfactory hal
lucination. You may recall that a hallucination is a sensory 
experience in the absence of a sensory stimulus .. 

You concentrate on the odor (rose or patchouli are both 
very good for this), smelling gently until olfactory fatigue 
sets in; i.e. you can no longer detect the odor. 

Once olfactory fatigue is established, put the perfume 
bottle, flower, or whatever the source of the odor is, away 
and go to another room. 

Close your eyes and vividly recreate the bottle or flower 
visually, even feel yourself holding it, and actually start 
sniffing phYSically. 

It may take a number of seSSions, but eventually you 
will actually smell the odor. The first time this happens you 
are much more likely to get a shock than from any visual 
halluCination. ' 

Open-Eyed Versus Closed-Eyed Pracitice 

Before you go any further I want you to spend a few days 
repeating the "Room" and "House" exercises with your eyes 
open. This flexibility is very important and it is only in the 
beginning that I ask students to close' their eyes. It is a sim
ple focus of attention to learn to do these exercises with 
the eyes open, and indeed even walking down a street. This 
does involve a shift of attention, and as a result the exteri
or world will dim a little, as you brighten up the interior 
world. It is a knack and not too difficult at that. 
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You may find it interesting to know that the Ashram of 
I II Saraswati Order (Bihar state, India) teaches a ve~y. com
)1 te system of Kriya Yoga for arousal of Kundalml. The 

~' haracteristic of the system is that nearly all the methods , 
' II' done with the eyes open-and very quickly the uncon~ 
~ taus is provoked to emerge and dominate any ext~rna 
~ nsory distractions. I do not write a book about th~S, ~~ 
unfortunately, not everything can be learned f:o~ a 00 ~ 

to learn the system you would have to go and lIve m one a 

lhe Ashrams. K' Yo a 
In 1978 I taught a week-long session. of nya ~ 

under the auspIces a , . f Llewellyn in the Umted States. ThIS 
was a live-in situation, and we had people from all over 
America attend. 

Exercise Three: Tattwa Mirror Projection 

This is quite a stunnmg exerCIse a . . th t you can learn to do 
anywhere anytime, eyes open or closed, and as you 
become ~ore familiar with the meanings of the T~ttwas 
you can check yourself to see what is on your mmd at 
deeper levels. 

In the beginning only do this technique with your eyes 
I d The Tattwa Mirror Projection involves shape only, 

case . . the Tattwa not color as a consequence we need to reVIew 
shapes . .:ve are also going to emphasize the shapes and 
there two dimensional aspect, as figures of geometry. 

Ether: Oval 

Air: Circle 

Fire: Triangle 

Water: Crescent 

Earth: Square 
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1. Project yourself to a room with a mirror that you 
have looked in at sometime-maybe every day, 
such as a bathroom mirror. Later, with proficiency, 
you can Just create a mirror in mental space. 
Approach the mirror, watching your reflection 
closely. Be aware that the size of your rej]ected 
image is increasing as you approach the mirror. 

2. Study your reflection in the mirror. Pick out details. 
Are you smiling? What color are your eyes and are 
the whites clear? What else do you notice? 

At this point, it should be noted that some peo
ple cannot see themselves clearly reflected in an 
imaginary mirror. This is often related to low self
esteem. As the individual's self-esteem grows, so 
does the clarity of their imagined self-image in a 
looking glass. 

One way that low self-esteem can be reduced is 
by daily gazing at yourself in a mi~ror, particularly 
looking into the reflection of your own eyes. 

3. Gazing steadily at your reflection, imagine moving 
S0 close to the mirror that you are almost touching 
it. Open your mouth and exhale sharply, allowing a 
bla~t of hot air to form a mist on the mirror. , 

4. Move back from the mirror and observe the mist 
closely for shape, particularly as it begins to evapo
rate and contract on the mirror. Is the general con-
figuration of the mist more oval-shaped, ' 
circular -shaped, triangular -like, crescent-shaped or 
oblong, rectangular or positivelysquafish? 

The basic configural geometry of the white-gray-mist 
will tell you what Tattwa is active in your mind and what 
you are concerned with deep down (or perhaps what you 
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should be concerned with!). This is the original, secret 
Swara-Yoga method and it has nothing to do with breathing 
on a real mirror, in physical space: With practice you will 
learn to do this any time, any place, with your eyes open. 
The technique becomes a psychic self-monitoring method. 

Code 
Ether-Ovaloid-Total Change, Innovations 

Air-Circular-Details; Stormy Emotions 

Fire_Triangular-Extroversion, Self Expression 

Water_Crescent-Relationships, Co-Operation 

Earth_Rectangular-Initiative, Beginning, Action 

Image Facility Exercises 
These are two quick exercises that may be practiced at odd 
moments. Learn to do them with eyes-closed and eyes-open. 

Object Manipulation in Space 
1. Create a sky-blue screen out in front of you, at least 

the dimensions of the wall you are facing. 

2. Create a pitch-black pedestal about four feet in 
front of you, and floating a foot off the floor. Don't 
build it up carefully-just produce it; like a magi-

cian with a rabbit! 

3. Throw a bright yellow tablecloth over the black 
pedestal. 'At this stage you have a black ped~stallev
itating against a blue background, draped wIth a 
yellow doth. Hold all three colors simultaneously. 
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4. Produce a long, tapered, silver candlestick and sil
ver holder and place it on the yellow tablecloth. 

s. L~ht the silver candle with a vivid red candle flame 
bemg produced. . 

6. Contemplate the blue background, black pedestal, 
yellow drape, silver candle, and red flame all at 
once, for a few seconds. Do not become discour~ 
aged (it is very hard being perfect!); when you get 
to. ten s~conds that is terrific! Right now be content 
WIth bemg able to rapidly build this assemblage. 

7. Now quickly dismantle the objects in the same 
ord~r you created them; vanish the black pedestal, 
leaVIng the yellow cloth, silver candle and red 
flame magically floating in space. Ne~t vanish the 
yellow dr~pe, then the candlestick and holder (sil
ver), leaVIng the red flame floating in space, against 
a blue !?ackground. For the finale, extinguish the 
candle and let the blue backdrop vani~h. 

I~ ~akes a longtime to describe this on: the written page 
~Ut1t IS done much more quickly-and it is not complicated 
If you remember you just dealing with four objects · (pedestal, 
table cloth, candle and flame) against a blue backdrop. 

Reme.mber to try this with eyes open, as soon as you 
ge~ confIdent witb eyes closed, and never forget that all 
thIS takes place in psychic space outside your head. It's 
MIND MAGIC! 

Object Manipulation in . Space 
This te~hnique is simpler but has multiple uses, including 
entertamment and relief of boredom You sh ld . . . . ou very 
qUIckly get the knack of doing this with your eyes open. 
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1. Construct a large yellow cube suspended in front of 
you-at least 6x6x6 inches. 

2. Make it spin or rotate on its imaginary axis; begin 
slowly rotating it and see if you can build the rate 
of spin up to such a speed that the edges cannot be 
discerned and you just have a yellow spinning top; 
now slow it down to a standstill and reverse the 
rotation. Do not get frustrated--'-just play with the 
cube at odd moments. . 

3. Construct your magic cube and make it grow; see 
how large you can get it; Than start contracting or 
impacting it, and see if you can get it down to 
postage-stamp size. When it is very small indeed, 

' pull it into the center of your forehead, about 
where the eyebrows would cross (the traditional 
Third Eye position) and absorb it. You won't .be 
hurt-think of yourself as an alieri being and 
maybe this is what you feed on. 

4. When you have a problem clearly defined an~ you 
are looking for a solution, conjure up your yellow 
cube; float it in front of you and ask: "What is the 
solution to problem X?" Suddenly tip the cube 
upside down, and the top becomes a lid that drops 
open and out tumbles your solution. This may not 
happen the first time you try it, but with persever
ance you will hit the jackpot. 

s. The next time you are at a very boring board room 
meeting, or conference, construct your cube in 
space and make it the size of a very large packing 
crate, or conversely a small dumptruck. 

Now very carefully, using perfect psychic con
trol, move it across the auditorium (or board room 
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table) until you have maneuvered it exactly over 
the head of the principal pontificator. Tip your 
cube upside down and dump chicken manure on 
the culprit. 

Scrying with the Tattwas 

~crying is an individual experience for everyone and 
InvOlves. building up a symbol code with your personal 
unconscIOUS. The Tattwa cards are designed to assist you 
as they consist of primal shapes and primary colors. ' 

We are going to explore two types of scrying with 
the Tattwa Cards, the first open-eyed and the second 
closed-eyes. 

Preparing the Environment 

SC~Ying should always be done in the same place as this 
bUIlds up a special atmosphere. A corner in the study or 
anot~er room (such as a bedroom) will be fine. An essential 
r~qUIrement is relative quiet and privacy. It is important to 
disconn~ct phones, if possible, and ensure that you will 
not be dIsturbed. An interruption at the wrong time will 
completely destroy a scrying session. 

You will need a desk, a special lamp with a flexible neck 
so ~ou can arrange the light over the card, or twist it to a 
w~Ite screen on the wall. A supply of crisp, white Laser 
pnnt paper, is required. A large glass bowl (preferably lead 
cr~stal) that cab hold half a sheet or a whoJe sheet of Laser 
prmt paper, is needed. The bowl is filled two-thirds with 
clean water and the paper is placed so it floats on top of the 
water in the bowl. 
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A very large crystal goblet (a brandy snifter for example) 
will do, and then you cut the standard laser print paper 
into quarters. 

Place three candles and holders, at hand. Many occult 
groups, including my beloved RosicruCians (AMORC), have 
always known the power inherent in the special vibrations 
induced by candlelight. However, candlelight has ' another 
advantage in this situation in that you can extinguish one 
or more candles as required. 

A variable light source is required because you need an 
auxiliary light that can be altered. A light source of varied 
intensity is essential when scrying, and it will require some 
experimenting to learn how to get the light just right. You 
might alternatively use a dimmer On your desk lamp; how
ever candles provide a psychic advantage. 

Some people like incense, and if you do use it, get a 
good quality; amber, sandalwood, or rose are recommend
ed, and I suggest you use the same incense always. This . 
builds up a conditioned response 'for scrying. 

I recommend that all sessions commence with the 
Ganapatti evocation and invocation ritual that I discussed 
with you in Chapter 3. This is not a must; some people 
may feel uncomfortable because it is Hindu. 

My own experience is that the Ganapatti ritual is trans
cultural, and if I may coin a neologism, pan-cultural. The 
ceremony is simple, powerful, brings good vibes, and 
Ganesh is the jolliest and most benign being I know of. 

Open Eyed Scrying , 
1. Place the bowl, or goblet, two-thirds full of clean, 

.cool water, on your desk. Have the Tattwa deck 
available and two pieces of paper. One piece of 
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paper is to float in the bowl of water and the other 
is used as a background mat for the card to sit on 
while you build up the after-image. 

2. Light the three candles, in preparation for when 
you turn the desk lamp off. At this stage you do not 
know if you will need three, "two or one candle 
alight. The purpose of the candles is to illuminate, 
just enough, the surface of the paper you will float 
atop the water. 

A quick comment about candle flames: never blow a 
flame out. The expired breath is polluted and a symbol of 
death. In India, Lord Agni, the God of Fire (from which 
comes our English word ignite) is offended by such actions 
and hence Hindus never blowout ceremonial flames. 
Always use a snuffer. 

3. Perform the Ganapatti ritual, or one from your own 
tradition, if you wish. 

4. PIck up the Tattwa cards and shuffle them very 
thoroughly. Cut them three times as when divin
ing, but in this case you need not have a question 
in mind. 

S. Take the top card from the cut and turn it face up 
on the piece of white paper you have put out for a 
background. Place the other piece of paper in the 
bowl <.?r goblet by just gently dropping it onto the 
surface of tbe water. Do not worry, the paper will 
float for hours. 

6. Adjust your desk lamp so It shines directly on the 
Tattwa card and turn it off while you check the illu
mination from the candles. The knack is to move 
the candles around so you have the minimum light 
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needed to see the surface of the paper floating on 
the water. You may make a decision, at this point, 
to snuff one or more of the ·candles. Perhaps one 
candle will be just right. 

Now we start to approach a delicate phase. Shortly, a 
relaxed and passive receptive mode will be required of you, 
as well as some patience. You are going to delicately do 
what some would term "opening your third eye"; i.e. s~e if 
you can access unconscious reserves, which may appear to 
manifest in the bowl of water, on the surface of the paper. 

I would like to share another piece of information you 
may not know. Both in India and Europe, a distinction was 
made with the classical four elements. Earth and Water 
were designated as feminine, receptive, nurturing, passive 
elements, while Air and Fire were juxtaposed as masculine 

projective, creative, active elements. 

To elicit clairvoyance (clear vision) we need a 
~urturing, receptive state, and so we have set up an 
unconscious signal to bring this about. As Earth is 
the co~tainer for Water, so your bowl (melted 
Earth, i.e. molten sand) is Earth and it contains 
Water. Just as Earth and Water are friends and they 
germinate flora together, so your paper (floating 
atop the water in the bowl) is the ultimate symbol 
of their union, for wood is the consummate exam
ple of earth and water merging. 

7. Turn the desk lamp back on and fixate your gaze 
onto the Tattwa card-count to a hundred, or 
however long it takes for the flashing colors to 
become positively scintillating and the rim aura to 
flash vividly, from side to side, as if it were neon. 
When you are satisfied, (and it varies with each 
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card, and each person) turn the desk lamp off and 
transfer your gaze to the paper floating on the sur
face of the bowl of water. 

Relax and quietly contemplate the after-image 
on the surface of the floating paper. Gently defocus 
your eyes as if looking beyond the paper into a 
deep well of water. ' 

Wait, and observe; shapes, clouds, mists, ani
mals, faces, scenes,a whole panorama may emerge. 

8. After fifteen or twenty minutes turn your desk lamp 
on; it is wise to record the date and anything that 
occurred in a journal. 

Wisdom dictates the desirability of going to bed 
immediately after a scrying session and remember
ing to make a note of your dreams the next morn
ing. You may simply extinguish your candles, 
leaving the bowl of water until morning. 

Closed Eye Scrying with the Tattwas 

The arrangement of your room is basically the same with 
two modifications: 

1. You may dispense with the bowl of water. 

2. You need a Screen of white paper or cardboard 
placed three or four feet away from you,perhaps on 
the wall. A white poster card would be fine and it 
should be mounted at eye level so your gaze will fix 
in the center. 

By now' you may have noticed that the farther away 
your projection field for the after-image is, the larger the 
after-image Will appear. 

We are going to use the after-image as an "astral gate" 
to open up onto another, co-existent reality. In the Appen-
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dices you ca~ read what the Golden Dawn adepts did with 
this concept. 

This is a masculine, active type of method and therefore 
properly belongs to the realm of Air .and Fire. . 

As in the prior technique, you WIll have to ~xp~nment 
with the candles. You will probably get along WIth Just one 
candle and it should be placed by your side or slightly 
behind you. . 

Most of the open eyed preliminary work WIll be han
dled by using the desk lamp. Remember you must be able 
to twist the desk lamp from your table to the screen, rather 
like a spotlight. . 

With this method you are going to very actIvely use 
your imagination until spontaneous visions erupt from the 

inner depths of your being. . . ' 
You also need to be reminded of the inherent qualItIes 

Of the first four Elements in the Indian system. 
"th t " Each Element has a tendency, a Tattwa, a a ~ess 

which means it lias a tendency to always behave ~n. a 
unique and predictable way. This indivi,dual ch~ractenstlc 
becomes important when dealing psychIcally WIth th~ Ele
ments, and you will now reap the benefits of your VIsual
ization training. I will just deal with the four fundamental 
Elements as Ether is both the container and the eternal and, 
is beyond reach. 
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ELEMENT QUALITY, OR BEHAVIOR 

Earth . Cohesiveness, compaction, adhesion, 
solidness. 

Water Contraction, evaporation, shrinkage to 
vanishing point. 

Fire Expansion, enlargement spread, growth. 
Air ' Movement, ceaseless motion, mobility 

without limit, vibration. 

The adjectives I have used are not really adequate, and I 
apologize for the clumsiness, but it is almost impossible to 
convey the Sanskrit meaning in English. 

What this Tattwa, or nature of the element, means is 
that there is an appropriate way of visually manipulating 
each element tb "get through it" and "into it." 

Let us imagine you have prepared the study, done q.n 
appropriate ritual, shuffled the cards, and have drawn 
Earth-Seed of Water. The steps would be as follows: 

1. Place Earth-Seed of Water face up on the white 
paper mat,. and shine your desk lamp directly on it. 
Commence gazing at Earth-Seed of Water which 
will be a yellow square with the silver crescent 
moon inside. 

2. As soon as the flaship.g colors and rim aura an~ real
ly vivid, twist your desk lamp onto the white screen 
opposite you and gently observe the complemen
tary colored after-image that will appear. In the 
beginning these after-images may not last very long 
but with relaxation and practice they will last 
longer and be stronger. 
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3. Keep your attention alertly focused on the after
image and the second it disappears turn off the 
desk lamp and close your eyes .. 
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4: You are now about to enter the rea 1m of Chidakasha 
(mental space) which extends beyond your frontal 
bone or forehead. 

S. With your eyes closed immediately imagine you are 
looking out through your,closed eyes and forehead 
onto the scre~n in front of you. 

6. Create the original tattwai I.e. Earth-Seed of Water 
in the original Yellow and Silver colors, and about 
the proportion of the after-image, on the screen in 
front of you. This is as if you had turned yourself 
into a slide projector and were throwing the image 
onto the screen from a lens (Third Eye) in the cel'l
ter of your forehead. 

7. Make the colors as vivid as possible and hold them 
for a minute or SOi in the beginning thirty seconds 
is apt to be your limit. 

8. Turn your attention to the silver crescent. The 
nature of Water is to contract. Start contra~jing the 
silver descent leaving the yellow square, more of 
which becomes available and visible as the crescent 

shrinks. 

9. See if at the moment the crescent is about to vanish 
you cannot build up a psychic tension, so that you 
throw your psychic self through the yellow square, 
and than let go all the deliberate visualization, a bit 
like a pane of glass shattering. 

10. Relax completely, with eyes closed and when you 
are successful the mind will flood with images. 
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You are in control at all times. The moment you open your 
eyes and tum on your desk lamp you are back. . : 

~ith FIRE cultivate a feeling of unbearable expansion 
Just before you psychically project into the Tattwa. 

With EARTH unbearable compacting . . 

With AIR movement and vibration. 

This whole proc-ess is one of intense visualization and 
excitement followed by total relaxation and passive viewing. 

Record your results and watch your dreams. 
Everything I have taught you in this chapter is a matter 

o~ discove!ing for yourself what works. The scrying tech
mque rests upon a sacred trinity; a magical tripod of funda
mental principles; it is all (1) experimental, (2) experiential, 
and (3) existential. .. .. 

Chapter Six . 

CHAKRA STIMULATION WITH 
THE TATTWA CARDS 

The Tattwa Elements are the structural foundation and 
functiona1 key to the PsyChic Centers (chakras: Sanskrit 
Whirling Disks). 

I have designed this book so that by the time you have 
worked through the preceding chapters you are ready . to 
use the Tattwasymbols for immediate locking into the first 
five chakras; the hard work has already been dorie' and· the 
Elements are now living realities which can be used as trig
gers to open the chakras; 

The Tattwa system is a beautifully self-contained body 
of practice intended to culminate with accessing the psy
chic centers. The exercises in Chapter Four are particularly 
important, indeed pivotal to this chapter. Why? 

1. They train you to alter visual reality and increase 
control over v,isualization and ~magination. 

2. You build a conduit between your conscious and 
your unconscious mind based upon images; specifi
cally the five geometrical figures associated with 
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each Element, which should now be thoroughly 
integrated into your mental structure. 

. 3. You have learned to transform the two-dimensional 
Tattwic shapes into three-dimensional solids-and 
this is essential for the chakra stimulation using the 
Tattwas. 

What is the use of Five Element (Panch-Mahabhuta) 
meditation upon the chakras? You will restore psychologi
cal, physiological, and psychic harmony within the five 
(Panch Kosha) bodies that compose you. You can do this 
by three methods: 

1. When you have used the Tattwas as a divinatory 
device you may chose to do chakra stimulation 
upon the psychic centers indicated by the card. You 
may do this daily as long as you are dealing with 
the solution to. the problem you consulted about. 

2. You could shuffle the deck, asking for the most 
appropriate element, or elements, to mediate upon. 
If you have established the right psychic link, than 
synchronicity will get you the card exactly appro
priate for physical and mental balance that day. 

3. Where a physical or psychological state of dis-ease 
and illness exists, and persists, simply select the Ele
ment and chakra associated with the appropriate 
body cavity. Then meditate as per instructions in 
the twenty-five charts at the end of this chapter. 

Vishuddha chakra and Ether extend to the head or cra
nial cavity; when healing, the black, or indigo egg of 
Ether may be changed to a white or golden egg. The 
unconscious accepts golden or white colors more readi
ly, for healing. 

CHAKRA STIMULATION WITH THE TA7TWA CARDS ISS 

You than simply note the Element or Elements indicat
ed and concentrate on the body partsc6rresponding to the 
Tattwas. This is done by using a simple North Indian 
Ta~tric tech~ique I will teach you. 

The link between the Tattwas and the chakras is based 
upon firm Ayurvedic and Tantric principles. 

The simple chart below shows the psychological and 
psychic imbalances associated with each element based 
upon Ayurvedic correspondences. Ayurveda (science of 
life) is the indigenous Indian medical system of diagnosis 
and treatment-a twin science that should always accom

pany Yoga. 

TATIWA GENERAL CONDITION OF IMBALANCE 

Ether Feeling empty. Feeling hollow. 
Agorphobic feeling; Lost in Space. 

Air Flight of ideas. Pressure of talk. Unable to 
concentrate. Acrophoic feeling. Nervous 
agitation. 

Fire Anger. Burning up. Impulsive. 
Burned-out. Exhausted. Labile. 

Water Water logged. Edematous. Emotional, 
Teary. Pessimistic. Indecisive. 

Earth Depressed. Sluggish. In a rut. 
Claustrophobic. Preferred mode of 
consciousness-sleep. 

A note of caution: Many of the signs and symptoms 
listed can be present in severe clinical depression, in which 
case this meditation will not help-and indeed you will 
feel so bad you won't be able to do it. The two major indi
cators that you need expert professional help are early 
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morning sudden awakening from I sleep when your eyes 
SUDDENLY pop open and you are wide awake and cannot 
get back to sleep; or chronic thoughts of suicide. 

If you have had either of these symptoms for more than 
two weeks see someone-such symptoms often indicate a 
serious depletion of certain biochemicals in the brain. This 
requires expert assessment! 

I have added this caveat about .severe disturbances-the 
extreme polar end of the signs and symptoms listed in the 
Tattwa Imbalance Chart-to make a very clear point. I. am 
not an advocate. of weird "new age" treatments for very 
serious and distressing illnesses, such as clinical depres-sion 
and schizophrenia. 

Correlations to Kingdoms 

Returning to the topic of the Elements, we can now draw a 
correlation between the Three Kingdoms and the Tattwas· 

I ' 

The three classical Kingdoms of Nature are: 

Mineral: This is the Earth Element, containing cubic 
silicate and quartz crystals, as well as salt; as in Salt 
of the Earth. The Hindu philosophers called this 
realm Khanija, literally "pit-born"; the inorganic, 
non-living substances that come out of the earth; 
i.e. minerals, metals, etc. 

In the human body this region exists on the 
pelvic floor, between the genitals and the anus. It is 
called Muladhara chakra (Root-Base or foundation 
center), manifesting as a yeliow cube. 
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Plant: The dimension of Water which permits plant 
life to flourish; plants are ninety percent Water. 
This is Sthavara (the Sanskrit root of Sthavara gives 
us "Stand" as in "stand still") or all-stationary 
things; i.e. plants which are rooted in the Earth. 

This is the area, in the human, between the 
pubic bone and the navel, anatomically termed ttJ-e 
abdomino-pelvic region; containing the succulent 
organs of the lower, digestive tract, uterus, bladder 
and assorted "juicy" reproductive parts. The psy
chic center is Swadhisthana (one's own place) 
appearing as a silver crescent moon. 

Animal: Jangama or "moving things";tl1~ home of the 
Fire Element, animating all things moving with the 
fire of metabolism. Here is located Manipura Chakra 
(Ma~pura translates as "Gem City"). -

This Fire center exists between the navel and the 
tip of the breast bone, shaped as a bright red invert
ed tetrahedron. The Fire center is the astral equiva
lent of the heat producing liver, (which is somewhat 
triangular in terms of anatomical morphology) and 
the fierce glucose burner, the pancreas, which gov
erns the metabolic burning of All Flesh. 

The next step is to note that these Three Kingdoms, Ele
ments, or Chakras all exist in the abdominal cavity below 
the diaphragm, which is the partition between the 

abdomen and the thoracic cavity. 
We have now delineated the three great Kingdoms of 

philosophers, East and West. 
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KINGDOM 

Animal (Fire) 
Tetrahedron 

. Plant (Water) 
Crescent 
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Mineral (Earth) 
Cube +--+--+--

CHAKRA 
Sahasrara 

Ajna 

Vishudda 

Anahata 

Manipura 

Swadhisthana 

Mulc'ldhara 

The diaphra,gm,. separating the thoracic cavity from the 
abdominal cavity, is a major demarcation line (in some 
esoteric schools) between the 10'Yer realms (Brute instinct) 
and the higher realms. The higher realms, atop the alchem
ical mountain of the diaphragm, contain the Human King
dom and the Humane Kingdom. 

Human: Here dwells Air, enshrined as the psychic cen
ter of the heart. Anahata (unstruck sound) is behind 
the breastbone, and psychically nestled in the heart, ' 
between the lungs. Anahata, although often depicted 
as a blue six-pointed star (merger of Shiva and Shak
ti) is also a blue circle, or more propedy a sphere. 
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Humane: The chakra Vishuddhi (purity center), located 
in the throat, emerges (to the psychic vision) as an 
Indigo-black egg, the sign of Cosmic space or Ether. 

At the throat, speech is mechanically borne via 
the vulva of the laryngeal vocal folds, conceived in 
the uterus of the skull, and pushed through the 
cervix of the cervical portion of the neck: 

Now we have the Five Great Kingdoms; consisting of 
three Elements comprising the Inferior Realms (Earth, 
Water, Fire) and two Elements consisting of the Superior 

Realms (Air and Ether), as illustrated below . 

KINGDOM 

Humane (Ether), -------.~ 
Indigo (Egg) 

• Human (Air), -----l--
Blue (Sphere) 

Animal (Fire), ---+---I't- T Red (Tetrahedron) 

Plant (Water),--+----4'--1-
Silver (Crescent) 

Mineral (Earth), 
Yellow (Cube) 

~ 

•• 

CHAKRA 

Saha~rara 

Ajna 

Vishuddha 

Anahata 

Manipura 

Swadhisthana 

Muladhara 
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The transition point (through the diaphragm)' from 
Manipura to Anahata (Fire to Air) represents the transfor
mation of passion to compassion, and the tllovement from 
the heart, Anahata, to the throat, Vishuddhi (Air to Ether), 
is the evolution from Human to Humane. 

I am building up a design, or ground plan, for meditation. 
What we are dealing with is not frivolous nor synthetic 
make-believe Yoga meditation. The ~origins of this system 
are thoroughly grounded in North Indian Tantra. What I 
am attempting is to present this to you in as simple a fash-, 
ion as possible-stripped to the primitive bare bones. 

I am using the Elements to get at the core -of the chakra 
system bypassing a galaxy of Gods and Goddesses, fifty 
Sanskrit letters divided among the chakras, multiple 
images, animals, mythic animals, and some complicated 
Indian psycho-physiology. 

I don't need to discuss the two head centers. Every exer
cise with the Tattwa cards involves the Third Eye (Ajna 
chakra) and the seventh center, Sahasrara, activates when 
you are ready. 

If you really want to understand the neuroanatomy of 
the chakras, from a Western viewpoint, then consult my 
book A Chakra and Kundalini Workbook (Llewellyn). 

The esoteric symbology of the chakras is discussed in 
Chapter Five of my book Ecstasy Through Tantra (Llewellyn): 

The Tattwas alone are a clear route through to the 
chakras. 

The Tattwic Elements are so chthonic, Le. under
ground and primal, that the Collective Unconscious of 
the human race responds to the essence of each element's 
shape, and color. The result is an immediate stirring of the 
associated chakra. 
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The Element equals the shape which equals the color 
which equals the chakrai therefore following the rule that 
things equal to the same thing areequaUoeach other: 

The Element equals the chakra 
or: 

The Eiement is the chakra 

We now need to deepen our emotional appreciation of 
the Elements and examine a few cross-cultural differences. 

To start with let us look at the order of the Elements in 

Occidental, Alchemical tradition: 

Alchemical Order 

S;; ~ -8 6. ® 
Earth Water Air Fire Quintessence 

Samkhr,a Order 

~ 0 0 0 ~ 
Earth Water Fire Air Akasha 

The natural order; for the Alchemists, places Air before 
Fire, while the Indian tradition places Air after Fir~. This 
just reflects a difference in analos;r and evolutionary per
spective. The medieval alchemists inherited their tradition 
from Plato and Aristotle. Plato conceived the elements as 
differing in density/weight ratios, sort of a non-technical 

Specific Gravity test. 
Plato suggested that if you threw Earth' in a glass vessel, 

added half water, corked the corttainer and shook it up, 
_ than by observation you could see the Elements separate, 
and settle out in order of denSity. 
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First Earth settles on the bottom, (obviously the heavi
est), next Water is above Earth and the remainder of the 
space is filled with a top layer of Air. What happened to Fire? 

For Plato, Fire manifested as light (as well as heat) and 
the fact that you could see the layers in the bottle was 
almost a self-evident truth proving Fire was above Air. 

Earthly joy is riches and impediment; 
Aquatic joy is softness and repose; 
Fiery joy is desire and love; 
Airy delight is liberty and movement; 

Gaston Bachelard, French Symbolist 
(quoted by Cirlot in his A Dictionary o(Symbols) 

The elements are the external representations of the 
internal psychic centers and astral tubes, knitting together 
to form the network that engages practitioners of Kundali
ni Yoga. 

I used the word "chthonic" to indicate the deep under
ground aspects embedded in the Unconscious as archtypes; 
the Volcano is the ultimate symbol of the power inherent 
in the Elements, and the eruption potential is a metaphor 
for Kundalini. 

The Volcano signals us that deep within suhterranean 
passages, Earth, Water, Fire, and Air are compressed togeth
er, forming a potential apocalyptic stew. Here is the perfect 
summation of Elemental Power at multiple levels; the Vol
cano becomes the sexual orgasm; the arousal of Kundalini 
spewing into the skull. A combination of boulders (Earth), 
hot lava (Water), flames (Fire), and gas (Air) all ~ejaculating 
at once. 
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Chakra Mediation with the Elements 
Now we are ready to begin. This system of meditation is 
dynamite. It is also safe in that you will not experience 
anything more than you can handle. 

1. We are going to internalize the color and shape of 
each element (three-dimensionally), filling the 
body space occupied by each chakra: 

2. We will than synchronize an imaginary stream of 
psychic energy with our natural cycle of inhalation 
and exhalation, through a trigger point on the 
front of the body. 

3. Now a Bija Mantra (or seed sound) is incorporated 
and this is silently repeated on each natural exha
lation. 

4. Finally this procedure is done in cycles of nine 
breaths-in Indian numerology nine is the cycle of 
completion. 

The success of this technique presupposes you have 
mastered the practices in Chapter Four. 

Step One 

The concept of the Five Elements is endemic to all Indian 
philosophy, and as we have seen, starting with the Greeks, 
Occidental philosophy also. 

We are going to use the symbols to build Elemental 
Man within the living frame we each inhabit. 

The word Stupa is a Sanskrit word used to refer to Bud
dhist Shrines. Stupas represent one of the earliest forms of 
Indian architecture, and originally were burial vaults. The 
Buddhists expanded these grave sites into their present 
form over the last two thousand years. 
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Components of the Buddhist Stupa 
The architectural pattern of a Stupa is a representation of 
the Five Elements (which compose all things)and the Bud
dh~sts placed them, stacked, outside the dead body, and 
on the tomb roof; to indicate dissolution of the elements 
after death. 

Look at the diagram of the Stupa below and notice that 
the Elements and their associated sensory avenues (dis
cussed in Chapter 1) are exactly the same asin Yoga and 
Samkhya, although the symbols for Water (Crescent) and · 
Air (Globe) have been interchanged. 

The Buddhist Tattwas have been placed one on top of the 
other, outside the dead body, and ",e are doing just the oppo
site. We are going to stack the. Tattwas inside our living body 
using imagination (an Himage in'). Every body cavity will be 
filled~ thus activating the corresponding chakra vortexes: 

ETHER Sound 

AIR , Touch 

FIRE Sight 

WATER Taste 

EARTH Smell 

Elemental Man Chart I 

Ether 

Akasha-Black: Vishudda 

Air o 
Vayu-Blue: Anahata 

Fire 

Tejas-Red: Manipura 

Water 

Apas-Silver: Swadhisthana 

Earth D 
Prithivi-Yellow: Muladhara 

' The Microcosm 

"As Above So Below" 

As Without So Within 

Region of Throat 

Suprasternal-notch below 

Adam's Apple 

Region of Chest 

Middle of the Breast -

. Region of Abdomen 

Navel to the bottom tip 

of the Breast Bone . 

(Xiphoid) 

Region of Pelvis 

Halfway between the 

pubic bone and navel 

Region of Pelvic Floor 

Between the Tailbone, 

(Coccyx) Anus, and 

Genitals 
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Dr. Swami Maharishi' Gitananda Giri gave the bestdefin
ition of a chakra, over forty years ago: 

A chakra is a whirling, vortex of energy at the conjunction point 
of the mind and the body. 

What is this conjunction? It is imagination! 
Imagination is the channel through which you can 

manipulate the mind-body complex; the color and shape 
of the five Elements are what is to be imagined or visual
ized. Every time you visualize something there is a reaction 
in yo~r body, wh.ether you are aware of it or not. Let us do 
anexperimeht to demonstrate this! 

Experiment-· Mind over Matter 
1. Close your eyes for a moment and focus on the 

space betwe~n your eyelids and your eyeballs. Be
come aware that this space is filled with lubricant 
moistti~e from your tear glands. With a little sensi
tivity you can be corrie aware of the eyelids gently 
covedng and contacting the eye orbits. 

r 

2. Look at the Circle (in the following sketch) and in a 
moment I am going to ask you to close your eyes ' 
and visualize the circle, suspended in front of you 
and about two feet in diameter. Visualize it as a 
flexible, springy circus hQop, a bit like an over
grown rubber ring. 

Note: the diagram represents a circle (1) whi:le the 
Oval (2) shows the same circle compressed at the 
sides, and the second circle shows the riI}g (3) hav
ing bounced back into a circle when the pressure is 
released. 
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. --.. 

2 3 

3. Close your eyes, maintaining a relaxed awareness of 
your eyelids touching your eyes and imagine the 
two foot ring, suspended at eye level several·feet in 
front of you. Alternately imagine you are squeezing 
the sides (it becomes oval) and releasing'it (it pops 
back to a circle). Do this a good dozen times and as 
you watch be aware of what is happ.ening with:yD,UJ;: : 
eyes, underneath your eyelids. 

Result: If you visualized properly, your eyes involuntar
ily turned in and out 'as the circle tuined into an oval, and 

I _ 

bounced back into a circle. 

The spirit is the master, imagination the tool, and the body the 
plastic materiaL. the power of imagination is a great factor in 
medicine. 

Paracelsus, 1493-1541 

Whatever you imagine has an effect, seen or unseen, 
felt or unfelt, known or ,unknown, upon the body. 

So now we can plunge straight into the technique: 
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Step One 

Internalization of the Element within the chakra body 
space. Reexamine the Elemental Man chart on page 169 
again. Note the reglons listed on right side of the stacked 
elements. Let us work through this using the WATER 
(Swadhisthana) center as an example: 

POStURE: You may sit ina chair, or on the floor in a 
comfortable Yoga sitting posture, or even lying down 
(although this is least desirable as you may fall asleep). 
VISUALIZATION: You have chosen to focus your atten
tion on the Water CHAKRA, eithet'because ybufollow-

, ing a signal from random selection of a Tattwa card or 
you are experiericing lower abdominal discomfort. 

Imagine a Silver Crescent three-dimensional moon (per
haps like a melon slice) filling your lower abdomen with 
the tips of the crescent,ending up on either side,touching 
the top of the hip bones. Consultin~ the Elemental Man 
chart II you will note that the moon can occupy from the 
navel to the pubic bone .. 

Fill the lower abdomen with a soft, scintillating crescent 
moon, SEE IT! FEEL IT! i . 

Step Two 

Become aware of your_ natural, uninterfered with breathing 
cycle: the air flows in~split second pause-the air flows 
out. Do not try to control or alter your breathing in any
way-just notice! 

As the next natural inhalation occurs; see and feel a psy
chic energy (Prana or vital life force) coming into the silver 
moon through an imaginary opening in your lower abdomen, 
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about halfway between the navel and the pubic bone. It is as 
If you are inflating the moon with each inhalation.' 

On the subsequent exhalation see and feel the psychic , 
energy going out through the saine abdoroinal point.( you 
could pretend you had a psychic laparoscopy and the 
Instrument had been left in position, providing a passage for 
air). As you exhale the psychic stream passes out; however, 
more always comes in than goes out. 

Elemental Man Chart II 
__ ----'--- Sahasrara 

• --l~~---- Ajna 

Ether (Black Egg) -~,-----::;;;o..,r-- '~""-o:::----Vishudda 

...... - ....... 

, .. :'. \ ___ -+-_ Ana.h'ata 
Air (Blue Crystal Sphere) -+--- . ~ / 

\ ' , ' .... _,.,. 

Fire (Red Tetrahedron) --:-+-~~r-' -\~\~~7.-:...'/---\--~ Man~pura 
\ , 
\, 

~. 'i, 
'" \ I '~ 

Water (Silver Moon) ..,---+----.~~- \ ~: , , ..... ":"' ... 
Swadhisthana 

'- ----., 
Earth (Yellow Cube) -'-'4--+-~-I. · I--+--+ 

I I ,-----_& 

The dotted outlines represent the Auric field of the chakra. Your 
Imagination should enlarge the elemen~s accordingly. 
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Step Three 

While you continue to gently visualize the crescent silver 
moon filling your lower abdomen, and simultaneously 
imagining psychic energy flowing in and out, synchronized 
with your natural respiratory rhythm, you are going to add 
a silent sound, mentally repeated, on each exhalation. 

The sound is called a Bija or seed mantra and it specifi
cally is the key to Swadhisthana chakra or the Water center. 

The Bija Mantra is VAM (A sounded as U in CUP); the 
sound is easier remembered (for pronunciation) if I spell it 
VuM, pronounced like RuM. Each time you exhale, say 
silently to yourself VuM, prolonging the mmmm, (remem
ber; you do not say it aloud). 

So now we have three things going on at once: 

1. Continued awareness of the silver crescent moon 
filling the lower abdomen; 

2. Visualization of the pranic energy moving in and 
out of the lower abdomen in coordination with the 
breath; 

3. and with each expiration you silently, mentally say 
to yourself, VuM; And we can now add our fourth 
and final step. 

Step Four 

Each time the breath flows in you are going to silently 
count backwards, starting with nine, going down to one, 
with each subsequent inhalation, by increments, as follows: 

Inspiration, say nine. Expiration, mentally say Vum 

Next inspiration, say eight. Expiration, mentally say Vum~ 
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Next inspiration, say seven. Expiration, mentally say Vum. 

Next inspiration, say six . . Expiration, mentally say Vum 

. Continue right down to one and start over again at nine 

This cycle continues for the duration of the meditation. 
A minimum of twenty minutes is recommended. 

Summary of Chakra Stimulation 
with Tattwa Symbols 

1. Imagine the Element Shape as a three-dimensional 
creation inside the correct body cavitY. Element = 
Color = Shape = Chakra. (Consult Elemental Man 
Chart I, page 165, and Chart II; page 169.) 

2. Feel and see Cosmic energy moving in and out with 
the breath. The energy is taken through the 
K'shetram, or trigger joint at the front of the body, 
into the center of the Chakra-Element complex. 

The word K'shetram means a field and refers to 
the auric halo thrown out by each chakra (see Ele
mental Man Chart II, page 169). The K'shetram is 
an anatomical contact point approximating the 
center of the chakra field (see Trigger Point chart on 
page 172). 

This psychic breathing into the Chakra-Element 
site through a K'shetram, or contact point on the 
anterior surface of the body, is characteristic of 
North Indian Tantra and was a favorite technique 
taught by my Guru, Swami Parahamsa Satyananda 
Saraswati, of Bihar State, India. We often referred to 
this as Chakra breathing and Swamijii t~ught a num
ber of varieties. 
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. The type of Chakra Breathing that I am teaching 
in this book is termed Horizontal Chakra Breathing 
to distinguish it from Vertical Ch~kra Breathing (for 
an e~ample of Vertical Chakra Breathing see A ' 
Chakra and Kundalini Workbook Chapter Thirteen). 

K'shetram Trigger Point Chart: 
For Entry and . Exit of Prana 
Element ' 

Vishuddha 
Ether 

Anahata 
Air 

Manipura 
Fire 

Swadhisthana 
Water 

Muladhara: 
Earth 

Chakra K'shetram Contact 
. Point at Front of Body 

The supra-sternal notch below adam's 
apple. The pOint where a tracheotomy 
tube would be inserted. -

The middle of the sternum (breast
bone), roughly on a line with the 
nipples, where .a sternal puncture 
would be. 

The navel is the most primi,tive 
K'shetram: but a poirit halfway 
between the navel and the tip of the 
breastbone may be used. 

Thisis halfway betw~en the navel and 
the pubic bone, on the mid-line~ Y'ou 
can imagine a laparoscopy cannula 
(tube) psychically in place. 

Breath psychically through the 
genit(Hs~or more specifically through 
the Urethra, when~ a catheter would 
be inserted . . 

.. 
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3. Integrate the Bija Mantra (Seed Mantra) with the 
breath, repeating, or silently chanting it, 'on each 
exhalation. . 

The Bija Mantras are all evolutesofthe Pranava, 
the primal sound of OM. The Bija Mantra is the 
snund corresponding to the Yantra. or shapes of the 
elements and these sounds are, lo,dged deep in_each 
Chakra. " _ 

The elements and Bija soupds are all derived 
from the Goddess Kali,whois EVERYTHING! 

o Kali, . Thou are Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Ether. Thou are 
all. Thou are One Cfnd Beneficient. By Thy grace may I never be 
reborn. 

Karpuradi-Stotra, Verse 14 

To understand how powerfuUhe Bija Mantras are we 
need to knQ~ that they are ~ll monosyllabic and are differ
entiated from one and another by phonemes. A phoneme is 
the smallest unit of speech that distingui~hes one utterance 
froin another; i.e., one ' word from another, when pro
nounced aloud. Consider the following pairs: 

LAP: CAP Land C are phonemes. 
VAT: PAT V and P are phonemes. 
RAT: CAT Rand C are phonemes. 
YAP: NAT Y and N are phonemes. 
HAT: SAT Hand S are phonemes. 
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The Bija Mantras for each element and its Ghakra are: 

Ether (Akasha) Hum Vishuddhi (Black Egg at 
Throat 

Air (Vayu) Yum Anahata (Blue Sphere 
at Heart) 

Fire (Tejas) Rum Manipura (Red Tetrahedron 
between Navel and 
Diaphragm) , 

Water (Apas) Vum Swadhisthana (Silver Crescent 
between Navel and Pubic 
Bone) 

Earth (Prithivi). Lum Muladhara (Yellow Cube on 
Pelvic Hoor) 

In Sanskrit, there are two forms of "A"; one short 
, (attached, after all consonants; e.g. English letter "P" 
has as Sanskrit ,eqUivalent "Pa") and one-Iopg "A" as 
in Father, On the twenty-five charts at the end of 
this chapter I have emphasized" A" as in (/Up" to 

"j , . 

avoid the honOI: of the English' ''A'' ,as in Apple, (this 
is a sound that does not exist inSaHskrit). 

If you pronounce (even mentally) the" A" in 
each Bija as "U" in the English word Up you will 
~et the correct vibration--'--and this correct intona
tion is important, even when .the Bija Mantra is not 
audibly chanted. 

4. The final step is to lock your inhalation into a 
steady counting backward from nine down to one 
and starting over again. If you lose track start again 
at nine. Svyamijii Satyananda would have us go 
'backward from 100 which requires even more 
concentration! ' 
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What you now have is the essence 'of a very powerful 
meditation technique, from North Eastern India, which 
funy engages ,the brain and is the safest way to ,stimulate 
the Chakras. 

Benefits of ChakraStimulation 
with the'Tattwas 

1. Reduction of anxiety, worry, tensions, negative 
self-talk, and obsessive rumination. This technique 
is a very powerful tODI for blocking useless thought 
patterns~this method belongs to a group of what 
Western psychologists would term thought stoppers. 

You have to train yourself to keep coming back 
to the mechanics of the exercise, despite ' stray 
thoughts intruding. The good news is that "practice 
makes perfect;' and you can disciplirteyourself out 
of anxiety-provoking thoughts; you can even learn 
t.o do this technique walking down a street or in an 
interview situation. 

The visualization of the shape, color, and-psychic 
energy tends to occupy your brain's , right hemi- . 
sphere. The right cerebral hemisphere is responsible 
for anxiety-provoking images and moods. 

Counting backward engages the left cerebral 
' hemisphere of the brain, blocking out tension
arousing verbal statements you may be uselessly say- , 
ing i,n your head. 

The Bija mantra exerts an influence on both cere
bral hemispheres " and induces tranquillity. When 
you do this technique you fully engage the brain by 
fully engaging your mind. 
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2. You can .reintegrate your autonomic nervous sys
tem. Think 'Of meditation as mediation (both words 
come from the same Latin:root). When you medi
tate you mediate between the polar extremes of 
your Sympathetic (fear, fight, flight) neI:vous system 
and the Parasympathetic (rest, recuper;ition, relax) . 
nervous system pulling them into a state of balance 
and harmony . 

. Sometimes you may fall asleep while you are 
meditating; this is often an indication you are over
tired, physically or emotionally, and you should just 
let yourself drift. When you come out of the sleep 
you will feel refreshed, with a changed perspective. 

The fact is we all need a twenty-minute (mini
mum) break after a busy day. 

3. You will enhance your visualization, concentration 
and creativity immensely. Your ihtuition will 
increase as th,e technique facilitates communication 
between the two hemispheres of your brain. Women 
naturally have better intuition because they are born 
with a better cross-hemispheric neuronal network. 

4. Chakra stimulation with the Tattwas has the poten~ 
tial to awaken hidden reservoirs of energy. In India 
this is called Kundalini. 

S. Using a meditation involving one or more Elements 
that appeared 1n answer to a Divination will facili
tate your understanding of the reading and orga
nize unconscious facilities and resources to 
successfully negotiate the situation. 

6. The meditation becomes a psychosomatic healing 
. method as you can·select the correct Element, 

Color, and Sound for a body cavity where disease, 

J 
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pain, infection, or tension is present and spend 
twenty to ~hirty minutes a day pumping healing 
energy into the part. 

Summary of Benefits from Chakra Stimulation 
using the Tattwas 

1. Reduction of anxiety. 

2. Integration of your autonomic nervous system. 

3. Stimulation of chak.ras and kundalini arousal. 

4. Improved concentration, visualization, and 
creativity. 

S. Expanding divination readings. 

6. Healing, physical, and emotional. 

How Long Should You Meditate Daily? . . , 

Twenty to thirty minutes a day. 

When Should Chakra Meditation be Done? 

You may meditate in the morning to prepare for the day or 
early in the evening, to de-stress .from the day and refresh 
for the evening. Also It~member YON can train yourself to 
do the technique with, your eyes open, in conferences, for 
instance. 

What are My Options for Choosing which 
Tattwas and Chakras to Use? 

1. You could .start with an orderly program of daily 
meditations, commencing with Earth-Seed of 
Earth. Over the next twenty-four days you go 
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through the entire set of Magic Tattwa Cards in 
. sequence. I very much suggest you do this as you 
will become familiar with all the element-chakra 
combinations, and in the process give yourself a 
total psychic workout. 

The Tattwa meditation charts (twenty-five of them) 
summarize all the information you need for each com
bination. Look them up each day for reference con
cerning the combination you are working with.-

When you have two Elements on one card . , 
(such as Fire-Seed of Water) it is best to start with 
the prime Element first (Fire) and having done nine 
rounds, switch to the Seed (Water) for the next 
nine count down rounds, and than start back with 
Fire. Continue alternating them in this fashion for 
the duration of the meditation. I recommend using 
a timer (such as a wrist watch alarm) and setting for 
twenty to thirty minutes each session. 

2. The meditation is guided by a card drawn in a Div
ination procedure. 

3. A daily random draw from the shuffled Tattwa deck 
to give your Intuition (inner tutor or Genie) an 
opportunity to select the optimum combination for 
the day. 

4. Choice of Element-Chakra-Body cavity as dictated 
by the need to evoke Healing in a spedfic area of the 
body. 

S. A consdous decision to choose a prime Element 
(e.g. Earth, Water, Fire, Air, Ether) for Visualization 
Magic to "shape the future./I 

Imagination is more important than knowledge. 
Albert Einstein 

Tattwa Composite Chart-Index for Meditation 
Earth Water Fire Air Ether 

Seed of Earth Seed of Water Seed of Fire Seed of Air Seed of Ether 
Page 180 Page 185 Page 190 Page 195 Page 200 

Seed of Water Seed of Earth Seed of Earth Seed of Earth Seed of Earth 
Page 181 Page 186 Page 191 Page 196 Page 201 

Seed of Fire Seed of Fire Seed of Water Seed of Water Seed of Water 
Page 182 Page 187 Page 192 Page 197 Page 202 

Seed of Air 
Page 183 

Seed of Air 
Page 188 

Seed of Air 
Page 193 

Seed of Fire Seed of Fire 
Page 198 Page 203 

Seed of Ether Seed of Ether Seed of Ether Seed of Ether Seed of Air 
Page 184 Page 189 Page 194 Page 199 Page 204 



" Tattwa 
Earth-Seed of Earth 
Inspiration: 

Count Down from nine to one. 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) LAM 
("A" as in Up) -

Elements 

Earth (LAM) 

180 

D 
, 

. Yellow Cube 

Tattwa 
Earth-Seed of Water 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 

, . 

(Silent repetition) LAM and VAM 
("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Water (VAM) 

Earth (LAM) 

181 

[~] 
: ., ::o: r -

Silver Moon 

Yellow Cube 



Tattwa 
Earth-Seed of Fire 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) LAM , 
and RAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Fire (RAM) 

Earth (LAM) 
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Red Tetrahedron 

Yellow Cube 

Tattwa 
Earth-Seed of Air 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silentrepetition)LAM 
and YAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Air (YAM) 

Earth (LAM) 

Blue Sphere 

Yellow Cube 
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Tattwa 
Earth-Seed of Ether 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) LAM 
and HAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Ether (HAM) 

Earth (LAM) 

184 

Black Egg 

Yellow Cube 

Tattwa 
Water-Seed of Water 
In~piration: 

Count down from'nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) VAM 
("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Water (VAM) Silver Moon 

185 



Tattwa 
Water-Seed of Earth 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) VAM 
and LAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Water (VAM) 

Earth (LAM) 

186 

~ 
~ 

Silver Moon 

Yellow Cube 

Tattwa 
Water-Seed of Fire 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) VAM 
and RAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Fire (RAM) 

Water (VAM) 

Red Tetrahedron 

Silver Moon 

187 



Tattwa 
Water-Seed of Air 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

-
Expiration Mantra: 

(Silent repetition) VAM 
and YAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Air (YAM) 

Water (YAM) 

188 

Silver Moon 

Tattwa 
Water-Seed of Ether 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) VAM 
and HAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Ether (HAM) 

Water (yAM) Silver Moon 
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Tattwa 
Fire-Seed of Fire
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) RAM 
("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Fire (RAM) 

190 

Red Tetrahedron 

Tattwa 
Fire-Seed of Earth 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration. Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) RAM 
and LAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Fire (RAM) 

Earth (LAM) 

Red Tetrahedron 

Yellow Cube 

191 



Tattwa 
Fire-Seed of Water 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) RAM 
and VAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Fire (RAM) 

Water (VAM) 

192 

' D 
~ 

Red Tetrahedron 

Silver Moon 

Tattwa 
Fire-Seed of Air 
Inspiration: ' 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) RAM 
and VAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Air (YAM) 

Fire (RAM) 

Blue Sphere 

Red Tetrahedron 
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Tattwa 
Fire-:--Seed of Ether 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) RAM 
and VAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Ether (HAM) 

Fire (RAM) 

194 

Black Egg 

Red Tetrahedron 

---~----------------~---- ---

Tattwa 
Air-Seed of Air 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) YAM 
("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Air (YAM) Blue Sphere 
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Tattwa 
Air-Seed of Earth 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) YAM 
and LAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Air (YAM) 

Earth (LAM) 

196 

Blue Sphere 

Yellow Cube 

Tattwa 
Air-Seed of Water 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine toone 

Expiration Mantra: 
. (Silent repetition) YAM 

and VAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Air (YAM) 

Water (VAM) 

Blue Sphere 

Silver Moon 

197 



Tattwa 
Air-Seed of. Fire 
Inspiration: 

. Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) YAM 
and RAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Air (YAM) 
, J"! 

Fire (RAM) 

198 

Blue Sphere 

Red Tetrahedron 

Tattwa 
Air-Seed of Ether 
Inspiration: 

Countdown from nine to one 

.Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) YAM 
and HAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Ether (HAM) 

Air (YAM) 

Black Egg 

Blue Sph~re 

199 . 



Tattwa 
Ether-Seed of Ether 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) HAM 
("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Ether (HAM) 

200 

Black Egg 

Tattwa 
Ether-Seed of Earth 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) HAM 
and LAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Ether (HAM) 

Earth (LAM) 

Black Egg 

Yellow Cube 

201 



em 

Tattwa 
Ether-Seed of Water 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) HAM 
and VAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Ether (HAM) 

Water (VAM) 

202 

Black Egg 

Silver Moon 

Tattwa 
Ether-Seed of Fire 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) HAM 
and RAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Ether (HAM) 

Fire (RAM) 

Black Egg 

Red Tetrahedron 

203 



Tattwa 
Ether-.. Seed of Air 
Inspiration: 

Count down from nine to one 

Expiration Mantra: 
(Silent repetition) HAM 
and YAM ("A" as in Up) 

Elements 

Ether (HAM) 

Air (YAM) 

204 

Black Egg 

Blue Sphere 

Chapter 7 

SHAPING THE FUTURE 

The Empires of the future are Empires of the mind. 
Winston Churchill 

I am going to give you a crash course in what is sometimes 
called Mind Magic; it is also termed Squaring the Circle' 
and Visualization Magic. I can do this because if you have 
been conscientiously working through this book, your abil
ity to image should be quite well developed. 

Imagimition (image-in) is not just important-it is 
EVERYTHING I Why? 

Image creates Desire-You Will what you Imagine. 
J. G. Gallimore 

The Unconscious operates at a preverbal level; its lan
guage is the language of symbol and picture. The old saying 
II One picture is worth a thousand words," is an absolute tru
ism when dealing with the Unconscious. 

Some people do not believe they can visualize. Actually, 
everyone experiences mental pictures, as witnessed by the 
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phenomenon of dreams. -People who do not;- or seldom 
remember their dreams, are classified, in psychology, as hav
ing "thick boundaries." They tend to get along in life con
tent to deal with everyday material reality. This is fine, as we 
need such commori:.:sense people to maintain a certain 
steadiness in sOciety. I suspect that,Wyou are reading this 
book, you do neit have "thick boundaries!" 

, Orie of the quickest ways to hasten your ambitions is to 
employ visualization as a kick-starter to your Unconscious. 
The result will be that your Unconscious will exert a con
trol over your environment-to bring about what you need. 

If the above statement is too mystical for you, then just 
consider that your Unconscious will sharpen you up so you 
notice what is around you to , use. Have it either way-it 
amounts to the same thing! 

The only limits are, as always, those of Vision. 
James· Allen 

I am not joking when I say this is a crash course; trust 
me, as the man in the Rocky Horror Picture Show-s-aid, "I am 
a Doctor." . 

So now we are ready to 'look at the fundamental princi
ples of visualization magic that I have developed over the 
last twenty years. 

Rule, One 

Always visualize a scene outside yourself; ,as if you were 
looking through the center of your forehead at a colored, 
three-dimensional slide projectIon, perhaps the size of a 
football field. Imagine big! 

Never, ever tty to cram an image inside your head; -Y0 4 
ask someone to visualize .an elephant and they ofteq. will 
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try to reduce the poor thing to the size of a postage stamp 
inside their skull. 

Rule Two ' 

Visualization Magic not only takes place outside the head, it 
takes place outside the rules oflogic. In the world of mindyo.u 
are beyond space and time. Common sense" need not apply. 

For example, the everyday so-called real ' world is 
bounded by rules of three-dimensions of space and one of 
time. This has consequences; you do not expect to step in 
front of a moving bus with impunity, nor is it desirable, 
Yoga or no Yoga, to step off a twenty-first floor balcony 
and think you are going to fly. 

However, there is nothing to prevent you from using 
imagination to project yourself off the balcony. Just don't . 
do it with your physical b~dy. , 

Now you might feel I am insulting your intelligence by 
stating the obvidUS; one day I aSked a student to visualize 
a life-sized purple elephant floating in the room. 

He--dosed his eyes, popped; them open a minute later ' 
and said: "Icaq.'t do it-it doesn't make sense." When I 
queried. him, he tediously explained that (a) elephants 
aren't purple,- (b) elephants darn levitate, and (c) besides, 
there are no elephants in the neighborhood and the zoo is 
miles away. 

He could not allow himself td conceive anything not 
part of everyday reallty. His mind was as imprisoned by 
three dimensioris of space and one of time, just as much as 
his body was! 
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Are You in the Prison or 
is the Prison in You? 

I spend a lot of time in class ensuring that the students 
understand they need place no limit upon imagination. 
Allow me to just tidy this idea up with another few examples. 

In philosophy there are two concepts which I am going 
to treat as Virtually synonymous. They are Self-Evident 
Truths; and Logical Impossibilities. 

The implication is that a category of truth exists that 
you do not need to empirically test; you can do a thought 
experiment; i.e. just by considering the proposition it 
becomes obvious that it is a self~evident truth or logical 
.impossibility. Examples: 

Proposition: Two solid objects cannot occupy the same 
space at the same time. 

When you consider it, this is also a self-evident truth; or 
a logical impossibility. I don't have to go over and try to 
crush myself onto the chair you are sitting in to see if this 
is true! But I can imagine an elephant sitting on the chair 
while you are. . 

Proposition: A solid body cannot be two places simul
taneously. 

In the general world we encounter this is a self-evident 
truth or a logical impossibility hinging on the term "solid 
body." But I can project myself from this stUdy to the cen
ter of the Sun-in my imagination. People do it all the time; 
popularly this is often termed astral travel or out-of-body 
experience (OBE). . 
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If you think such concepts as Astral Travel are unrealistic, 
may I remind you of contemporary physics and the current 
theories, which make occult ideas seem unsophisticated. 

Since the advent of quantum physics, it is positively 
embarrassing that an electron can be in two places simulta
neously, not to mention the humiliation of the sub-atomic 
parficle that arrives before it has left! 

It is all a matter of perspective and viewpOint. 

Two men look out through the same bars. One sees the mud, 
and one the stars. 

Frederick Langbridge, Pessimist and'Optimist 

The Primal Tattwa Symbols as Keys to 
Shaping the Future 

Over the last thirty years, I have developed different ways 
of using the Tattwa Symbols. The symbols we are going to 
use for the crash course I promised you are Primal: i.e. 
Earth-Seed of Earth, Water-Seed of Water, Fire-Seed of 
Fire, Air-Seed of Air, and Ether-Seed of Ether. 

Each of these Primal symbols has rulership over certain 
domains that can be related to human problems and 
endeavors. I am going to give you a list for each Tattwa and 
when you want to shape the future you will have to decide 
which category your project or situation belongs to. 

Earth-'Seed of Earth 
Earth holds and enfolds, buries and grows, provides firm
ness, has to do with infrastructures, foundations, starts, 
beginnings, sowing, seeding, planning, action, pioneering, 
instigations, launching new businesses. 
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Earthquakes are also a by-product of Earth-Seed of 
Earth, which is a reminder to earthquake-proof our projects 
as far as possible. The beginning becomes the end, and the 
future grows out of now! 
... Earth is used for all commencements. 

Water-Seed of Water 

Water dissolves, absolves, and resolves. Water controls sell
ing, negotiations, mediation, networking, partnerships, 
and personal relationships. 

Water also governs harmony,· co-operation, agreement, 
hiring staff, firing staff, being employed, human resources, 
lovers, friends, affairs, politics. Water produces stormy 
emotions. 

Water is used for all communication and relationships. 

Fire-Seed of Fire 

Fire reigns over ar~istic creations and activities as well as 
promotions, aspiration and inspiration, ambition, enthusi
asm, optimism, passion, entertaining, and extroversion. 

The list of Fire categories also includes P4blic events, 
transformations and transmutations, purification, insight, 
clarity, and illumination. 

The nature of Fire burns and· scorches when we over
extend our resources. 

Fire is used for inspiration, creativity, and enthusiasm. 

Air-Seed of Air 

Air is a paradox; it invites you to flights of imagination a'nQ 
fancy; within the realm of Air we can also experience com
passion and love. . 
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Air is always an indication to watch carefully, like a 
meteorologist, as Air is the field in which the elemental 
violence of Water and Fire is played out. 

Air carries Water for floods, torrents, storms, ice, snow, 
fogs, mists. Air can produce tornadoes, hurricanes, twisters 
and cyclones. 

Afr (Fire's friend) fans Fire, carries ash and smoke from 
volcanic eruptions, as well as smog and gases from indus
trial pollution. 

Air determines practicality, accounting, auditing, atten
tion to detail, and day-to-day work without undue risks. 

Air is used for tests, details, and emotional stability. 

Ether-Seed of Ether 
Ether is the space between all things and the container in 
which all interactions occur. As such it governs change, 
travel, (geographical or mental), extensions, enlargements, 
new starts and adventures. 

Ether governs promotions (career advancements) and 
company mergers that result in bigger business .empires, 
movement and transport of all kinds. 

Also included are vocational changes, . alterations, reno
vations, reconstructions, rehabilitations, restorations, expe:" 
ditions, journeys, trips, treks, tours, and visits. 

Ether is used for all change, promotions, fresh starts, and travel. 
When shaping the future your job is to decide what you 

want and which of the Primal eleme.nts best fits your needs. 
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Imagination 

Image Magic, of course, involves answering the ques
tion: what can imagination accomplish? Quite a bit! Let's 
deal with some examples where imagination is everything. 
Consider carefully: 

0, who can hold a fire in his hand 
By thinking on the frosty Caucasus? 
Or cloy the hungry edge of appetite 
By bare imagination of a feast 
Or wallow naked in December snow 
By thinking on fantastic summer's heat? 
(N.B. fantastic = fancied) 
0, no. The apprehension of the good _ 
Gives but the greater. feeling to the worse. 

William Shakespeare, Richard III,iii , 

The brilliant Bard, a man of the sixteenth century, 
could not possibly have guessed what the physicians of the 
East India company would find in India in the seventeenth 
century. 

Coping with the Indian heat by imagining the ice of the 
Himalayas is a very common technique in India, resulting 
in the body temperature dropping. The famous Y~gananda 
often demonstrated it, and Swami Rama at the Menninger 
Institute did a demonstration of lowering the temperature 

. in one hand. 

The Tibetans practice Tumo and wallow naked in the 
December snow all the time; and they imagine fire
indeed they do! 

To give the greatest genius of English literature his due, 
we have but to remember he said: 

There are more things in heaven and earth Horatio 
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy. 

William Shakespeare, Hamlet, I.v. 
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It is about 4:00 A.M. and I am feeling quite chatty-'so I 
would like to tell you a story. My publisher always says I 
am too sparse and impersonal when I write; this should 
please him. 

Once upon a time I worked (for about ten years) as a 
very dedicated middle-class doctor with quite a goodprac
tice (they don't call it practice for nothing!). In such a situ
ation there is something called physician's privilege, which 
means you become privy to many strange things and live 
many lives through your patients. 

One day the local psychiatric hospital rang to inform 
me that they had referred a young girl, whose boyfriend 
they had safely locked 'up, and sedated, in the surgical 
ward. What this really meant is they .considered I was the 
only person nutty enough to be interested in spending 
time with the girl, while they looked after the partner. 

She did have an interesting tale; it seems she and the 
boyfriend threw down quite a few micrograms of pure LSD, 
and catapulted themselves into outer space. 

By the time they both peaked, an unusual event 
occurred, which seemed quite reasonable to the girl-at 

. least for a few hours. 
The boyfriend had a visitation from Jesus Christ, and 

the Savior sat down on the bed and started to chat with 
them. Actually he talked to the boyfriend-she can't 
remember if he said anything to her. 

Anyway the visitor explained that he had chosen this 
young person to be his representative on Earth and a whole 
new church would be launched; and the boy, as proof of his 
special relationship with Christ was to saw his leg off and 
become a miracle worker, albeit a one-legged miracle worker. 

\ 
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The Lord promised him that if he imagined it was not 
his leg there would be no suffering, pain, or other messy 
complications. 

Well-"in for a penny; in for a pound"'-our young lad 
went into the garage and came back with . a hacksaw. He 
crossed his. left leg over his right leg, and began to saw the 
top leg off; about one third down the anterior thigh, (he 
was right-handed), while the girlfriend . delightedly 
watched this miracle being enacted. 

Full of the enthusiasm that blesses the young, our 
youth worked solidly for several hours-after all he wasn't 
exactly an Qrthbpedic surgeon-and by the time the leg 
flopped off onto the floor, the girlfriend came down to 
.earth with a thud and realized something was · dreadfully 
wrong; she phoned an ambulance. 

Now at this point you are· probably wondering what the 
point of this story is-arid regretting you stayed up late with 
me? You probably won't even get to read this; my publish
er will censor it as indelicate and politically incorrect.* 

This is a stelry about imagination, belief, and confidence 
resulting in a mind-over-matter condition. ' 

The body is the outward manifestation of the mind. 
Candace Pert 

The human thigh bone (which is attached to the knee 
bone, which is attached to the shin bone, which is ... )has, 
as a running partner, the femoral artery-the second 
largest artery in the body (the aorta · 6ff the heart is the 
largest), and consequently the young man should have 
hemorrhaged to death within five minutes of. severing his 
leg, · presumably sometime in the first hour. 

* No, we're· not censoring this. It's a very, good story. Publisher 
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He didn't-and the worst part about this story is it's true! 
According to my anatomy and physiology training, this 

is impossible! So, what is the moral? . 
Imagination isn't just important-it's ev.erything. 
So, when you want to shape the future, proceed as fol-

lows: 

1. Select the Primal Element card that is most appro
priate for the situation you want to mold. 

2. Place it on a white sheet of paper and gaze at it for 
enough time to really develop the flashing colors. 

3. Remove it from the sheet of paper and watch the 
after-image until it fades. 

4 . . Immediately close your eyes and project the primal 
syrp.bol out through your forehead into psychic 
space in front of you, as when you scry. Enlarge it 
so the shape is two or three feet large. 

5. Project yourself through the Elemental shape, almost as 
if ripping it open, and create a frame, or screen on 
the other side. 

6. Form as perfect a picture of the outcome as you can, 
that is, the outcome you wish for. Do this without 
concern or rationalization about how it will come 
about (a classic Rosicrucian recommendation), and 
only spend a few minutes seeing the outcome. 

7. Immediately open your eyes and vanish your self
created vision, dismissing it from your mind 
abruptly. Get up and become involved in some dis
tracting physical activity. 

The rationale behind this technique is a fundamental of 

occult psychology. 
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The relationship between the conscious mind and the 
unconscious mental sea that we float upon, is analogous to 
the relationship between Shiva and Shakti, male and 
female, matter and energy, the seed and the soil. 

The imagination is a catalyst suspended between the tran

scendental noumenal and the phenomenal material world. 

Let me simplify my statements; "imagination is the 
bridge between the spiritual world and the physical world." 
The key to achievement lies in cultivating the ability to 
image or visualize what you wish to occur in the so-called 
real world. 

This presupposes, of course, that we have the sense to 
establish priority goals, both short term and long term, for 
our life. A human without defined goals is like a ship with
out a navigator-or worse yet-a ship without a rudder! 

Without goal setting we become flotsam and jetsam 
upon the sea of life-and we have only ourselves to blame! 

Conception precedes birth and if you cannot conceive your 
desires you will never materialize them. 

Anandak~pila 

Imagination is a Magical dimension beyond space and 
_ time; the true Philosophers Stone used by the transcenden

tal Alchemist. 
For twenty years I have been teaching students that 

imagination is the "fifth dimension," beyond the three 
dimensions of space and independent of time~ A few years ' 
ago New York psychiatrist Gerald Epstein was interviewed 
by Brain/Mind Bulletin, and I was delighted to find he had 
expressed a similar viewpoint. 
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Healing requires an instant when time, which is ineluctq.bly 
tied to entropy, is stilled or reversed. That instant occurs in 
the imagination when an individual makes use of visual 
imagery, which exists only in the present. People have the 
power consciously to will an instant offreedom. 

Gerald Epstein 

The special feature of the Tattwa shaping the future 
technique, lies in using the Primal Elemental shapes as 
potent trigger devices to launch into the mind the magic 

process of realizing desires. 
In the world of mind, the consciousness is the masculine, 

active seed, while the unconscious is the feminine, receptive 
womb awaiting the seed of conscious imagination. 

To become pregnant with a thought means we can give birth 
to mental progeny. 

Anandankapila 

The key to performing this Tattwa visualization tech
nique may be summed up by turning MAGIC into an 

acronym. 

M is for Magic: The art of causing changes to occur in 
conformity with the will. The architect conceives in the 
world of imagination before actualizing and building 

his creation. 

A is for Action: Get movement or dynamism into your 

visualization. 
G is for GigantiC: MaKe your images as large as possible. 
G is also for GOAL. Without goals nothing is possible. 

I is for Intensity: Cultivate emotion or feeling about 
your pictured outcome; this brings it to life upon the 

subtle planes. 
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Desire is the fuel of accomplishment. 
Anandakapila 

C is for Color: Vivid bright hues should be utilized on 
the mental screen of your imagination. 

~a~ h;S a vis.ibl: ~nd an invisible workshop. The visible one is 
IS • 0 ~I the mVlslble one is imagination 'mind l 'Th' . 

nation IS sun' th I \' J ... ~, e Imagl
. t . m e sou of man ... It calls the forms of the soul 
~eos~~ztence ... Man's physical body is formed from his invisi-

Parace!sus, 1493-1541 

Defining Terms 

NoIental Magic ~s the occult science of altering the physical 
~ucumstances m your life, employing psychic or nonphys-
ICal means to mediate a transformation . 

Grammar, in the Middle Ages! was ~ssociated with the 
occ~lt an~ magical arts as gramarye. The word "glamour" 
denves duectly from grammar and m . ' . eans magIC spell 
magIC ~eauty. Implicit in the grammar, etymolo~, an~ 
sem~n.t~c~ of language resides many a key to the esoteric 
pOSSIbIlIties of Mental Magic. 

The word "transform," by semantic meaning hints at a 
sub.tl~ .alchemy. The dictionary attributes two common 
defimtIOns to transform functioning as that grammatical 
changer called a verb. 
.' The first definition is "to make something different" 
W~en v:e desire to shape the future do we not seek so '-
thmg dIfferent? me 
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The second definition is "affect an electric current." 
This may be taken at many subtle levels; Astral Fluid; Ecto
plasm; Ether; Prana; Magnetism; arid even if we wish to 
reduce the definition to the common understanding of 
electricity, we could contemplate the meaning as "affecting 
the electric current of the brain wave pattern or EEG." 

We do not even need to evoke psychokinesis, telekinet-
iCs, and other recondite parapsychological concepts to 
arrive at the doctrine of. subtle influences. With~n the very 
structure of our language magical concepts lie hidden. 

Let us recapitulate and encapsulate the principles of 

Shaping the Future. 

1. Select your goal. 

2. Match the appropriate primal Tattwa to the goal. 
Using the correct Tattwa, plough and fertilize the 
Unconscious field in just the right way for the actu
alization and realization of your desire. 

3. Place the Tattwa on a white surface and fix your 
gaze on the-center of the card until the Flashing 
Color effect becomes very pronounced. 

4. Remove the card and focus on the after-image 
appearing on the white surface. Watch the after
image until it fades completely. Remember, the 
after-image will appear in the opposite or comple
mentary colors to the actual Tattwa color. 

S. Close your eyes and project the Tattwa design 
through your forehead into psychic. space in front 

of you. 

6. Project through the Tattwa design and begin to 
complete a dynamic picture of your goal achieved, 
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materialized, completed and actualized. Give no 
thoughtto HOW it is to be achieved - onl the 
crystallized. result. Planning and appropri~e steps 
towar? achIevement belong to the realm of normal 
conscIOusness. 

7. When c.reating your vision, use the Case Formula' 
Always mtegrate the following features' . 

[ COLOR ' ACTION SIZE EM~TION 
8 Ab , J 

. ruptly dismiss the vision you have created on 
you have arrived at 'the peak of clarity and in~ens~:y 
you are capable of within th~ session. Usually no 
longer than a minute is required. 

9. ?pen,Your ~yes and immediately become involved 
m a dlstractmg physical activity R . 
v I . epeat at mter-

h
a s ~s ,Your intuition dictates, but do not routinize 

t e VISIOn. . 

;:~h~~fs;a~~~k:e~~ t~ goal Pictu~e which our automatic 
Will' . e act, or fazl to act, not because of 
tion.' as zs so commonly believed, but because of imagina-

Mi\xwell Waltz 

Appendix 1 

THE FORMATION Of TALISMANS 
AND fLASHING- TABLE-TS* 

A TALISMAN is a magical figure charged with the force which 
iUs intended to represent. In the construction of a Talisman, 
care should be taken to make it, as far as is pOSSible, so to rep
resent the l!"niversal Forces that it should be in exact harmony 
with those you wish to attract, and the more exact the sym
bolism, the more easy it is to attract the force-other things 
coinciding, such as consecration at the right time, etc. 

A SYMBOL should also be correct in its symbolism, but it is 
not necessarily the same as a Talisman. 

A F~ASHING TABLET is one made in the complementary 
colors A flashing color, then, is the complementary color 
which, if joined to the original, enables it to attract, to a certain 
extent, the Akasic current from the atmosphere, and to a cer
tain extent from yourself, thus forming a vortex which can 
attract its flashing light from the atmosphere. Therefore, to' 
make anything of this deSCription which shalI'be really opera
tive, so does it proportionately tire you. 

* This appendix and the following appendices are excerpted from the 
Sixth Edition of The Golden Dawn by Israel Regardie, Llewellyn Publi
cations, 1989, reprinted with permission. 
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The complementary colours are: 

White 
Red 
Blue 
Yellow 
Olive 
Blue Green 
Violet 
Reddish Orange 
Deep Amber 
Lemon Yellow 
Yellow Green 

complementary to Black and Grey 
complementary to Green 
complementary to Orange 
complementary to Violet 
complementary to Violet 
complementary to Red Orange 
complementary to Citrine 
complementary to Green Blue 
complementary to Indigo 
complementary to Red Violet 
complementary to Crimson 

The other complementaries of other mixed colours can easily 
be found from this scale. 

. Coming now to-the nature and method ·of formation of the 
Talisman, the first thing to be remembered is that it is not 
always a just and right thing to form a Talisman with the idea 
of completely changing the current of another person's :Karma. 
In any case you could only do this in a certain sense. It will be 
remembered that the words of the CHRIST which preceded His 
cures were "Thy sins be forgiven thee," which meant that the 
Karmic action was exhausted. Only an Adept who is of the 
nature of a God can have the power, even if he have the right, 
to take upon himself the Karma of -another. That is to say that 
if you endeavour to change completely, (I am not no~ s~eak
i?g of adapting 'and making the best of a person's Karma), the 
hfe current, you milst be of so great a force that you can take 
this Karma from them by right of the Divine Power to which 
you have attained-in which case you will only do it in so far 
as it does not hinder their spiritual development. 

If however, this is attempted on a lower plane, it will usu
ally be found that what you are endeavouring to bring about 
is in direct opposition to the Karma of the person concerned. 
It will not work the required effect and will probably bring a 
current of exhaustion and trouble on yourself. Without doing 
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much good you will have attracted his own Karma into your 
own atmosphere and, in fact, brought it on yourself. 

These remarks only apply to an attempted radical change in 
the Karma of another,. which is a thing you have no right to do 
until you have attained the highest adeptship. 

The formation or adaptation of Talismans in ordinary mat
ters should be employed with great discernment. What may 
assist in material things is often a hindrance spiritually, seeing 
that for a force to work, it must attract elemental forces of the 
proper description, which may thus, to an extent, endanger 
your spiritual nature. - -- . 

Also, in making Talismans for a person, you must endeav
our to ~solate yourself entirely from him. You must banish 
from your mind any feeling of love or hate, irritation, etc., for 
all these feelings operate against your power. 

It is but rarely that a Talisman for the love of a person is a 
right and justifiable thing to construct. Pure love links us to 
the nature of the Gods TheDe is a perfect love between the 
Angels and the gods because there is perfect harmony among 
them, but that is not the lower and earthly love. Thus a Talis
man made for terrestrial love would be sealed with the 
impress of your own weakness, and eyen if successful, would 
react on you in other ways The only way in which real power 
can be gained, is by transcending the material plane and try
ing to link yourself to your Divine and Higher Soul. That is 
why trouble is so great an initiator, because trouble brings you 
nearer spiritual things when material things fail. _ 

Therefore, a Talisman as a rule is better made for one in 
whom you have no interest. In the work of actual consecra
tion, it is always a good thing to purify the room and use the 
Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. All these are aids which 
the Adept, when sumciently advanced, will know when to use 
and when not to do so. It is better, if pOSSible, to finish a Tal
isman at one sitting, because it is begun under certain condi~ 
tions and it may be difficult to put yourself in the same frame 
of mind at another time. 
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Another point that beginners are apt to run away with' is 
that Talismans can be made wholesale. Suppose a dozen Talis
mans were made to do good to as many different people, a ray 
from yourself must charge each Talisman You have sent out a 
sort of spiral from your aura which goes on to the Talisman 
and attraCts a like force from the atmosphere-that is, if you 
have learned to excite the like force in yourself at the moment 
of consecration. So that, in the case supposed, you would have 
a dozen links connecting with you, like so many wires in a 
telegraph office, and whenever the force which any of these 
Talismans was designed to combat becomes too strong for the 
force centered therein, there is an instantaneous communica
tion with you-so that the loss of force to which you would be 
continually liable might be such as to deplete you of vitality 
and cause you to faint. 

In cases where Talismans and symbols have done their 
work, they should be carefully decharged, and then destroyed. 
If this is not done, and you take a symbol, say of water, still 
charged and throw it into the fire to get rid of it, you are 
indicting intense torment on the Elemental you have attract- . 
ed, and it will react on you sooner orlater. Also, if you throw 
away a still charged Talisman, thus desecrating it, it will 
become the property of other things, which, througD. it, will 
be enabled to get at you. It is for these reasons that the Talis
man should be de charged with the Pentagram and Hexagram 
according as it partakes of the planetary or zodiacal nature
and those remarks apply equally to Flashing Tablets. 

If a Talisman is given to a person who goes away, and does 
not return it, you can render it inoperative by invoking it ' 
astrally and then decharging it with great care and force. 

A FLASHING TABLET should be carefully made charged, 
and consecrated, and then each morning the Adeptus should 
sit before it and practise clairvoyance, endeavouring to go 
through it to the plane it repres,ents, and then to invoke the 
power and ask for strength to accomplish the matter desired, 
which will be granted if it be a lawful and laudable operation. 

Any Flashing Tablet of two colours should be as nearly bal
anced in proportion of the extent of color as pOSSible-the 
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ground one color, and the charge anot~er. There is also. a 
mode in which three colours can be used m a planetary talIs
man This is done by placing the seven colours on the He~ta
gram, and drawing two lines to t~e pOints exactly OppOSIte, 
which will thus yield two flashmg colours. ThIS properly 
drawn, will give tbe effect ·of a flashing light ~laying on ~he 
symbol, partly visible physically and partly clauvoyantly, l.e., 
if properly charged. An advanced Adept should be. able to 
charge his Tablet to a certain exte~t as he C?nstructs It. . . 

The radical color of the Planet IS symbolIcal But a TalIsman 
for harmony of ide~ say, could be well represented by th~ 
TIPHAREH of VENUS-a beautiful yellow-green, and so on. 

The Lion Kerub of VENUS would represent spiritual fire 
and thus symbolises the inspiration of the poet-the c~lor 
being a soft and beautiful pearl grey, and the charges should 
be white. The Watery part of Venus would represent the 
reflective faculty and answer to spiritual beauty, ~olor a 
bluish-green. The Vault contains a perfect scale of Tahsman~ 
of every description of Planet, and shows how a pl~netary . 
man will look at everything according to the color of hIS aura, 
due to the planet under which he is born. Th~ real Adept 
comes forth from the sides to the centre. He IS no longer 
under the dominion of the Stars. . 

Having made a Magical Talisman, you should pse some 
form of charging'and consecrating it, which is . su~table to the 
operation. There are certain words and Letters WhICh a~e to be 
invoked in the charging of a Table~, the Letters govermng the 
Sign under which the operation falls, tog~ther with the .Planet 
associated therewith (if a planetary TalIsman). Thus m ~le
~ental operations, you take the Letters of th~ appropnate 
zodiacal triplicity, adding AL thereto, thus formmg an Angel
ic Name which is the expression of the force. Hebrew Names 
as a rule, represent the operation of certa~n general forces, 
while the names on the Enochian or AngelIcal Tablets repre- , 
sent a species of more particular ideas. Both classes of Na~es 
should be used in these operations. . 

After preparing the room in the way laid do,:n for. the 
consecration of lesser magical implements, supposmg thIS to 
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be an Elemental Talisman, first formulate towards the Four 
Quarters the Supreme Ritual of the Pentagram as taught. Then 
invoke the Divine Names, turning towards the quarter of the 
Element. 

Let the Adeptus then, being seated or standing before the 
Tablet, and looking in the requisite direction of the force 
which he wishes to invoke, take several deep inspirations, 
close the eyes, and holding the breath, mentally pronounce 
the letters of the Forces invoked. Let this be done several 
times, as if you breathed upon the Tablet pronouncing them 
in the vibratory manner. Then, using, make the sign of the 
Rose and Cross over the Tablet, and repeating the requisite 
formula, first describe round the Talisman, a circle, with the 
appropriate magical implement, and then make the invoking 
Pentagrams five times over it, as if the Pentagrams stood 
upright upon it, repeating the letters of the Triplicity 
involved with AL added. Then solemnly read any invocation 
required, making the proper sigHs from the Rose as you pro
nounce the Names. 

The first operation is to initiate a whorl from yourself. The 
second, to attract the force in the atmosphere into the vortex 
you have formed. 

Then read the Elemental Prayer as in the Rituals, and close 
with the Signs of the circle and the cross (that is the Rose
Cross) after performing the necessary Banishing. ' 

Be careful, however, not to banish over the newly conse
crated Talisman. as that would simply decharge it again and 
render it useless. Before Banishing, you should wrap the 
charged Talisman in clean white silk or linen. 

Appendix 2 

-

CLAIRVOYANCE 

(Note: this paper is compiled from several unofficial ~oc~
ments which ware not sufficiently interesting to publish In 
unabridged form by themselves. Also several pieces of oral 
instruction are here included. I have kept rigidly to the tech-
nique as taught and practised in the Order-l.R.~ . 

liThe subject of clairvoyance must always be In the highest 
degree interesting to all who are aspiring after Adeptship even 
in its lowest grades ... We frequently meet with two opposite 
attitudes towards the subject, both in the outer world and 
amongst our junior members. Both these attitudes are hin
drances to its proper study, and therefore I shall preface my 
remarks by a few words concerning each of them. . . 

liThe first is fear of clairvoyance. And the second is a diS-
proportionate estimate of its value.. . 

"Both of these attitudes arise from a misunderstandIng of 
its true character. People imagine that somehow the power of 
clairvoyance is obtained secondhand from the powers of evil; 
or that its exercise will bring those who practice it under their 
influence. Or, on the other hand, they imagine that the power 
of clairvoyance will save them a great deal of trouble, and give 
them a short and easy path to the information and guidance 
they desire. In fact, that these may almost be attained at will. 
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Nay more, would such a power not fu1ly satisfy that curiosity 
which is one of the pitfalls of the superficial student? 

"The properly trained clairvoyant need have no fear that 
he will thereby expose himself to the powers of evil It is the 
untrained natural clairvoyent who is in danger. Training will 
give him knowledge, diScipline and protection, such as will 
protect him from the onslaught of the averse powers. 

"On the other hand, let him who desires to save himself 
trouble and to gain knowledge to which he has no claim, be 
very well assured that only 'in the sweat of his brow' can he 
obtain this power and exercise it in security. And that he who 
seeks to gratify his curiosity will either be mortified by dis 
appointment or distressed by discoveries he would much pre
fer not to have made. Trained, humble, and reverent clairvoy
ance is a great gift, opening up new wO,rlds and deeper truths, 
lifting us out of ourselves into the great inpouring and out
pouring of the heart of God." (G. H. Fratre F.R.'s notes.) 

The earliest experiments in clairvoyance as taught by the 
Order are with the Tattwa symbols. These, with their tradi
tional names, significances, symbols and colours are: 

Akasa-Ether or Spirit. 
Vayu-:-Air. 
Tejas-Fire. 
Apas-Water. 
Prithivi-Eq.rth. 

Symbol: black or indigo egg. 
Symbol: a sky-blue disc or circle. 
Symbol: Red equilateral triangle. 
Symbol: a silver crescent. ' 
Symbol: a yellow square or cube. 

In brief, the traditional, occult concept of the Tattwa is that 
of a vital current of ether or force-the Hindu Pranas-which 
issues in a steady stream from the Sun. That stream is fivefold, 
and flows around our earth, visualizing is astral substance or its 
sphere of Sensation. In short, they are the currents of sub-planes 
of the Astral Light. The theory has it that the Element of Akasa 
is strongest at dawn, when the Sun rises, and its power contin
ues for the space of tWo hours, when its force subsides and 
glides into Vayu, Air. ~ , 

This also persists or is in course for the si;lme period. Each 
Tattwa or current of force is believed to exist strongly for this 
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Tattwa Sy~bols 

Yellow Square 

Prithivi-Earth Vayu-Air 

Akasa-Spirit 

Triangle 

Tejas-Fire Apas-Water 

length of time, each merging at the end into the succe~di~~ 
Tattwa in the order given above. After the current of Pnthlvl 
is exhausted, the cycle recommences with Akasa, and contin
ues in the same order again and for the same periods. 

As no element on our plane can exist in an unmixed form, 
but contains within itself the constituents of all the others, or 
possesses several grades or planes of its own substance, so each 
Tattwa is subdivided into five divisions, currents or planes. 
Akasa of Akasa, Spirit of Spirit, would be the m_ost Tenuous and 
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purest form of that element, the integral nature of Spirit-its 
highest essence. Vayuof Akasa would refer to its airy quaUty; 
Tejas. of Akasa to its fiery and dynamic aspect; Apas of Akasa, 
its fluidic and watery phase, while Prithivi of Akasa, its most 
terrestrial phase, or that aspect of its power which more near
ly than the others contacts the earth. The same five-fold divi
sion, in the same five-fold order, applies equally to the other 
elements. 

The student is strongly urged to make these symbols, and 
have a set of them with him for working. The primary or sim
ple Tattwa should be made about two or two and a half inch
es in height. It is recommended that coloured papers be used 
rather than water colours, since the brilliance of the former is 
much greater than the latter. The lacquer paints which are 
now easily obtainable may also be used to good effect. If the 
symbols are cut from coloured papers, they should be pasted 
on clean unused cards length upwards. The method of indi-
.cating a sub-l'attwa, or a charged or compound Tattwa, is to 
paint or paste upon the principal symbol a smaller symbol of 
the charge or sub-element. Thus, in the case of Tejas of 
Prithivi, Fire of Earth, Prithivi which is the major symbol 
should be made about two and a half inches square, whilst the 
red triangle, each angle about half an inch long, should be 
pasted in the centre of the larger symbol. It is a useful prelim
inary also to write on the back of the card the appropriate 
Divine and Angelic Names. 

The method of using these Tattwa symbols for clairvoy
ance is a simple one. My remarks in the following example 
will refer to the element of Prithivi, Earth, the yellow square, 
and what is said of this will apply equally well to the remain
ing symbols. Though the method is simple, it is far from fool
proof, and the description of it should be read several times. 

The student should be· calm and qUiet, and, sitting in his 
chair, take the card bearing the symbol of the yellow square in 
his hand, and gaze intently at it for about twenty seconds. 
Quickly transferring his attention from the symbol to any 
white surface, such as· the ceiling, or a sheet of pa:per at his side 
especially provided for the purpose, he will see, by reflex opti-
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cal action, the same shape but in a direct ceuplementary color. 
This will be a sort of luminous lavender-we, or pale translu
cent mauve. The actual tint of this compJmentary color will 
depend wholly on the deRth of the yelltW used ~~ the first 
place, as well as upon the lighting conditiPS prevaIlmg at the 
time of the experiment. . . 

Immediately this mauve square is seen th~ stu?en~ shoul.d 
close his eyes, and endeavour to visualizen Imagmati~n thIS . 
mauve square as standing before him. Thi~~early pe~celved by 
the mind's eye, let the student at once imgme tha~ It enlarges 
itself, becoming an object large enoug1 .for hIm to p.ass 
through. The next step is to imagine that Ie IS actually passmg 
through this square, as though it were a deJr. The be~t method 
of doing this is to employ the Neophyte ~~~, t?e Sign ~f the 
Enterer, which is that of "groping fat ligJ::l:· It I~ essent~ally a 
projecting sign, and the effect should be of haVl?g proJected 
himself through this door or gateway. It i: recom.me~ded. t?at 
the student rise to his feet at this junctureand, still visuahzmg 
the enlarged square with closed eyes of ;Durse, ·perform. tlh~s 
Sign of Horns physically, and believing hmself through It, SIt 
down ready to commence the vision. . /( . . 

One of the other instructions puts it :hus. FIrSt meditate 
on the element selected, soak yourself H it ti~l, if it be .Fire, 
you feel hot; if Water, wet, and so on, all the tu~e coo.rdmat
ing the symbol with your sensations. Tl:fn, laymg ~slde the 
symbol, and closing your eyes, endea,~ur ,to proJect and 
enlarge that symbol before you, regarcJ.ng It as ~ gateway 
through which you are to pass .... Delil:erately WIll to pa~s 
through the gateway. Let him imagine that he can hear It 
close behind him." 
. Yet another version, this time wriWn by D.D.C.F. says: 
"Keep up the design, form and color in the Akasic Aura, as 

. clearly as they appeared in material forn'. to the outward see
ing. Transfer the vital effort from the opl~C nerve to the m~n
tal perception, or thought-seeing as distlilct f:om th~ seemg 
with the eye. Let one form of apprehens~O~ glJde on.I~to t~e 
other. Produce the reality of the dream vISIOn by pOSItive WIll 
in the waking state .... Then maintaining )r~ur abstraction from 
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your surro~ndings, still concentrated upon the symbol and its 
correlated Idea.s, you are to seek a perception of a -scene or 
panorama or VIew of the plane. This may also be brought on 
~y a sense of tearing open, as a curtain is drawn aside and see-
mg the 'within' of the symbol before you," , 

The principal idea is to imagine the symbol, in its comple
~entary color, as a door and to pass through it. Having imag
med that ~~ere. has been a passing through the door, and 
clearly realIsmg, m this instance, the mauve Square behind him 
the seer should make an effort to look about him. Let h· ' 
endeavour to see objects, entities, or some sort ~f landsca~~ 
~ost always these take the form of pale stilled pictures seen a~ 
It were WIth the mind, or the eye of imagination Hillocks 
:ead?WS, rocks, vast brown boulders may be seen, a~d what i~ 
. ost Important, there should be a strong sense of being with
m .the el~ment; the seer should understand, as he has never 
qUIte realIsed before, the true nature, the "feel" of Earth. 

Before aught else occurs, the Divine Names appropriate to 
th~t element should now be vibrated, beginning with the 
DeIty Name. The student should vibrate each slowly and audi
bly several times. Thus, he would vibrate Adonai-Ha-Aretz 
three or four times, then the name of Auriel the Archangel of 
Earth, f~llowed by the name of Phorlakh the Angel of Earth. 
These WIll usually suffice though the Hebrew name of the ele
ment and cardinal quarter may also be employed. Various 
c~anges may now be perceived to occur to the landscape· it 
WIll become alive, vivified and dynamiC, and the sense of ~he 
element sho~ld become even more clearly and vividly defined. 

. Also a bemg may appear, one whose characteristics per
tam to the element of Earth, and his garments their colours 
and his other ornaments should be in the appropriat~ 
colours: Under no circumstances should -the Seer wander 
from hIS doorway alone; he should always wait until one of 
thos~ elem.ental beings or "guides" appears, and he should 
contm~e VIbrating the names until one does appear, or until 
he obtams the sense that one is present. Sometimes and with 
so~e students, there is no clear vision of these occ~rrences or 
bemgs, but only a sense or intuition or powerful instinct that 
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such and such a thing is happening, and that such a type of -
being has appeared. This often is more trustworthy than the 

use of sight or other sense. 
. The guide having made his appearance, he is to be tested 

by every means at the Seer's disposal. First of all, it is well to 
assume the Sign of the Grade to which that element is 
referred. In this instance, the Sign of the Zelator should be 
made, by physically as well as astrally raising the right arm to 
an angle of forty-five degrees. The guide should answer this 
with the same Sign or another which is ~nmistakable proof 
that he belongs to the element and has been sent to act as 
guide. If there is deception, these signs will cause him distress, 
or at once the vision will break up, or the false guide will 
disappear. He should also be asked clearly and deliberately 
whether he comes to act as guide in the name of the appro
priate Deity Name. If all this strikes the Seer as satisfactory, 
and his doubts settled, let him follow the guide to wherever he 
is being led, carefully noting whither he goes, and asking 
questions about the element or whatever he sees. 

A very important thing is here to be noted. On these subtler 
planes, or within the realms of these symbols, form takes on 
symbolic implication which we, on earth, have obscured if not 
lost. It is only human beings who swathe themselves in gar
ments whose shape and color bear no relation to their true 
character. "Even on our own plane, the clothing of animals is 
p,regnant with meaning, and on the astral plane this is far more 
emphatically the case. An elemental may, for some purpose of 
its own, masquerade for a time in alien garb, but we are given 
a certain definite procedure to follow in dealing with them." 

The Signs of the elemental Grades, the vibration of divine 
and angeliC names, and the tracing of appropriate pentagrams 
are symbols which powerfully affect these elemental inhabi
tants of the astral, and prevent or disclose deception. It is but 
rarely that there will be necessity to resort to anything so dras
tic as the Pentagrams in these Tattwa visions, for the vibration 
of the Hebrew name either of the element, or of the Archangel 
will restore order and harmony. The true form, color, cloth
ing, even adornments such as jewels and embroideries are 

~--------~=-=---~----------------~--------------~----~--~ 
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consonant to the element and character of the beings under 
discussion. And unless they are, the Seer may be sure he is 
being imposed on, and should act accordingly-at once. Ina 
short while, after only a few astral experiences, these symbol
ic ideas will have been sufficiently familiar to the student to 
enable him at once to detect error or imposition. 

In the event of employing a charged or compound Tattwa 
such as let us assume, Fire of Earth, indicated by a Red Triangle 
within a larger YeJlow square, it may happen that the seer may 
find himself being escorted from one guide to another, and 
passed from one plane to another. The same test should be 
applied, and not the slightest loophole should be left for the 
entry of even the smallest incongruous item. The divine names 
of the secondary Tattwa should be vibrated, and the grade Sign 
attributed to it should be assumed. Only when fully satisfied, 
and he must never permit himself to be easily satisfied, should 
the Seer proceed. If the first gUide be left behind, he must be 
accorded courtesy of farewell. Always treat these beings with 
courtesy and in accord with their rank. Pay deference to the 
superior orders, the Archangels, Angels and Rulers. To those of 
lower rank, bear yourself as an equal; and to those lower still, 
as to servants whom you treat politely, but do not allow famil
iarity. Elementals pure and simple, such as fairies, gnomes and 
so on, must be treated with firmness and deCision, as they are 
often mischievous and irresponsible, even though free from 
malice. It is also said to be a good practice, since form is sym
bolic in these regions, to imagine yourself as large as possible, 
always taller than the being confronting you; and under every 
circumstance maintain self-control and fearless demeanour. 

At first, and for the first half-a-dozen experiments, the stu
dent should be content with the simple observation of the 
landscape and, if possible, the type of guide who appears in 
answer to the Names. At the beginning it is more important to 
acquire facility in passing through these symbolic doors than 
in acquiring impressive visions. The Seer will find himself on 
the right track if he is content, for quite some little time, with 
a glimpse of a hill, a cave, an underground hell, or an Angel of 
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the Element, and so on, returning after the brief visit. With 
facility acquired, he may stay in the vision for a longer period, 
which should be relatively full of incident and action, and 
should impart no little knowledge. 

The method of leaving the Tattwa and returning to Earth 
is the precise reversal of the initial process. After thanking the 
guide and bidding' him farewell, the Seer should retrace his 
footsteps to the symbolic Door-the purple or lavender-blu.e 
square. It is insisted tha~ this return should be made as defI
nite as possible. That is, there should be no sudden departure 
from the place and finding oneself back in one's normal state 
of mind. The Seer will be wise if he carefully follows the pas
sage he has walked through, even if it has been a very long 
way, the reason being that it is well to keep the two states of 
consciousness, the two planes, quite distinct from one anoth
er. There should be no merging of the elemental plane into 
the plane of everyday consciousness, and the best way of 
ensuring this is to make both coming and going follow a defi
nite and distinct technique. After having found your way back 
to the door, you pass through it, again with the Sign of the 
Enterer, and return to your body. -At once stand up, and make 
physically and firmly the Sign of Silence, raising the left fore
finger to the lips, and stamping with the right foot . Always 
note that the first Sign of the Enterer is answered and followed 
by the Sign of Silence. 

It is not well to repeat these experiments too frequently at 
first; some-advise an interval of several days between them, for 
the first few months of one's efforts in this direction. But 
when performed, the Seer should make every effort to avoid 
self-delusion and deception. He should be alert the whole 
time, and never embark on these experiments when tired or 
not physically welL · At the least threat of incoherence, or the 
entry of incongruous symbols or elements into the vision, the 
names, signs, and symbols should be repeated. Thus and thus . 
alone may he hope to avoid delusion. These planes are a 
source of untold danger to whosoever is not able to take them 
with the proverbial grain of salt. Flattery, which is one of the 
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most frequent types of delusion encountered, and the most 
common source of trouble, should be avoided like the plague. 
Ma~ness lies that way and I cannot stress too strongly that 
vamty should be wholly discarded, and flattery eschewed. 

D~ring his adventures, the Seer should endeavour to 
descnbe carefully and in full detail the landscape of the vision. 
He should discover if possible the special attributes and nature 
of that plane, the type of its inhabitants-spiritual, elemental 
and so on; the plants, animals and minerals which would cor
respond. to its nature; the operation of its influence upon 
Man, ammals, plants and minerals here. 

The pr.ocess of working by placing the symbol upon the 
forehead, I~stead of imaginatively passing through it, is not a 
go~d p~actlce: S.R.M.D. claims that it is liable to derange the 
bram CIrCUlatIOn and cause mental illUSions and disturbance 
headache a~d nervous exhaustion. It is also necessary to avoid 
self-hypnotIsm, for this would dispose towards mediumship 
and make the Seer the playground of forces. The Seer at all 
~osts must control and not permit himself to be controlled. If 
m danger at any time, or should be feel that he cannot accom
modate the forces of the vision to his will, or that his self-con- . 
trol is breaking, he should resort to the vibration of the 
Names, and thep retire from the vision. 
. By co~tinuing these practices for a long peri9d of time, the 
mner claIrvoyance will develop, and with perseverance the 
v~si~ns ,:"ill grow from vague indeterminate pictures, hardly 
dIstm~Ishable from imaginative concepts, to vivid powerful 
expenences. But even when these do occur he should under 
no circumstances accept them on their face value or neglect 
his tests, for the whole astral plane, apparently, seeks to 
delude t~e Seer a~d if he opens himself, by n~glecting the 
tests, he ~s lost. WIth considerable practice, too, the symbols 
may be dIscarded for they will not be required to give entrance 
to the planes, though for the beginner no attempt should be 
made to work without the use of the actual material symbol it 
will ~e found wisest to keep as much to the physical plane as 
pOSSIble, by employing the physical symbols, and by making 
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the appropriate signs and steps with the physical body, as well 
as by speaking audibly and describing the vision as it proceeds. 

When the student has become fairly profiCient with the 
use of simple Tattwas, he should experiment with the com
pound Tattwas, and not be satisfied with his ability to skry 
until he is perfectly familiar with every part of the planes rep
resented by those symbols. Then he can devise further experi
ments with other symbols. The use of the element Akasa, the 
indigo egg, was in the Order usually postponed until entry 
had been obtained into the Second Order. The reason for this 
was that no traditional Names are provided for use with this 
symbol as with the other four, and the student must discover 
or devise his own. As has already been described at length the 
entrance into these subtle planes is obtained by means of the 
Divine Names; the rule being to invoke the highest Names 
known by the Seer. Any student who has studied the Adeptus 
Minor Ceremony, and the Ritual of the Pentagram will realise 
what Names are required for use with this symbol of Akasa. 
Eheieh, Agla, Yeheshuah, and Eth will be the general Names 
for the simple Tattwa, and the compound or charged Akasa 
cards will demand the use of the Names from the Enochian 
Tablet of Union. 

It will be found a good plan to prepare cards of the Geo
mantic symbols painted in their appropriate colours, for these 
make perfect "doors" through which the Seer can pass. And 
while these symbols are also attributed to the elements, the 
vision acqujred from the Geomantic symbols using the names 
of the appropriate Rulers and genii will be quite distinct In 
character from those of the Tattwa cards. The Hebrew letters, 
the Tarot cards and Sigils, the planetary and zodiacal Signs, 
and Sigils of every description may be used to yield the sym
.bolic door to .a subtle plane. A vastnew field of knowledge is 
thus opened up. The names appropriate to each of these sym
bols are given in these papers, which should be carefully stud
ied by the student. And he should remember that the formula 
of the employment of the divine Names and signs applies 
equally to these other symbols as they did to the Tattwa cards 
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There was a good deal of glib parlam:e within the Order as 
to "astral vision" and "etheric vision;" The former ~as 
-described as the ordinary Tattwa vision, in which objects and 
landscapes, though vivid andaHve, are yet "flat" as, though 
reflected on a mirror, rather like a cinematograph film. "In this 
form of descrying, note that you see objects reversed as to 
right and left, for, which suitable allowance must be ~ade." 
The use of the phrase "mirror-like vision" is actually a very ade
quate description. Yet this is capable, as development proceeds, 
of merging into another type of vision-a full-blooded clair
V<:'>yance, in which things and people are seen in three dimen
sions, and as though the Seer were not merely watching the 
scene, but were actually in it. Some explained that as "etheric 
vision" although the actual Order documeFlts describe this as 
the clairvoyance ensuing from astral projection. Greatly Hon
oured Fratre D.D.C.l. states: "If instead of this simple vision a 
ray of yourself is sent out and actually goes to the place (astral 
projection) there is not necessarily the sense of reversal of 
objects ... Scenes, things; instead of being like pictures, have the 
third dimension, solidity; they stand out like bas-relief, then 
h~u~-relief, then you see \as from a balloon, as it is said, by a 
b,Ird s-eye view. You feel to go to the place, to descend upon it, 
to step out upon the scene, and to be an actor there." The same 
rules laid down for the simpler method of skrying should be 
followed here, and always the highest divine names should be 
used, and constant tests applied. The paper which follows this, 
dealing with Skrying and Astral Projection by V.N.R. will 
explain the process a little more fuHy by means of setting forth 
an example of its working. -

Another technique, making use of this faculty, was 
~escribed in a paper recording a lecture by Fratre Sub Spe. The 
Idea was to re-read the rituals, and then endeavour to re-tread 
the Paths astrally. One example given, was that the Seer 
should formulate in imagination a vast pylon

t 
and within jts 

gates he shoNld visualise the Hebrew Letter Tan, the 32nd 
Path. This should be preceded by a study oUhe Ritual of the 
Theoricus Grade, especially of the Rite of the Kerubic Stations. 
Then, imagining himself passing through this Letter Tan, and 
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entering the Pylon, he should proceed to make the appropri
ate Pentagrams and Hexagrams, and vibrating 'the Divine 
Names appropriate to that plane. The resulting vision should 
be similar to the passage of the Path in the ceremony, but 
whereas this latter was -purely symbolic, the former may be 
real and dynamiC, and may develop into an initiation in the 
true sense of the word. The same technique may be applied to 
every Path and to every Sephirah. 

Developing still further from this, there is another practice 
which passes beyond mere clairvoyance, though making use of 
it. This is called Rising on the Planes, and is a spiritual process , 
after spiritual conceptions and higher aims. "By concentration 
and contemplation of the divine, you formulate a Tree of Life 
passing from you to the spiritual Iealms above and beyond 
yourself. Picture to yourself that you stand in Malkuth, then by 
the use of ti1e Divine Names and aspiration, you strive upwards 
by the Path of Tau towards Yesod, neglecting the crossing rays 
which attract you as you pass up. Look upwards to the Divine 
Light shining downward from Kether upon you. From Yesod, 
leads upward the Path of Samekh, Temperance; the Arrow, 
cleaving upwards, leads the way to Tiphareth, the great central 
Sun." D.D:C.F. also suggests that, having risen to Tiphareth, 
the Adept skryer should formulate to himself that he is bound 
to a Cross, exactly as occurred in the Adeptus Minor Ceremo
ny, and by invoking the Great Angel aUA bes'eech help and 
guidance in the pathway of Light. By this method, he may 
more easily ascend the planes which lead to the glory of the 
Crown. Thus formulating in the imagination the different 
parts of the Tree of Life, and vibrating the God names appro
priate to the Sephiroth or Paths, the Seer may find himself, if 
his aspiration is sincere and keen, rising towards the Spiritual 
Light, bathed in that golden glory of effulgence which is con
tinuously shed from above. 

Though it may seem rather out of place to quote Aleister 
Crowley here, yet he has written things in his Magick on this 
subject that are so very important that I am impelled to quote 
them here for the benefit of the student. The important drill 
practises, in-his belief, are: 
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1. The fortification of the Body of Light by the constant 
use of rituals, by the assumption of God-forms, and by 
the right yse of the Eucharist. 

2. The purification and consecration and exaltation of 
that Body by the use of rituals of invocation. 

3. The education of that body by experience. It must 
learn to travel on every plane; to break down every 
obstacle which may confront it. 

In a footnote to the above, he has appended a footnote 
which I reproduce herewith: 

liThe Aspirant should remember that he is a Microcosm. 
'Universus sum et Nihil universi a me alienum puto' should be his 
motto. He should make it his daily practice to travel on the 
Astral Plane, taking in turn each of the most synthetic sec
tions, the Sephiroth and the Paths. These being thoroughly 
understood, and an Angel in each pledged to guard or to guide 
him at need, he should start on a new series of expeditions to 
explore the subordinate sections of each. He may then prac- ' 
tice Rising on the Planes from these spheres one after the 
other in rotation. When he is thoroughly conversant with the 
various methods of meeting unexpected emergencies, he may 
proceed to investigate the regions of the Qlippoth and the 
Demonic Forces. It should be his aim to obtain a comprehen
sive knowledge of the ~ntire Astral Plane, with impartial love 
of truth for its own sake; just as a child learns the geography 
of the whole planet though he may have no intention of ever 
leaving his native land." 

The clairvoyance thus obtained may be used to watch the 
progress of Ceremonies, when it becomes a highly useful gift, 
sometimes a necessity; and also in observing what occurs 
astrally when certain Sigils or Pentagrams are traced or Names 
vibrated. 

There are several methods of testing and protection, in 
addition to those already mentioned. The supreme method of 
protection-though it is infinitely more than technical means 
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of banishing-is through the assumption of the Go~ form 
Harpocrates. The astral image should be formulated eIthe.r as 
rising from a Lotus, or else standing erect over two crocodIles. 
Little need be said about this technique; it is adequately 
described elsewhere, in Z.1. Incidentally, this is an excellent 
preparation for meditation or vision, t? formul~te ,the form 
about and around one, and to identify oneself WIth It. 

In the event, during any vision, that the Seer is approached 
by entities, as to whose integrity or true character he has some 
doubts, the simplest form of testing is to formulate between 
the Seer,and th~ approaching entity the Banner of the West. 
As described in the document about the symbolism of the 
Neophyte Ceremony, this Banner is that w~ich bars and 
threatens. It is one of the insignia of the Hiereus, whose 
throne is in the West of the Temple, and his office is that of 
II Avenger of the Gods," so situated as to represent a seat of wi~
ness and of punishment decreed against evil. And all hIS 
insignia partake of this symbolism. Thus, should the being be 
of an evil nature-"thus far and no farther" is the message 
indicated to it by the Banner. The interposition of the Banner 
would be immediately efficacious, by causing it to disappear 
instantaneously. If, however, the entity is well-intentioned 
and not evil, no harm will have been done by that formula
tion. No balanced force, no power of good, will object or 
resent legitimate 'forms of testing its integrity. ... 

Since, likewise, the Banner of the East, one of the mSlgma 
of the Hierophant in the East of the Temple, "repres~nts ~~.e 
ascent of the Initiate unto perfect knowledge of t~e llght, It 
may assist to formulate this Banner about h~s own, being. T.he 
Central Cross of the banner will suggest hIS own form WIth 
outstretched arms-a true calvary cross. About him, the Seer 
will visualise· vividly the interlaced red and blue triangles of the 
Tiphareth hexagram, at the same time imagi~ing ~hat the 
white triangle of the Supernals has descended mto hIS heart. 
The alternate and occasionally simultaneous use of these Ban
ners is a powerful means of banishing the evil, and invoking 
balanced power to one's aid. In the rubrics of certain, rituals, 
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the injunction occurs to formulate this Banner about talismans 
or ~ashing Tablets that are being consecrated, as this process 
~SSIStS the descent or the incarnation of the Light, or the 
mvoked force, into the symbol. 

The employment of the Rose-Cross together with the 
vibration of the Pentagrammaton, YHShVH is likewise anoth
er method of ensuring protection and of banishing evil. Usu
ally, as previously stated, any threat of danger on the 
elemental planes represented by the Tattwa symbols may be 
met simply by the vibration of the appropriate divine names, 
and, though very rarely necessary, by the banishing Penta
grams.traced in the air. The Rose Cross and the Pentagramma
ton WIll apply more to planes above or more powerful than 
those of the Tattwas. Experience combined with a sound 
instinct will dictate to the Seer when such symbols should be 
used. He will find it occasionally of great assistance to com
mence his experiments by the preliminary use of the Banish
ing Rituals and by burning some incense. 

In the Outer Order of the Stella Matutina, or the Golden · 
D~w~, formal dress for this type of work as for Temple cere
momes consisted of a black gown, red slippers, and a black 
and white nemyss; the sash of the grade could also be worn. In 
the Order of the R.R. et A.c., it was customary to wear a white 
gown, yellow or gold slippers, a nemyss of white and yellow 
stripes, and the Rose-Cross lumen on one's breast. The Lotus 
:-Vand should be employed and held in the hand whilst skry
mg, a~d the Four Elemental Weapons-Fire Wand, Water 
Cup, Au Dagger, and Earth Pentade, should be placed before 
one. If there is a small table convenient, this should be cov
ered with a black cloth, and the implements grouped on this 
as upon the Altar, while the Cross and Triangle of the Order 
should be put in the centre. Sometimes, a sympathetic projec
tion into the elements may be encompassed by the prelimi
nary use of the appropriate Prayer of the Elements provided in 
the grade rituals. . 

Appendix 3 

TATTWA VISIONS 

Here follow two Tattwa visions by Soror Vestigia. These are 
provided as simple examples of the technique, and the proce
dure to be followed. The first of them is the fiery sub-element 
of Earth, Tejas of Prithivi. 

Vestigia states that she found herself, after going through 
the imagined symbols, "in a volcanic district. No fire is to be 
seen, but the type of land is volcanic hill and mountains, hot 
air, and sunny light. Using a Pentacle, and calling on the 
Earth Names, I see before me a species of Angelic King Ele
mental. On testing him, I find that he gives me the Neophyte 
Saluting Sign, and the Philosophus (Fire) Sign. He bows low 
to the symbols that I give him, and says that he is willing to 
show me some of the working of the plane. He has a beauti
ful face, somewhat of the Fire type, yet sweet in expression. 
He wears a Golden Crown, and a fiery red cloak, opening on 
to a yellow tunic, over which being a shirt of mail. In his 
right hand he bears a wand, the lower end or handle being 
shaped somewhat as the Pentacle implement, and the staff 
and upper end being as the Fire Wand. In his left hand (but 
this I do not clearly see) he bears a Fire Wand; I think that the 
right hand pOints upwards and the left downwards, and is a 
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symbol , to invoke forc~s. Little figures of the gnome type 
come at his call. When commanded some broke the rocky 
parts of the Mountain with pick-axes which they carry. Oth
e~s appear to dig in the ground. In breaking off these 'rocky 
pIeces,. there fall away little bits of bright metal or copper. ' 
Some of these Gnomes collected the bits of metal and carried 
them away in little wallets s'lung by it baldrick from their 
shoulders. We followed 'them and came to some mountain
ous peaks. From these peaks . issued some large and fierce, 
some hardly perceivable, fires. Into cauldrons or bowls placed 
above those fires, the collected pieces of metal were placed. I 
was told that this was a lengthy process, but asked that I 
mig~t see the result of what ar>peared to be a gradual melting 
of thIS metal. I was then shown some bowls containing liquid 
go~d, but not, I i~agine, very pure metal. I again followed ~y 
gUIde, the Angebc King Elemental Ruler, who gave me his 
name as Atapa, and followed by some gnomes bearing the 
b0wl of liquid gold, we came, after passing through many 
su~terranean passages cut in the mountains, to a huge cavern 
of Immense breadth and height. It was like a Palace cut out of 
the rock. We passed through rudely cut passages, until we 
rea<;:hed a large central hall, at the end of which was a Dais on 
which were seated the King and Queen, the courtier gnomes 
~tanding around. "This Hall seemed lighted by torches, and 'at 
mtervals were roughly cut pillars. The Gnomes who accom
panied us presented to the King and Queen their gold. These . 
latter commanded their attendants to remove this to another 
apartment. I asked the King and Queen for a further explana
tIon, and they appointing substitutes in their absence, retire 
to an ihner chamber which appeared more elevated than the 
rest. The architecture here seemed to be of a different kind. 

~ This · s~all hall had several sides, each with a door, draped by 
a curtam. In the center.of the Hall was a large tripod receiver 
containing same of tpe Liquid gold suth as that we had 
brought with us. The King and Queen who before had Worn 
thecokmrs of Earth now dopned, he the red, and she the 
white garments. They then with their Earth-Fire Wands 
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invoked and joined their wands over the Tripod. There 
appeared in the air above, a figure such as Atapa, he who had 
brought me here. He, extending his wand, and invoking, 
caused to appear from each door a figure of a planetary or 
zodiacal nature. These each in turn held out his wand over 
the gold, using some sigH which I can but dimly follow. The 
gold each time appearing to undergo a change. When these 
last figures have retired again behind the curtains, the King 
and Queen used a species of ladle and compressed together the 
gold, making it into solid shapes and placing one of these at 
each of the curtaiped doors. SOII)e gold still remained in the 
bowl. The King and Queen departed, and it seemed to me that 
I saw a figure again appear from behind each curtain and draw 
away the pieces of gold." 

The second one I shall quote is a vision of Spirit of Water, 
Akasa of Apas, also by Vestigia. 

"A wide expanse of water with many reflections of bright 
light, and occasionally glimpses of rainbow colours appearing 
(perhaps symbolising the beginning of formation in Water). 
When divine and other names ware pronounced, elemeritals 
of the mermaid and merman type appear, but few of other 
elemental forms. These water forms are extremely changeable, 
one moment appearing as solid mermaids and mermen, the 
next melting into foam. 

"Raising myself by means of the highest symbols I have 
been taught, and vibrating the names of Water, I rose until 
the Water vanished, and instead I beheld a mighty world or 
globe, with its dimensions and divisions of Gods, Angels, ele
mentals, demons-the whole universe of Water (like the 
tablet ruled by EMPEH ARSEL GAIOL),.I called on this latter 
name, and the Universe seemed to vivify more and more. I 
then called on HCOMA, and there appeared standing before 
me a mighty Archangel (with four wings) robed in glistening 
white, and crowned. In one hand, the right, he held a speCies 
of trident, and in the left a Cup filled to the brim with an 
essence which appeared to be derived from above. This 
essence, brimming over, poured down below on either side. 
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Fro~ t~e overflowing or overrunning of this Cup, which 
de.nves Its essence from Atziluth, apparently the cup being in 
B~Iah, t~e World of Yetzirah obtains its moisture. It is there 
dIfferentIated into its venous operative forces. 

. "The~e operative forces are represented by Angel~ each 
wIth theIr respective office in the world of moisture. These 
fO.rces working in Ye~sirah, when descending 'and mingling 
wIth the Kether of ASSISh, are initiating the force of that which 
we as human beings call Moisture." 

Appendix 4 

ADDITIONAL LECTURE ON 
THE TATTWAS OF THE 
EASTERN SCHOOL. 

THE GRADE OF PHllOSOPHUS 
(Note: This paper dealing with the Hindu Tattwa system was 
withdrawn from circulation in that branch of the Order of 
which I happened to be a member. The copy from which I 
have reproduced the following ' was pf0perly labelled and 
dated August, 1894, and is therefore as clearly authoritative as 
any of the Order papers could be, indicating that it was for
mally and officially issued to all members of (he grade of 
Philosophus. It. has also been conveyed to me that the Ameri
can temples, under the Mathers and Brodie Innes jurisdiction, 
circulated this document. 

As to whether it accords with the general content of the rest 
of the Order system must be left to the discrimination of the 
individual student. That it has several points of vailue will be 
doubted by none, though few will care to subscribe to the 
paper in its entirety. Personally, I feel it to be definitely an alien 
system, which touches the Order teaching in but very few 
places. The mode ofskrying in the Spirit-viSion using the 
Tattwa symbols is sound enough, and has been described else
where. But other aspects suggest that the two systems are not 
likely to mix particularly well. 
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Some students who are familiar with early Theosophical 
literature will recall a book Nature's Finer Forces, or the Science of 
Breath, by Rama Prasad, and it may occur to them that this 
Additional Lecture on the Tattwas of the Eastern School .is in real
ity a precis of that book. This has been observed by quite a 
number of the early Order people, and I understand that 
because of this, and because of the fact that no acknowledg
ment of the book was made in the document, Fratre Sub Spe 

- withdrew the document. 
I have decided to issue it here, with the other Order manu

scripts, as it may convey for some minds a special message 
which may be absent in the others. In any event, it seems to 
me that I have no right to extirpate from an account of Order 
teaching a paper which was considered highly important by 
some of the early Or~er Adepti.-I.R.) 

General Observation. There are five Tattwas or Principles: 

1. Akasa-Ether. 

2. Vayu-the Aerial principle. 

3. Tejas-the Principle of Light and Heat. 

4. Apas-Watery Principle. 

S. Prithivi-the Earthly Principle. 

But the first Cause of these is the Great ,Controller of all 
things, the One Light, the Formless. From Him first came into 
appearance Ether; thence the Air, the motion producing 
Ether waves which causes Light and Heat, and so on in the 
above order. 

The Yogi comes to know the principle of these five 
Tattwas, their Sukshma Sharira, but how? Further on you will 
see how. The Astrologer who has no knowledge of the Swara is 
as worthless as a man without a wife. It is the soul itself; it is 
the Swara, the Great Controller of all, who creates, preserves, 
and destroys, and causes whatsoever is in this World. Experi
ence and Tradition both say no knowledge is more precious 
than this knowledge of the Swara. None else lays bare the 
workings of the machinery of this world, or the secret work
ings of this world . . 

ADDITIONAL LECTURES ON THE TATTWAS 
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By the power of Swara may be destroyed an enemy. Power, 
wealth, and pleasure, all these can be commanded by Swara 
The beginner in our Science must be pure and calm in mind 
and in thought, virtuous in actions, and having unmixed faith 
in his spiritual teacher. He must be strong in his determina-
tion, and grateful. ' . 

Swara in the Body. Ten manifestations of this Swara are m 
the body. But before the Neophyte is told thiS, he must gain a 
thorough knowledge of the nervous system. T~iS is. very 
important, and according to his knowledge of thIS SCIence, 
the Neophyte gains success. To give a rough outline of t~e 
parts we have chiefly to deal with in our endeavour to explal~ 
the elementary treatise: There are ten principal nerves, thIS 
includes the tubes, etc. It is in the ten manifestations of Swara 
that the ten so-called Vayus move. We mean by this ten forces 
which perform ten different functions. The three most impor
tant nerves are the following, as the beginner has only to deal 
with these: 

1. Ida-the left bronchus. 

2. Pingala-the right bronchus . . 

3, Sushumna-in the middle. 

The ten Vayus are: 

1. Prana, in the breast. 
. 2. Apana, about the excretory organs. 

3. Samana, in the navel. 

4. Undana, middle of the throat. 

S. Vyana, pervading the whole t>ody. 

6. Kurmana, the eyes, helping them open . . 

7. Kirkala, in the stomach, producing hunger. 

8. Nag, whel1(e comes vomiting. 

9. Devadatta, causes yawning. 
10: Dhananjaya, that which cloth not leave the body after 

deatb. 
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. These ten vayus, or forces, have their play in the ten prin
CIpal nerves, not one in each. They are the regulators of the 
body of man If they go on working properly, a man remains 
perfectly ?ealthy; if not, different kinds of diseases spring up. 

A YOgI keeps them always working, and consequently dis
eases never come to him. The key to all these nerves lies in the 
working of the Prana Vayu, or vital principle drawing the air 
through the Ida, the Pingala, and the Sushumna. When the Air 
is drawn through the Ida it is felt coming out or going in 
t?rough the left nostril. When through the Pingala, in the 
nght nostr.il. ':"hen through the Sushumna it is felt through 
b?th nostnls sImultaneously. The air is drawn or felt through 
eIther or both of the nostrils at certain appointed times. When
ever in any given time, the Breath goes in and comes out of the 
wrong nostril it is a sure sign some sort of disease is coming on. 

The Ida is sometimes called the Chandra Nadi, or the 
Moon Nerve. The Pingala, the Surya Nadi or Sun nerve. These 
are called, the former, the Chan dra Swara and the latter the 
Surya Swara. 

The reason is that when the breath is in the Ida it gives 
coolness to the body, and that when in the Pingala it gives 
heat to. the body. The Ancient Magi used to say the place of the 
Moon III the human body was in Ida, and the Sun in Pingala. 

The Course of the Breath. The Lunar month, it is well 
known, is di".ided into two parts, the fortnight of the Waxing 
an.d the fortmght of the Waning. On the first fortnight, or the 
Bnght Fortnight, just at Sunrise of the first day the Breath 
must c~me into the left nostril and must be so for three days 
successIvely. At the beginning of the 4th day the Breath must 
come through the right nostril and must do so for the three 
succeeding days, when again the 7th day must begin with the 
Moon breath, and so on in the same order. Thus we have said 
that such and such days begin with such and such a breath. ' . 

But how long is our breath to remain in one nostril? For 
five 'Gharis, or two hours. Thus when the first day of the 
Bright fortnight begins with the Moon Breath, after five 
Gharis, the Sun Breath must set in, and this again must 
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change into the Moon Breath after the same interval of time. 
So on for every day. 

Again, the first day of the dark fortnight must begin with 
the Sun Breath, and proceed in the same way, changing after 
five Gharis and the three succeeding days. It will be seen that 
all the, days of the month have been divided into the Ida and 
the Pingala In the Sushamna, the Swara flows only when it 
changes, either in its natural course or in certain other condi
tions to be afterwards mentioned. This is the course of Nature. 
Buta yogi commands Nature. He turns everything into his 
own way. Rules for this will be given in the proper place. 

Course of the Tattwas ., 
For five Gharis, as we have above said, the breath flows 
through our nostrils. In these 5 Gharis, or two hour periods, 
the Tattwas have their course. In the first we have Akasa, in 
the second Vayu, in the third Tejas, in the fourth Apas, in the 
fifth Prithivi. Thus in one night and day, or sixty Gharis, we 
have twelve courses of these five Tattwas each remaining one 
Ghari and returning again in two hours. There are again fur
ther five subdivisions of each Tattwa in a Ghari. Thus, Akawa 
is subdivided into Akas-Akasa; Akas-Vayu; Akas-Tejas; Akas 
Apas; Akas-Prithivi-and Similarly with the other four. 

How to know' which of the Tattwas is at a certain time in 
course, not merely by a mathematical calculation but with the 
certainty of an eye witness, is of the greatest importance in the 

. practical part of this science. We shall come to it further on. 
The Ida. When the Breath is in Ida, that is in the left Nos

tril: then only is it well to perform the following actions. Sta
ble works such as erecting a building, or the construction of a 
well or tank, going on a distant journey, entering a new 
house, collection of things, giving gifts, marriage, making jew
els or clothes, taking medicines and tonics, seeing a superior 
or master for any purpose of trade, amassing of wealth, sowing 
of s~ed in a field, negotiations, commencement of trade, see
ing of friends, works of charity and faith, going home, buying 
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of animals, doing work for the benefit of others, placing 
money on security, singing, dancing, taking up abode in any 
village or city, drinking or making water at the time of sorrow, 
pain, fever, etc. All these acts should be done when the Swara 
is in Ida. It must howeN'er be kept in mind that the Tattwas 
Vayu and Tejas are to be excluded from these actions, likewise 
Akasa. 

During the Tattwas Prithivi and Apas only, are these 
actions to be done. In a fever, the Yogi keeps his Chandra 
Swara going, and brings the Apas or Water Tattwa in course, 
so the fever is all over in a very short time. How mastery is 
gained over the Tattwas will come further on. 

The Pingala. In the Surya Swara only, are the following 
actions to be done: Reading and teaching hard and difficult 
subjects of knowledge, sexual intercourse, shipping, hunting, 
mounting a hill or fort, riding a donkey, camel or horse, swim
ming over a powerful stream or river, writing, painting, buy
ing and selling, fighting with swords. or hands, seeing a king, 
bathing, eating, shaving, bleeding, sleeping-and such like. 
All these secure success and health, as the case may be, if done 
in the Surya Swara. 

The Sushumna. When the Breath comes out of -both nos
trils at the same time, it is flowing in the Sushamna:. Nothing 
ought to be done under these conditions, for everything turns 
out badly. The same is the case when the Breath is now in one 
and now in the other nostril. When this is the case, sit down 
and meditate upon or over the Sacred Hansa. This joining of 
the Breath is the only time for Sandha, meditation. 

NOTE. Zanoni secured success iIi gaming for Cetosa and 
overcame the effects of the p0isoned wine of the Prince di D 
_____ as follows. In the first place, he changed his 
breath to the right nostril, and threw an envelope of the Akasa 
Tattwa over his antagonist, who consequently became all 
empty, the money in gaming flowing towards the Surya 
Swara. In the latter case he brought the Water, Apas, Tattwa 
into course, directed it with the full force of his trained will 
towards the poisoned wine, and consequently the burning 
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heat of the poison was counteracted for a very long time, and 
before it could recover strength enough to act on the system, 
it was there no longer. S. R M. D. 

The Tattwas 
To each of the five Tattwas a special colour has been assigned. 
Akasa-Black; dark; or no colour really. Vayu-Green (blue 
by some) . Tejas-Red. Apas-White or really all colours. 
Prithivi-Yellow. It is by these colours that a practical man 
finds on the spur of the moment which Tattwa is at the time 
in course. Besides, these Tattwas have different shapes and 
tastes. These figures are seen by taking a bright mirror and let
ting the breath fall upon it, as it comes-out of the Nose. The 
divided part takes one of the following forms according to the 
Tattwa then in course. Prithivi-a figure having four Angles. 
Apas, a half moon, or crescent. Tejas" triangular. .Vayu, .s~her
ical Akasa, oval like a human ear. To sum up then qualities: 

Prithivi-moves always in the middle of the Paths of Air 
and Water. Apas-downwards, straight through the nose. 
Tejas-upwards. Vayu-obliquely towards the right ' or left 
arm, as the case may be. Akasa-transversely always. 

Distance 
of Breath 
below Natural 

Tattwa Colour Form Taste the Nose Principle 

Prithivi Yellow Having 4 
angles 

Sweet 12 fingers Bulky 

Apas White Half Moon Astringent 16 fingers Cold 

or all colours 

Vayu Green Sphere Acid 8 fingers Always 

or Blue 
in motion 

Tejas Red Triangle Hot tastes 4 fingers Hot 
pepper, etc. 

Akasa Black, Human Ear Bitter Upwards Universally 

Dark or oval, egg pervading 

no colour 
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Tests of the Tattwas. For practice, let a man take five little 
bullets or counters coloured: red, yellow, green or blue, white 
or silver, and black, and place or carry them in his poc]<et. Now . 
let him close his eyes and take one of them out of his pocket. 
The colour of the bullet will be that of' the Tattwa then in 
course. Whilst still keeping the eyes closed, let him see if the 
colour of the bullet floats before them . . 

He must not suppose he will be correct all at once. By and 
by the confusion will disappear, and colours well-defined, 
staying for the proper length of time, will begin to come 
before him, and the colour of the bullet will be the same as 
that seen before his eyes. And then he will have gained the 
power of knowing which of the Tattwas is in course, and can 
at pleasure find them. 

There is a particular method of concentrating the mind 
an.d practising with the eyes for this purpose, which will come 
with practise\ ! 

Let him ask any of his friends to imagine one of the five 
colours, say a ~f1ower. He will only have to shut his eyes to find 
the Tattwa then in course, and he can astonish his ·friends by 
naming the colour. Again, if a man sitting amongst his friends 
finds the Vayu Tattwa set in, let him be sure 'that those of his 
friends who are in. perfect health and in a.normal state both of 
body and mind, wish to go away. Let him ask them to say 
frankly, and they will answer "yes." 

In what way other. Tattwas affect both the body and mind 
of man will be stated in another place. Some higher secrets are . 
. purposely reserved for those who safely and honestly pass the 
elementary stage. When the man has reached the stage of 
finding at will any of the Tattwas, let him not imagine he has 
become perfect. 

If he goes on practising, his inward sight becomes keener, 
and he will recognise the five subdivisions of the Tattwas. 
On and on let him go with his meditation, and innumerable 
shades of color will be recognised according to the different 
proportions of the Tattwas. Whilst during these intervals he 
is trying to distinguish between the different shades of the 
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colours, his work will be for a time very tedious. We say 
tedious at first, because when the thousand shades of colour . 
become. fixed and defined in his eyes by perseverance and 
practice, he will have before his eyes, an · ever-changing 
prospect of colour of the most beautiful shades, and this for a 
time will be sufficient food for his mind. 

To avoid the tediousness, let him meditate upon his breath, 
as is laid down in the chapter of meditation of the Tattwas. 

Action to be done during the different Tattwas. Actions of a 
sedate and stable nature are those of the sort enumerated under 
the Chandra Swara, to be done when Prithivi the Earthy Princi
ple is in course; Those of a fleeting nature, which are to be done 
and gone through very soon are to . be done during Apas. 
Actions of a hard nature, those in which a man has to make 
violent struggle to hold his own, are to be done during Tejas. If 
a Yogi wishes to kill a man he must try to do so with the Vayu 
Tattwa. In the Akasa, nothing should be done but meditation, 
as works begun during this always end badly. Works of the 
above nature only prosper in the Tattwas specified; and those 
whose actions prosper may see this by experiment. 

Meditation and Mastery over the Tattwas 
We have previously given summary rules for distinguishing 
the venous colours of the different Tattwas which are of great 
use to the beginner. But now we are going to explain tJ:1e final . 
method of mastering the Tattwas, and of practising. This is a 
secret which was only imparted to the most promising Adepts 
of Yoga. But a short practise will fuJly show the important 
results to be gained by this practice. 

The student will by degrees become able to look into futu
rity at will, and have all the visible world before his eyes, and 
he will be able to command Nature. 

. During the day, when the sky is clear, let him once or twice 
for about an hour or two withdraw his mind from all external 
things; and sitting on an easy chair, let him fix his eyes on any 
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particular part of the blue sky, and go on looking at it without 
allowing them to twinkle. At first he will see the waves of the 

,water, this is the watery vapour in the atmosphere which sur
rounds the whole world. Some days later, as the eyes become 
practised, he will see different sorts of buildings and so on in 
the air, and many other wonderful things as well. When the 
Neophyte reaches this stage of practise, he is sure of gaining 
success. 

After this he will see different sorts of mixed colours of 
Tattwas in the sky, which will after a constant and resolute prac
tice show themselves in their proper and respective colours. 

To test the truth of this, the neophyte during the practice 
should occasionally close his eyes and compare the colour 
floating in the sky with that which he sees inwardly. When 

, both are the same the operation is right. Other tests we have 
given before, and other wonders resulting from this will of 
themselves present themselves to the Yogi. This practice is to 
be done in the daytime. 

For the night, let the student rise about two o'clock in the 
morning, when everything is calm, when there is no noise, 
and when the cold light of the stars breathe holiness, and a 
calm rapture enters into the soul of man. Let him wash his 
hands, feet, the crown of his head, and the nape of his neck 
with cold water. Let him put ,his shin bones ,on the ground, 
and let the back of his thighs touch his calves, and let him put 
his hands upon his knees, the fingers pointing towards the 
body. Let him now fix his eyes on the tip of his nose. To avoid 
this tediousness, he must always, especially during the 'medi
tation, meditate upon his breath, coming in and going out. 

Besides the above, this has many other advantages given 
elsewhere. It may here be said that by constant practice of this 
meditation over his breath, the man is to develop two distinct 
syllables in his thought. It is evident that when a man draws 
his breath in, a sound is produced which is imitated in Han. 
When out, the sound Sa. By constant practice, the going in and 
coming out of the breath is so much connected with those 
sounds that without any effort the mind understands Han-sa 
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with the production of these sounds. Thus we see that one full 
breath makes Han-Sa, this is the Name of the Ruler of the Uni
verse"Jogether with his powers. They are exerted in the work
ing out of naturaJ phenomena. At this stage of perfection, the 
Yogi should commence as follows: 

Getting up at two or three in the morning, and washing 
himself in the aforementioned manner, let him know and fix 
his mind upon the Tattwa then in course. If the Tattwa in 
course be then Prithivi, let him think of it as something hav
ing 4 angles, a good yellow colour, sweet smelling, small in 
body, and taking away ,all diseases. Let him at the same time 
repeat the word LAM. It is very easy to im'agine such a thing. 

If it be the Apas Tattwa, let him imagine something of the 
shape and brightness of the half moon, putting down heat 
and thirst, aIJ,d that he is immersed in the ocean of Water. Let 
him at that time repeat the word V AM. 

If the Tattwa be Tejas, let him imagine it as something tri
angular in shape, shedding a red glare, consuming food and 
drink, burning away everything, and thus making itself 
unbearable. At the same time let him repeat RAM. 

If the Tattwa be Vayu, let him imagine it as something of a 
spherical shape, of a colour Green, or Blue, like the green 
leaves of a tree after rain, and carrying him with a mighty 
power away from the ground and flying in space like the 
birds. And let him repeat the syllable PAM. 

If the Tattwa be Akasa, let him imagine it as having no 
shape but giving forth a brilliant light, and let him repeat the 
syllable HAM. ' 

By dilfgent practice, these syllables uttered by the tongue 
ofa Yogi become inseparable from the Tattwas. When he 
repeats any of these, the special: Tattwa appears with as much 
force as he may will, and thus it is thilt a Yogi can cause what
ever he li~es, lightning, rain, wind, and so forth. 
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Cure of Diseases 

Every disease causes the breath to flow out of the wrong nos
tril, and the wrong Tattwa to come into course. When the 
breath therefore is restored to the proper nostril, and the prop
er Tattwa has been brought into course, let not anyone expect 
thil-t all that is necessary has been done. If the disease be obsti
nate and the attack a very violent one, the man will have to 
persevere in battle a very long time before he conquers. 

If a beginner cannot succeed very soon, let him aid the 
power of his breath by a suitable medicine and Swara will be 
restored very soon. 

It may be noticed that the Chandra Swara is generally the 
best for all diseases. Its flow is an indication of the soundness 
of Health. In cold, cough, and other diseases, this breath 
ought to flow. 

Of the Tattwas as well as of the Swaras, no one causes pain 
if it goes on properly. In this state it ought not generally to be 
meddled with. But when anyone gains. an undue predomi
nance and causes diseases, it ought to be at once changed. 
Experience shows that the Apas and the Prithivi Tattwas are 
the only ones generally good for health, and indeed, the fact 
that du)."ing the course of the Apas Tattwa the breath is felt 16 
fingers breadth below the nose, and during the Prithivi 12 fin
gers, argues at those times a more sound and powerful work
ing of the functions of the body, than when it is felt only 8, or 
4, or no finger-breadth below the nose. -

Akasa therefore is the worst for health, and in a state of ill
health, a man will generally find in course, either Akasa, Vayu, 
or Tejas. . 

Let him therefore, when need be, proceed in the following 
manner. After having changed his Breath, from the wrong nos
tril to the proper one, generally the Left, and pressing the 
opposite side by a cushion so that it may not change again, let 
the man sit on an easy chair and bind his left thigh a little 
above the knee joint with his handkerchief. In a short time, 
whose length varies inversely as the deficiency of practice, and 
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directly as the violence of the disease, he will perceive that the 
Tattwa changes to the one immediately below it and so on; 
and then the next, and so forth. If he be an acute observer of 
the conditions of his body, he will perceive that slowly his 
mind is becoming more and more easy. Let him tighten his 
bandage still more if need be. When at last he reaches the 
Prithivi Tattwa, he will find in the state of his health a great 
changefor the better. Let him preserve in this state, or, still bet
ter, the Apas Tattwa for some time, and return to it occasional
ly for some days, even after the attacks of the disease have 
ceased. He will no doubt be cured. 

Forecast of Futurity 

- Although a Yogi obtains the power of knowing everything 
that is, has been,-or is to be, beyond the reach of the senses, 
yet generally he becomes indifferent to such knowledge, for
getting himself, as he does, in his eternal presence before the 
Light which breathes beauty into all we see in the world. We 
shall therefore represent him here revealing if not all his 
knowledge of Futurity, only on questions being put to him by 
others. But our Neophytes may as well put the questions 
themselves, and then answer them according to the laws here 
laid down. 

When a man comes and says to the Yogi that he has a 
question to ask, let him: 

(a) see which of the Tattwas is in course. If the Tattwa be 
Prithivi, the question is about some root, something 
belonging to the vegetable kingdom, or something in 
which the Earthy nature is predominant. 

(b) If it be Apas, it is about same Life, birth, death, etc. 

(c) If Tejas, the question is of metals, gain or loss, etc. 

(d) If Akasa, he means to ask nothing. 

(e) If Vayu, about some journey. 
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These are but elementary things. The practical Yogi who 
can distinguish between the mixture of the Tattwas can name 
the particular things. 

Now let him see through which of his nostrils the Breath is 
flowing, whi<;:h is the fortnight then in course of passing, which 
the days, and what direction of himself, the enquirer. 

If the breath comes through the Left nostril to secure com
plete success in the work which makes the subject of the ques
tion, and which will be of the sort specified under Ida, he must 
have the following coincidences: The fortnight must be bright, 
that is of the Waxing Moon; the day must be even, 2, 4, 6, and 
so on; the direction must be East or North. If these things coin
cide the man will get what he wants. 

A:gain, if the Surya and Swara coincide with the dark fort
night, the day odd, the direction South and West, the same 
result may be predicted but not-so thoroughly. The' action will 
be of the sort prescribed under Pingala 

According as ,any of these do not COinCide, will the success 
be more or less imperfect. It must be remembered that the 
breath at the, time must not be flowing through the wrong 
nostril. This has many bad consequences; we only just touch 
the subject. 

Of the Wrong Swara. If at the commencement of the day 
the wrong Swara arises, the Lunar for the Solar, and vice versa, 
a man may expect something wrong. If it happens the first 
day, there is sure to be some sort of mental uneasiness. If the 
second, some loss of wealth. If the third, a journey will come. 
If the fourth, some dear object will be destroyed. If the fifth, 
loss of kingdom. If the sixth, loss of everything. If the seventh, 
illness and pain sure to come. If the eighth, death. 

If the Sun breath flows in the morning and at noon and 
the Moon in the evening, a sad discomfiture will be the result, 
the reverse being a sign of ViCtory. 

If a man, going to travel, raises his foot which coincides iii 
direction with the empty nostril at the time being, he will not 
get what he desires from his travels. 
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